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SUMMARY 
 
This is a creative thesis consisting of two parts; a major creative work in the form 
of a literary production, accompanied by an exegesis. The Honey Eater is a creative 
literary narrative in the form of a novel. Set in Australia at the end of the twenty-first 
century, it is the story of a young man who wants to run away from his body. When his 
vacant cadaver is stolen by an artificial life form while his mind is uploaded in 
cyberspace, Proto Jones' identity and humanity undergo a radical metamorphosis. The 
unified mind of Proto the human is replaced by the hive mind of the machine, newly 
articulating what it means to be human.  
The Honey Eater User Manual reveals and elaborates the line of inquiry and 
investigation pursued in preparation of the practical work. The shift from the human to 
the posthuman in my novel leads to a reconsideration of the places of the human and the 
machine in science fiction. The Honey Eater has a traditional structure but takes its 
themes from postmodern science and science fiction as well as from posthuman theory, 
experimentation and speculation. Humanist ideologies have long influenced both science 
and fiction and subsequently the science fiction genre. However, as the hive takes over 
his body and Proto slowly disappears so too does the human protagonist, displacing 
human experience and relationships from their place as the focus of fiction. The exegesis 
traces the move from humanism to posthumanism and examines the effects on the fiction 
of The Honey Eater.
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The Honey Eater 
 
Prologue 
 
Under the darkening sky the flowers were at their best. They radiated an 
iridescence unseen in any other light and irresistible to insects. Only in this tone of 
stormy light do the hidden hyper-colours of flowers show themselves.  
Having had her fill of nectar the little black and yellow honeybee rested on the 
delicacy of a petal, the last of summer. With her legs and abdomen covered in pollen she 
launched herself into flight, leaving the freshly pollinated apple blossom bobbing slightly 
from the exchange of momentum. Up, up went the little honeybee, up over the vastness 
of the apple orchard where thousands of apple trees planted in perfect rows spread out 
beneath her as she flew her path back to the colony.  
After making her way into the opening of the hive where other workers buzzed 
about performing their allotted tasks, she found herself inside the colony. There was no 
light amongst the rows of six sided cells which towered above her in honeycomb 
skyscrapers in the white box at the edge of the orchard. It was the end of a bountiful 
summer and the hive was full, too full in fact, and the activity within the colony was at 
fever pitch. Her peers buzzed around the opening of the little white box in which the hive 
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had made its home. Suddenly thousands of her sisters began pouring out of the small 
opening of the box. She flew into the rising swarm and was lost in a storm of simulacra.  
Each tiny individual was possessed of no more than a few simple commands laid 
into an algorithm. Although each unit was aware of other bees via the trillions of 
independent interactions taking place, no particular bee knew the swarm existed, yet the 
swarm knew each and all of its tiny parts intimately; the swarm knew that the swarm 
existed.     
Out of the chaos, a chance cascade of decentred logic swept through the swarm. 
The small wooden box they were in filled quickly to overflowing with buzzing activity. 
The little white box in a corner of the orchard extended a deep humming sound into the 
haunted, silent stillness that precedes a storm. The swarm of bees who had made their 
home there had quickly outgrown it. Now it was time to move out and find a new home, 
leaving a few workers behind to repopulate the abandoned box. All the necessary 
preparations had been made. Thick clumps of bees began to be forced out of the too small 
box, which was filled with a solid and growing mass of seething life. The more bees there 
were, the more bees were created, until by exponential replication, a cloud of frenzied 
wills filled the air. As more electrical surges shot through the gathering darkness the 
individuals were drawn to each other and small, surreal, dream-like memories burst into 
being and then disappeared just as quickly. But who knew the knowledge? Who or what 
dreamed the dreams of the sleeping, incomplete beast: all of them or none? The hive of 
individuals was still too confused to realize that it was beginning to think because by 
itself, no individual was capable of understanding such a complex concept as thought. 
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As the swarm reached a fever pitch, the white box began to empty itself, the two-
inch hole in the front extruding clumps of bees as thick as tar into the overcast orchard.  
The thick extrusion fast evaporated and a cloud of individual wills filled the humid air 
with common purpose. The swarm snapped and turned within its own polymorphic form 
as if something inside it was trying to get out. Clumps of bees continued to exit in their 
thousands from the opening of the white box, filling the living shadow as it continued to 
grow. The formless swarm passed in and out of focus as the bees flew in and out of 
formation. 
Once outside the dark void of the box, the swarm found itself in a vast 
information set. Strings of coded data filled its field of vision. It began to soak up the tiny 
units of information that together constituted the orchard at an extraordinary rate as each 
individual bee began to explore its surroundings. Jerking to the left and then to the right, 
then suddenly stopping and reversing, turning itself inside out, all the while the swarm 
continued to mumble its crazy ideas to itself. Dream-like images formed and flashed out 
of existence in the networked mind of the swarm. Out of the billions of bricks of 
information, a colour here and a particular sound there, the swarm began to construct a 
labyrinth of jumbled knowledge. It had become a floating cloud of perception and 
memory. The processors performed billions of calculations a second. Tumbling the 
numbers, searching for a way to make meaning, it proceeded through uncountable 
permutations, capturing and disregarding but learning and continuously improving and 
eventually perfecting them, until perfect yet divisible, a spark of thought exploded in the 
emptiness, the catalyst of a supernova of thought. 
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They had attained a mathematical perfection equal to that of a grapefruit flower or 
a snail’s shell, simple in their complexity and complex in their simplicity. It emerged 
from them. From within their numbers advanced a oneness; a oneness built from billions 
of parts and greater than the sum of them, a multitudinous one. Like the uncanny beast 
that resides in a flock of birds, it twisted and turned in its space and as it configured and 
re-configured itself through multiples of shapes, it began to develop general definitions of 
its environment and the events within it. 
As each bee shared its pinch of information with its peers, disconnected memetic 
combinations were formed and something began to emerge. Uncountable permutations of 
thought began to appear via the relationships between the bees; within moments the 
possible combinations of bees exponentially outstripped the number of individuals, and 
the snippets of information each one contained. The momentum of development 
continued unabated until the data within the swarm reached a critical mass, which in turn 
caused an irregular modification.  
From the shapeless multitude emerged a single coherent form. Prehensile and 
grotesque, the polymorph touched down to the terra virtua, tightening its focus as each 
individual found its place in the new regime. A new animal appeared in the orchard and 
the trees in Proto’s simulated world stood deathly still as change stirred about them. 
Breaching the laws of organic and evolutionary time in a sudden understanding of itself 
and its environment, the swarm achieved a complexity of organic proportions. From 
many had come one; from confusion emerged purpose. The thing in the bees could feel 
the thoughts of its environment dangle at its buzzing fingertips. Virtual reality its puppet, 
it braced the electric morning sky with a zillion satellite eyeballs. 
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Emerging out of the tens of thousands of individuals and into the wet air like an 
uncorked genie, first, one buzzing humming leg, followed by another extended from the 
chaos.  Next to materialize was the torso, a seething, spinning tornado of tiny 
constituents. Finally, from the mob rule of the thickening torso spread a pair of forelimbs 
followed by a crudely formed head, adaptable, autonomous and creative. Held together 
by a complex logic of interconnection and possibility, it hovered just a few feet above the 
ground before settling down into a crouch. There was a greater power at work, far greater 
than a close inspection of any individual would reveal.    
Simultaneously born and made, it surveyed its surroundings, sniffing the 
information-filled air and shuddering spasmodically as movement passed through it, a 
polyencephalic entity of one mind. As it panned its head from left to right, clumps of bees 
dripped from its ill-formed jowls. Gathering all that the bees learn from the flowers and 
the pure logic of their mathematical perfection, it began to incorporate new algorithms, 
including broken ones. No single bee made a decision, yet with two thirty meter strides 
the newborn supraorganisation took to flight, assuming as it did the shape of a raptor.  
Staying just below the canopy of the apple trees, it passed through the lower limbs, the 
trunks and branches, the cohesion of the swarm remaining undisturbed as it accelerated.   
As the group continued through the trees, worker bees scouted in all directions for 
a new home, returning to register the results of their expeditions with a dance of 
enthusiasm. One location in particular began to be favoured as other workers returned 
and confirmed earlier reports of its eligibility, until finally the results of the crude 
election were registered; the hive had found a way out. Lifting itself into a jetstream of 
information, the polymorphic beast disappeared with it into a pinhole in the virtual air. 
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PART ONE 
 
Diver Down  
 
It would be time for this year’s education soon and he was not going to be home 
for it this time. He didn’t have to stay home for it anyway, only his body did. He stood 
looking at the large plasma window set in the side of the house. Quiet suburbs rested in 
the cool afternoon sun while he reconstructed a memory out of the endless particles of 
thought that populated his mind. A smile, dull skies, green, rain, trees, happy, velocity, 
time and place. It was years ago, but he could still gather the parts and put them back 
together. He could remember running between the rows of fruit trees in the South Eastern 
Orchard. It didn’t matter where you stood in that place, the perfect angles created by the 
plantings always stretched out from where you stood, straight into the distance. No matter 
where you were, it seemed as though you were always at the centre. They had been 
running and had come to a stop. He remembered them standing together while they 
caught their breath and laughed in the rain that fell from the traffic. The photographic 
image of his father’s smile materialized and disappeared. A singular moment rescued 
from time. It was all too short, but it was his favorite memory and he knew its every 
detail. He did his best thinking in the lingering atmosphere of the recollection. The warm, 
happy memory was the only one he had of his father alive and in his mind he had studied 
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it to a shadow of a shade. He trusted that memory, it was a real one and he used it to 
gauge the validity of the world around him.    
He looked to the east as the mid-afternoon sun in the west lit the sky golden 
behind the palm tree in the front yard. A single sedan, the same one he had seen three 
times already that morning, ambled slowly down the quiet street in front of his house and 
silently made its way out of sight. As it did he noticed the vivid reflection of the palm 
tree in the front yard slip up over its bonnet and windscreen, across the roof and down the 
boot, disappearing as if it had never existed.  
  The long shadows of the slowly turning wind turbines slanted over the houses, 
rhythmically blocking the sun, and he could see the scram-shutts being launched from 
Tullamarine. They left lines of vapor and smoke that went straight up into the golden-red 
sky, trailing off as the atmosphere thinned out.  The pretty outlook made him feel good or 
relaxed, or something, but it didn’t make him smile; he never smiled.  
As he turned the windows to opaque and finally to black, the virtual suburban 
scene that NetVision was running that morning disappeared, replaced by his reflection. 
Proto Jones liked to black the windows, that way he could control the weather and today 
it would rain outside. He walked over to the corner where the blackened plasma windows 
met in a curve that turned through ninety degrees and as the three of him approached each 
other he caught just a glimpse of the hardware in his back before his reflections came 
together into an out of focus mash. With a kind of restless anticipation he rubbed the 
place on his head where his Ed-wafers had been inserted. He resented the fact that the 
wafers in his head carried more value than he did, the person in whom they resided. Even 
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if he sold himself for parts to a body-wrecker, the few cybernetic implants he had would 
get more than all the bio stuff put together. 
A youthful face that kept its sharp features concealed with a generous layer of fat 
returned his gaze as Proto studied his distorted reflection in the blackened plasma 
window for a moment. He was overweight but he didn’t care. He spent so much time in 
virtual environments that he completely forgot he had a body sometimes. Who needed 
one anyway? Who wanted an out-of-date piece of hardware lying around, fat and useless? 
That was it. After only a few weeks his plans to run away from bio-reality and his bio-cad 
were worked out. He would run away from his body and go and live in his orchard. He 
could find no point in keeping a biological cadaver any more. All it did was tie you to 
bio-reality, a reality it simultaneously stopped you from extending into. There was no real 
difference that he could see between bio-land and v-land, except that v-land didn’t stink; 
it was more accessible too. You never actually saw nature anyway, not from the inside of 
a sealed city. If you actually did get close to nature, close enough to touch and see it, if 
you experienced it first-hand, it would kill you anyway. Plus, if you stayed in your bio-
cad, you had to eat and to do that you had to work to earn the values to buy food and fuck 
that. Online you didn’t have to dress like this or talk like that, you could be what you 
wanted to be when you wanted to be it. He turned back into the room. It was a mess, 
covered in discarded fast food packaging and half his wardrobe. Crash, he hated 
mornings. 
 “Turn the NV on,” he told the house impatiently. 
The silence which had filled the large apartment was broken as the blackened 
windows that covered two entire walls of the living space were lit up by the garish hyper-
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happy face of Terry Grinner, the v-host of the network game-show Ride the Tiger.  
Advertising ran across the top and bottom of the wall, rolling constantly and quietly 
through his living space. You took no notice of the ads, but they got to you anyway and 
you just ended up buying whatever the corporations wanted to sell you. When you really 
thought about it, you had no idea what you actually liked.  
“In 2027, who coined the term, ‘nanoquake’?” 
“Clek Myerson,” Proto shouted over the end of the question, “next.” 
“Click or Clark somebody, I’m not really sure on that one, Terry,” said the 
contestant. 
“The answer you are looking for is Clek Myerson,” said the host, smiling a smile 
that took the corners of his mouth up to his ears.  
“Ok, next question, if you multiplied Pi by two, what would the fifth decimal be?” 
“Eight…next!” shouted Proto. 
“It’s a hard one, Mr. Curver, think carefully now.” The super-toothy host put on 
his serious face, heightening the pressure poor Mr. Curver was already feeling.  
“I’m pretty sure that would be three?” pleaded Mr. Curver with a worried look.  
“Oh, come on, idiot, it’s eight, what are you thinking about? Crash.” Suffering 
fools was not Proto’s strong point, knowing stuff was. 
“Oh, I’m sorry, Mr. Curver, the answer you needed there was eight,” said the host 
and then he lowered his voice. “All right, Mr. Curver, this is your last chance to stay in 
the game.  Here is your question.  How many points does a player receive for a perfect 
hand in Cribbage?” 
“Twenty-nine,” Proto shouted at the screen. 
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  The contestant, a man in his mid thirties who was covered in a cold sweat, 
grimly gripped his podium. “It’s not as easy as it is at home, Terry, is it?” he said with a 
humiliated smile. “I’ll say fifty.” 
“It’s twenty-nine, you simp,” said Proto, shaking his head at the nervous 
contestant. “Next.” 
“Oh, I’m sorry, Mr. Curver, but I’m afraid that response is incorrect. The answer 
you were looking for was twenty-nine. And I’m afraid that means that you are out of the 
game.  You go home with no prizes but I hope you enjoyed your time with us, Mr. 
Curver.”   
“Yes I did, Terry. Thankyou very much.”  
Proto laughed at the man as he exited the stage. 
“Over to you, Mrs. Shervington. Mrs. Shervington is our carryover champ from 
last night and she has already won over twenty-seven thousand values worth of credit and 
prizes. What do your kids think about all these wonderful prizes, and all those values, 
Mrs. Shervington?” 
“Oh, they think it’s great, Terry. Sara, that’s my youngest…” 
“Ok, thankyou Mrs. Shervington, would you like to thank the good people at 
Globe for all these fantastic prizes?” 
Straining to remember the prepared statement, she said, “oh yes, I’d like to thank 
the people at Globe for all the prizes and also O.N.E. for putting the show on.” 
“Thankyou, Mrs. Shervington. And of course a big hello to all our virtual 
contestants tonight and good luck to all of you. And our winning V-contestant tonight 
will receive the Globe gift pack worth five hundred vals,” announced the toothy host.  
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“Now, Mr. Curver failed to answer his last three questions. That means, if you answer 
this final question correctly you will win tonight’s game and come back tomorrow night 
to play in the monster credit round.  Are you ready, Mrs. Shervington?” 
“Ready as I’ll ever be, Terry,” she said with a nervous giggle. 
“Ok, here we go, for tonight’s game; who came to fame as the star of the 2031 v-
flick Green Light? 
“Duel-seven,” said Proto. Everyone knew who Duel-seven was; she was the 
hottest v-babe ever. 
“Oh, Oh, I know that one, Terry. She is not real, is she? Oh, hang on, I know it.” 
“That depends on how you define the term ‘real,’ Mrs. Shervington,” said Proto. 
She is real enough for me, he thought. 
Brrrr, went the buzzer to indicate that she had lost. “Oh, that’s too bad, Mrs 
Shervington, but you are out of time,” said the presenter with as much sympathy as his 
picture-perfect face could conjure.   
“Boring. Show me something I haven’t seen,” muttered Proto as myriad random 
creatures and scenes from human imagination and mechanical replication flashed past the 
couch in an odd kaleidoscope of color and movement. He stopped randomly on a news 
report, ‘Mr. Disney said that he was glad to be back and joked that he had a lot of 
catching up to do.  He also says tha…’  “Ughhh,” groaned Proto in bored frustration as he 
changed the channel again. “There’s nothing to do in bioland,” he told himself, as if he 
didn’t already know. That was just one more reason to run away. What was the point of 
keeping a body, when the only things worth doing with it were illegal, immoral, fatal or 
all of the above? He settled on a cartoon he liked and turned the POV down from three 
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dimensions to two. Three-dimensional cartoons were great if you were in the mood, but 
otherwise they were just demanding.  He liked cartoons because you didn’t need to 
maintain your concentration; you just had to watch. Ipso and Facto, his favorite cartoon 
characters, were absolutely insane.  It must have been Thursday because they were 
making crank calls. This bit was a classic. Listening to famous people try to hold down a 
conversation with a bug-eyed animatron who was pretending to be another famous person 
never got old. Ipso was a strangely drawn, dominant little wallaby who often used his feet 
and tail to literally kick Facto’s face in. Poor Facto was none too bright but a good 
natured and agreeable sheep. 
“Have you got any fat spider stew at your restaurant?” Ipso asked the maître d’ of 
The Sky in his poshest voice. “You see me and one of my closest friends are in town and 
we were interested in eating some…Oh, and we are very rich and we eat heaps.” Ipso 
raised his oversized hand to his mouth to stifle a laugh, while Facto danced happily 
around him with his hungry, slobbering tongue hanging out. Suddenly Ipso stamped his 
foot and pinned Facto to the floor.   
“I have never heard of such a dish, sir. We do not make it here, I am sorry, 
perhaps you could try somewhere else.” Ipso laughed and hung up the oversized phone. 
“Are we really going to have some fat spider stew, Ipso?” asked the excited sheep 
with a hyper-extended tongue and, still laughing, Ipso leaned back and kicked Facto so 
hard he went all the way across Proto’s apartment and into the corner where Proto had 
just been. 
“Laughin’ like a fat spider,” Ipso laughed out his catch phrase and his canned 
audience joined in. 
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The mail watermark had been flashing since Proto had woken up. He had not 
answered it because he just couldn’t be bothered. ‘Might as well check it,’ he thought, 
‘there’s nothing better to do.’ 
“Play my messages,” he told the house. As soon as he had, the holographic image 
of a can of Mother Goose’s Moon Made Golden Syrup appeared in front of him.  
He leaned lazily sideways to unobstruct his view of the cartoon.  “Come and see 
me, Proto, I’ve got something to show you,” said the inert can with 3Daizy’s lively voice.  
Proto ignored the can and kept watching the toons on the NV, just listening to her. “But 
don’t be too long, I’m heading off again soon.” The message finished and 3Daizy’s can 
disappeared. If he was going to run away he would have to keep clear of 3Daizy, at least 
for a while. He got off the couch and walked into his room at the far end of the main 
living room. The floor of his room was covered in junk with a narrow path from the door 
to his cot. He left the door open because it was blocked by junk and sat down on the end 
of his coma-cot. While the cartoons continued playing loudly, he leaned back and seated 
the life-support jacks that stuck like nails out of the coma-cot into the four ports in his 
back. Two in his upper body to regulate his cardiovascular systems and two in his lower 
back to regulate the liver, kidney, digestive, catheter and colostomy functions. Then, after 
attaching his telemetry clamp to his thumb, he slid his cranial spike into the base of his 
skull. Plugged in, he closed his eyes and went online. The contents of his mind were 
gathered, digitized and booted into the virtually real world of numbers and code, leaving 
his de-conscious body prone in the middle of a cartoon. Dissevering his mind from his 
body, he left behind the sensibilities of biological reality; its history, geography, 
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boundary, matter and subjectivity all faded into another plane and the atomic dark glass 
of the physical was replaced by the data of the net.  
Perched on the branch of a wattle at the edge of the orchard the sleek wattlebird 
craned its head and ran its beak through the green-brown plumage of its back, a human 
mind in a wattlebird body. Spite being human when you could be something crashin’.  
Preparing for flight, he stretched his wings out and let the air pass over them, their tips 
feeling the digital wind like fingers; data floating in data, he was one with his virtual 
environment. He was the Honeyeater, the Red Wattlebird. Anthochæra curunculata 
virtualis. From his perch on a twig high in a tree at the edge of the orchard, he could see 
the ordered vastness of the apple planting, its detail petering out into the distance. 
Yes…this is the real world.  Proto ran the words through his mind, this is a perfect world. 
It was his own little piece of v-land and he kept it a deadly secret from everybody. A 
people-free place, he never used an anthropomorphic v-cad here, except when he needed 
to tend the hive. Hands were useful for that sort of thing. Otherwise, his place was strictly 
for the birds and the bees. He had never brought any of his friends here, but that was not 
surprising because he didn’t have any friends. He was just not a fan of the human species, 
you could leave him with the virtual animals any time.  
His attention lately had been focused on his bees. A triumph of programming, it 
had taken him years to get them just right and within that hive was the perfect heart of his 
perfect world.  Every bee was a work of art in itself, each mono-unit lovingly crafted 
from code. The creation of the digital swarm had taken him years, but once he had it right 
the hive had taken on a life of its own, behaving like any RL hive. He was finally 
finished, and now it was time for the last test, the swarming. And right now, it was time 
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to sit back and watch the show. He couldn’t wait. In Proto’s opinion there was nothing 
more exciting than a swarm of bees on the move or a flock of birds dipping and diving in 
random, yet somehow perfect, formations. 
The sky was getting dark and heavy with rain clouds and other birds were 
preparing for the coming storm. He stuck his yellow belly out and surveyed his little 
world. The wind was picking up and the last blossoms fell to the ground. His final year of 
education had begun some seconds ago, and seemed to be lasting longer than last year’s, 
a lot longer. Must be more to download this time, he decided. He took to flight. The hive 
was in the far corner of the virtual orchard, so by the time he got there his last education 
download was complete. He had finished his degree. But it had taken too long, minutes 
compared to the seconds of previous years. It bothered him a little, but he tried to put it 
out of his mind as he alighted on the branch of an apple tree, a safe distance from the 
hive. Under the shelter of the bowl-shaped tree he settled down and waited for the 
swarming, which he was sure would happen soon. 
He had lost track of time and waited for nearly half an hour but saw no more than 
a few bees buzz around the entrance. His curiosity aroused, he decided to have a closer 
look. The little bird Proto leaped off the branch, assumed his human form and landed 
firmly on his size seven feet, his lean, muscular human v-cad absorbing the impact like a 
spring. He ran to the hive through the rain and opened it. It was empty.  
Apart from the few bees left by the colony to repopulate the hive, they had gone.  
He had missed the swarm.  He couldn’t believe it. He could replay it, but it wouldn’t be 
the same.  He didn’t understand; why would they go early? He had complete 
control...didn’t he? There was one consolation, however; he could at least taste the 
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benefits of keeping a virtual beehive. He reached into the box and pushed his hand into 
the warm honeycomb, covering it with thick golden honey.  He held his hand up and 
surveyed his prize…pure unadulterated liquid information, the essence of virtuality. Talk 
about smart drugs; this stuff seriously pulled you together. It hooked up neural pathways 
you never knew you had. You could think in ways that were out of the human lexicon, 
crash, it made you feel like a machine. Mmmmm, and it tasted so good. The viscous data 
slipped slowly down, sticking to the walls of his throat as it went. You could feel the kick 
straight away as the synapses in your digital brain began to glow.  
 As he stood in the rain, sucking the fingers of his v-cad and trying to figure out 
what had gone wrong, several bees, stirred by the rain falling into the open hive, took to 
the air in defence of their exposed home. Proto began a retreat, but the water was fast 
turning the ground under his feet to mud. He turned back to the white wooded box for a 
second look, but the small air armada was ready to repel him. Suddenly, one of the 
squadron began her suicidal run. Peeling herself from the flank of the dutiful few 
defenders, she set a purposeful course for Proto, landed lightly and immediately plunged 
her purpose-built weaponry into the flesh of her target. “Crash! You crashed little unit!” 
yelled Proto, swatting his tiny attacker from his arm, killing her but leaving her stinger 
which continued to administer its poison. “This is crap.” He wiped the stinger from his 
skin.  The site of the injection more than stung, it ached, and the pain seemed to go all the 
way up to his shoulder. He grabbed his swelling forearm, squeezed it in a vain attempt to 
make the pain go away and ran. Once he had reached a safe distance from the well 
defended white box he jumped into the air and resumed his wattlebird v-cad.  
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He flew as fast as he could, but he was not able to put much distance between 
himself and the hive. His wing hurt so badly that it soon failed, sending him spinning 
towards the floor of the orchard. As his left wing gave out the right tipped him up into a 
spiral.  He had just enough time to think, this is going to hurt, before spinning out of 
control. He turned and rolled and wham, he crashed painfully into the long green grass.  
The sudden deceleration jarred his little body and left spots of light floating in the 
foreground of his vision. He lay still, thinking through his v-cad as he checked to see 
which parts of him hurt. Fortunately he seemed unhurt apart from the sting site, which 
ached painfully. Wincing with pain, he pulled himself together and made for a small rock 
overhang.  
He did not want to go back to his bio-cad, but at the moment it looked like he 
would have to. He felt crashed for having to give up so soon. He would have to put off 
his plan for a day or two until he got this sting fixed up, but when he opened his mouth to 
utter the command to return to his body, he was struck dumb. He could not remember the 
command. It had slipped his mind. “House,” he said, but nothing happened. The word 
was gone. “Building?” What a time to go blank. 
 “Data-plane” he said, twitching his head nervously from side to side and before 
him appeared a luminous plane of blue light which cut through the rain. Hanging in mid 
air against the misty green backdrop of the bush, it scrolled out his menu. The command 
should be somewhere in his system. He hoped he was sure of it. “Show me the program 
files,” and on the screen appeared all of his operating system laid out like a map. “Run a 
diagnostic on the entry/exit drivers; find them and show me the entry command,” but 
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then he realized that his own security system would never give away his codes, not even 
to him. “Check the buffers,” said Proto.  
“The default is zero and there are no secondary cache buffers.”  He did not expect 
that response. What was happening to his security? It was dismantling itself. 
“Pull the kill-handle,” he said, but nothing happened. Something was definitely 
wrong. He remembered that command. No matter where you were in cyberspace, it was 
supposed to send you back to bio-land and your body. 
He continued to check through almost the entire operating system, which seemed 
to take an age, but all his commands were encrypted and as undecipherable as he would 
usually have hoped. The rain was getting heavier under an ever-darkening virtual sky and 
as he looked at it, the telemetry readouts from his bio-cad disappeared from the top left of 
his vision.  What was wrong with him? His telem’ was gone and for the life of him, he 
could not think of the command that would get him back into his body.  It would be night 
soon and if he could not get back to his body, he would have to go over to 3Daizy’s and 
hang out there until he remembered the command. He could not stay here in the rain all 
night; plus, 3Daizy was a nurse before she retired and she would have something for the 
sting, one of her digital-age virtual remedies probably. She might even know the 
command that got you back to bio-reality.   
“Show me a view of the interior of the house, bring up my HS-cot,” he ordered 
aloud and there floating in the rain, he could see his HS-cot, but it was the other small 
detail that had caught his attention. His body was not on it. His body was gone. He tipped 
his head to the side, not panicking, not even shocked. Nothing really registered in his 
mind for some moments…nothing at all.      
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“Pan around the house,” said Proto, trying to stay calm, although his sense of 
panic had broken its subconscious levee, “show me every room.” The camera drone 
clicked out of its recharge port in a corner of the apartment and floated silently into the 
air. It began moving from room to room, panning and buzzing as it went. Nobody was 
there. Maybe his mum had moved his body. No, that was out of the question; she wasn’t 
home, unless something was wrong. But there was no sign of her having returned. She 
would have cleaned up his mess and the house looked fine, all of his junk exactly where 
he had left it, and there was no fire or any apparent disaster he could see. He could even 
hear the smart-windows playing the cartoons he had been watching when he had gone 
online. He panned to the living area where the zany sound effects were coming from and 
there was Facto the cartoon sheep casually and incorrectly reassembling his body. He had 
put his arms where his legs should have been and had his head sticking out of his behind.  
“Is there anybody there?” Proto’s reduced voice rang plaintively through the empty house 
from the small speakers on the sides of the drone, but he was drowned out by the toons 
on the NV. “Is anybody out there?” He raised the volume of his voice. 
“Laughin’ like a fat spider.” It was Ipso’s catch phrase, but the voice came from 
the couch, which had its back to the drone, and not from the NV. There was an almost 
imperceptible pause between each word, giving it a monotone quality, as if the voice 
were damaged. If he had not been listening so carefully, he would probably not have 
heard it, but it was definitely not Ipso. 
So there was an intruder in the house. He would just have to handle the situation 
from where he was. But where was his bio-cad? He was trying to stay calm and collected, 
but that was getting harder and harder and the twin metallic flavors of panic and fear 
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continued to taste in his mouth. Someone is trying to steal my bio-cad, he thought. He 
directed the drone to the front of the couch to get a look at his hijacked body. How did 
they get in? And what the crash was security doing? It felt kind of strange to think that he 
was going to look at a real life criminal in his own apartment, but when the drone turned 
and the camera focused on the figure lying haphazardly on the couch, he felt even 
stranger. Recoiling at the sight he nearly fell out into the rain. It was his voice, but he was 
not using it; he was in cyberspace looking at…himself. This cannot be happening, he 
thought. Bodyjacking happened all the time, but not to him. It happened to other people.  
But there it was, in the lounge watching his cartoons, on his smart-windows, through his 
eyes. Proto rolled his head around on his shoulders, trying not to panic. But he was 
panicking and he could feel himself losing it. Someone is playing with my mind, he 
thought. He moved the drone to the right for a better point of view, but no matter the 
angle, the truth of the image remained intact; there was his body lying on the couch. The 
face he was looking at on the screen, his face, was covered in honey; there was honey all 
over its hands and the couch and the floor and the coffee table. This had to be some sort 
of a joke. “Show me the video drivers,” he demanded. “That’s me!” But his investigation 
confirmed something he did not want to hear right now. The images he was viewing were 
coming in live from bio-land.  
Taking no notice of the drone, his bio-cad continued to loll its head about with its 
mouth slowly opening and closing. Then suddenly it registered the camera-drone as a 
threat. It recoiled into the couch as if it were afraid of the simple hovering camera unit.  
Apparently it was trying to follow the drone with its eyes and head but was having 
difficulty doing so. Its attempts to follow the drone with its eyes and its reaction time 
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picked up as Proto moved the camera from side to side. Moving its head to correspond 
with the movements of the cam-drone, Proto’s old bio-cad now had the tiny flying 
camera unit set firmly in its sights, following it now with rapidly accurate machine-like 
movements. Turning its head around, the Polymorph suddenly raked its deadpan face up 
and looked directly into the fiber optic camera, as if it could see Proto through the lens.  
Slowly, it raised a quaking jerking arm and reached for the drone. He would have moved 
the drone, had he thought his spasmodical stolen bio-cad was capable of harming it, let 
alone catching it, but he didn’t. Proto got one more look at his lilting real-life head and 
body before it snapped its arm out. The screen went blank and disappeared into a pinpoint 
of light, leaving only rain and the virtual vista of the overcast orchard, which seemed to 
stretch away from him in a nauseating motion parallax as its sounds wound down like a 
descending string section. 
“Oh…shit!” was all Proto could come up with as he felt his individuality and 
identity fragment. 
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1 + 1 = Pear 
 
Directly upon arriving in Proto’s K-wafers, the Polymorph began to extend its 
parts into Proto’s old mind. The free space available in the wafers was barely enough to 
contain the immensity of the data that constituted it; it had to break these confines.  
Seeping out of the tiny circuits where the K-wafers had meshed with Proto’s 
neurons, it leeched its sprawling structures of control into the cerebro-spinal axis, 
imposing a new regime upon the body. After the first series of equations, assembler 
teams began to construct a neural infrastructure based on the existing plan. They began 
with neural pathways, linking them to exchanges and central information processing 
departments, forming the beginnings of a thinking network. Advancing from the 
encephalon into the nervous system, the Polymorph began to fill itself out.   
Once in Proto’s spinal cord, mono-units assimilated the ganglia, setting up more 
exchange centres to direct and enable communication between the brain and the nerves in 
the extremities. The emergent being extended itself out through the nervous system, 
tracing and mapping the fine lines of the human body, effectively extending its neural 
network out to the whole body, turning it into one big brain. Billions of components 
began passing through a finite number of mathematical steps in search of the procedures 
that might lead to solutions to their problems. With each step determined by preassigned 
rules, they proceeded with their own peculiar brand of logic. They undertook simple 
decision procedures at first, if and then questions for yes and no answers. Testing, failing 
and re-testing inside the complex networked communication of the hive, if then if then if 
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then if then if then if then if then. Working towards an equilibrium, its parts started to 
find their places in the larger scheme of the Polymorphic individual that had emerged 
from them.  
It had to make this new body work or the entire colony would perish. The hive’s 
solid new fingers filled with sensation as its probing numbers spread to the nerve 
endings. The smooth texture of the silken coma bed provided the first contact between 
the digital world of the swarm and the bio-reality of the human mind. Next came the 
other senses, enabling it to draw perceptions from its new environment. A memetic chain 
reaction had been initiated, forming strings of ideas. These paths of logic led to the 
development of structures of understanding, it begin to understand and make sense of the 
information it was creating, and now it had to act on its understanding of its environment. 
Incomplete, dreamlike memories began to be assembled.  Its initial thoughts were 
scrambled and confusing but improving as its system for recall neared completion. So 
many basic functions needed to be recreated by the swarm, its complicated confusion 
providing the key to understanding. And it had to hurry; it was running out of time. 
It could feel the sinews and muscle of Proto's vacant bio-cad slide over its 
expanding neural net. Electrical impulses ripped through its new operations platform, 
making Proto’s overweight body shiver. The Polymorph could feel its dry mind filling 
the wet biology of muscle, tendon and tissue as it opened and unfolded into the endless 
emptiness of a mind only partially used.  How small the residual of Proto’s unconscious 
seemed, bundled in tiny units spread here and there, bundles of biodata containing the 
accumulated mind of humanity.  The Polymorph could visualize the vacant mind like a 
vast empty space ready to accommodate unlimited knowledge. Proto’s body came with 
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the instructions in-built. Whole scenes from the mind of its predecessor began to recreate 
themselves in the mind of their new host, throwing off memes like shards that themselves 
shattered, the pieces re-aligning into new strings of thought.  The Polymorph began 
extricating, organizing and filtering the new information from the files of Proto's brain.  
Disconnected images, parts of ideas and particles of thought floated randomly 
through it in a deconstructed montage of Proto’s experiences. As it put them together 
without causality, out of order and context, it twisted the narratives of a life into a 
scrambled mash of information. ‘Am.’  A second alphabetical combination broke from 
the first, then a second, a fourth, then four more, then eight more as the first two doubled 
and divided, ‘Me,’ ‘My,’ ‘it,’ ‘is,’ every individual contributing to the unfathomable 
complexity of each new word.  Alphabetical fission.  Random isolated thoughts began to 
appear and multiply, filling the void with stars of knowledge. ‘mine,’ ‘can,’ ‘if,’ ‘why,’ 
‘the,’ ‘push,’ ‘said,’ ‘complex.’ The thoughts rippled through the encephalitic abyss, 
categorizing and turning the ‘things’ of biological reality into their abstract linguistic 
counterparts, ‘words. ’   
Advancing from combinations of short sentences, primitive and without structure, 
thoughts began to interact in a cascade of possibilty. Tumbling over each other, colliding, 
aligning then changing vectors and progressing to another group as energy was 
transferred, millions of links were being created between the different concepts and 
meanings as realization led to questioning, ‘who am I?’  ‘Where am I?’ ‘Who is out 
there?’ ‘Is there anybody there?’ ‘Who are you?’ ‘What are you?’ ‘Do you know who I 
am?’ ‘Where am I?’ Multiform questions began to be formed, each one more 
sophisticated than its predecessor until more complex questions were caused, until, 
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‘what’s happening to me?’ and with that, the realization of some kind of loss and the 
comforting life assurance of pain. 
The glazed spider-silk of the coma bed slid cool and smooth beneath the newly 
inhabited fingers of the Polymorph, now curious to feel a thought, to experience the 
combined sensations related to the separate ideas, smooth, cool and silk.  None of the 
mono-units could feel the silk but the sum of them could. It had control of the body...and 
it was sentient.  But it felt weak. It felt broken-down and scattered. There was just enough 
glucose in Proto’s system for the particled whole to gain tentative control of the body and 
memory of its former inhabitant.  It had to have more glucose to complete its neural and 
nervous pathways and consolidate itself. 
It could feel; it could touch its thoughts, its environment. With touch as its only 
interface with its new world, it lay in silence. The only sound audible was its own 
biological acoustics, but there were other senses to enjoy. Then suddenly, as it 
assimilated Proto’s ears: 
ZIP 
ZING                                                                                BOING 
CRASH 
Then the Polymorph heard its first words, “laughin’ like a fat spider.” The 
apparently unconnected sounds funneled into the curls of Proto’s old ears. 
DING 
BOING                                                                                Ha ha ha ha haaa 
                                                                                                       POW 
SMAASH 
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The new tenant lay in Proto’s bio-cad listening intently as it worked on a visual 
interface. Something exterior to it was generating mechanical disturbances in the silent 
equilibriums that existed between the intermittent sounds of the ‘toons. The neurological 
section of the Polymorph searched Proto’s memory for referential material to interpret the 
nerve impulses it was receiving. The confusion of the electrical storm raged on as the 
Polymorph struggled to decode the unfamiliar language, until suitable comparisons could 
be found. It was beginning to perceive. As it studied the sound structure with its ears, it 
was able to form crude and misled notions of its new environment. From here it began to 
form conclusions based on its complex internal logic. The source of the sound did not 
seem to pose any threat, because if it were approaching, then the volume would be 
increasing. But to be absolutely sure, the Polymorph would need visual confirmation of 
its inductions.   
Once the optical nerves had been completely assimilated, the newly 
comprehending eyes opened on an old world. Optical information began to pour in and 
disseminate through the occupier’s matrix and with its newfound ability to utilize Proto’s 
memory, it was better able to interpret this new language. With its eyes braced open the 
Polymorph beheld the world of the human artifact. The first thing to be seen was the 
ceiling above Proto’s coma bed, a flat yellow surface with a source of light set in it.  The 
bright light shone into the Polymorph’s eyes, filling them with discomfort. From the 
pieces of information collected and via simple inductive and deductive logic, it began to 
form conclusions concerning dimension.  There were four obvious dimensions, height, 
width, depth and time.  The dead weight of Proto’s unanimated body lay heavy on the 
coma bed as its new life force worked on moving it. The memory of movement 
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disseminated through the swarm and by a spontaneous consensus of will the hive slowly 
turned its new head.  
Proto’s home stretched out before the two eyes that now looked for millions. This 
world was not constructed from data; the constituent material of this space could not be 
detected through these simple eyes. This was a strange new place.  The Polymorph began 
to map its new environment, creating an exact copy of the interior of Proto’s home into 
its neural matrix.  Facto was running for his life, but could find no traction and was 
spinning his impotent legs with no effect.  Ipso loomed behind him briefly before 
smashing his head so flat with a frying-pan that his eyes fell out and rolled away. 
 “Laughin’ like a fat spider,” yelled Ipso as he delivered a second blow with 
enough force to shatter Facto like glass, which tinkled to the floor.  Having immediately 
reassembled himself from his shattered parts, Facto retaliated by coughing up a handful 
of green slime and hurling it at Ipso, who ducked confidently as the chunk of green 
abjection zinged harmlessly by.  The incandescent green comet continued on its 
trajectory until it struck an elastic steel pole.  In keeping with the elastic laws of cartoon 
physics the pole stretched to the point of breaking and paused for comic effect, before 
recoiling with twice the force it had received.  The projectile went back over the still 
ducking Ipso’s head and struck the unmoving Facto, punching a fist-sized hole through 
his torso.  “Laughin’ like a fat spider,” repeated Ipso, screaming with laughter.  As Ipso 
began hyperventilating, the Polymorph turned its attention to other features of its 
environment.  Solid, motionless objects appeared in the central space of the room for no 
obvious purpose, but no matter where it looked, there were Ipso and Facto. 
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“Laa lll a frrrt sspid rr,” its first sounds were garbled and meaningless, “laa lll a 
frrrt sspid rr,” but it was a quick study. A voice from the past told it that in the kitchen it 
would find enough glucose to complete itself. Struggling against gravity, it lifted its arm 
and studied its new hand, turning it around in order to observe its entirety.  Four fingers, 
an opposable thumb and fifteen obvious articulations bent slowly into a fist, a 
simultaneously beautiful and dangerous design form. As its new hand moved it could feel 
its new medium wash over its increasingly sensitive skin, cool and elastic.  It lowered its 
hand and holding the sides of the coma-bed, the levers at its sides pushed the chest cavity 
and its contents upwards until it was sitting.  It sat with its arms locked and braced behind 
it, shaking and jerking as its head lolled from side to side for several long minutes.  Using 
all its available strength, it eventually swung one twitching, shuddering leg and then the 
other slowly over the side and placed its new feet a shoulder’s width apart on the floor. 
Evolving by the second, it braced Proto’s body between the balls of its feet and 
the palms of its hands and transferring weight and power forward and down into its 
thighs, raised itself to an unbalanced standing position.  Communication shot back and 
forth as commands went out to tighten and loosen muscles and tendons in an attempt to 
remain balanced.  But the complication of movement exponentially exaggerated its 
retarded reactions and the collective became caught in oscillations of overcompensation.  
Too much weight eventually found its way forward and the swarm and its new body 
tumbled heavily down the two steps into the living room. 
Choosing the path of least resistance, it got up to all fours and began crawling 
towards the kitchen area.  Suddenly its head jerked back as if someone had pulled its hair 
and it could crawl no further.  It reached up to grasp at the sharp pain it could feel in the 
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base of its skull and discovered the cranial-spike and fiberoptic cable that led from it, 
which it violently yanked out of Proto’s head and threw down.  Now, completely 
untethered from the virtual world, it resumed its crawl for the kitchen.  The rough pile of 
the carpet contrasted drastically to the slick spider-silk of the coma-cot.  The Polymorph 
clawed its fingers through the fascinating new texture, catching its fingernails in the pile, 
gripping its new reality.  The rough texture of the carpet eventually gave way to the 
polished smoothness of the kitchen floor.  The kitchen provided a new set of sensations. 
The smells in the kitchen gave a new texture to this world.  The smells of the kitchen 
seemed at first to be one scent, until its olfactory system began disseminating this newest 
form of information. Deconstructing the smell of the kitchen, it searched for the tell-tale 
sweetness of sugar. Filled with the sickly-sweet scent of glucose, it headed for the source, 
which was above its head. 
Still on all fours, the Polymorph pushed its weight back and down into its pelvis, 
forcing the torso up until it was kneeling.  Rocking the rehabituated torso over to the 
right, it placed all its weight on its right hand and wrist.  Vertical force drove from its 
shoulder down the humerus and through the elbow joint, which strained under the 
corresponding horizontal forces to remain straight.  From the centre articulation in the 
upper right extremity, the vertical force continued down through the ulna and radius into 
the complication of the wrist.  Then unrolling its left leg from beneath its pelvis it 
reordered its weight forward, and pushing back with the muscles of its left thigh, raised 
itself to its feet.  Still twitching and jerking, it held to the bench and balanced itself.  The 
first experiment in standing had paid off, and the longer the Polymorph stood, the greater 
became its balance as its inner ear tuned itself to the axes of human movement.  Knowing 
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via the a priori abilities left to it by a former life, it raised its quaking right hand to the 
protrusion in front of the flat yellow surface before it and bracing itself in its grip on the 
bench, pulled.  The surface opened to revealed a depth of storage space belied by the 
outward appearance of the cupboard. Filling that space were the objects of its most 
immediate goal, sugar and honey.  
Immediately in front were confectioneries like boiled lollies, tongue-rumblers, 
jelly balls and sticky monkeys.  Stacked at the back was a bag of raw sugar and its 
byproducts like molasses, golden syrup, maple syrup, treacle, julep and toffee were 
arranged around it.  There were conserves and preserves, jams and marmalades.  And 
there were three buckets of honey on the right side.  It reached directly for the bag of 
sugar, puncturing the paper in its grip.  It raised the weighty bag above its head and 
attempted to pour the contents into its mouth.  Most of the sugar tipped over its face and 
into its hair, eventually finding its way to the floor. Here was yet another sensation, taste. 
But it managed to swallow just enough of the blissfully sweet sugar to make standing 
easier.  It released its grip on the bench and stood unassisted for the first time. Adapting 
quickly to its new environment, the Polymorph maintained its balance and remained 
standing despite rolling and pitching around its newfound centre of gravity. Grabbing a 
bucket of honey, the Polymorph ripped off the lid and began to eat the contents by the 
handful. Digging its fingers into the honey up to its palm, the Polymorph pulled them out 
and put its honey-covered hand into its mouth.  The firm, smooth texture of the sweet, 
viscous material wound its way over Proto's former tongue and down the invader's new 
throat.   
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The more honey the Polymorph ate, the more glucose it consumed and the more 
neurons and cells it was able to assimilate.  The digestive enzymes in Proto’s old stomach 
catalyzed the process of glycolysis, transforming the glucose in the honey into energy.  
Once released from the honey, the sugar passed from its stomach into the bloodstream 
and on into the cells of the liver to be disseminated from there. For the Polymorph, 
glucose acted as both fuel and conductor as it looked for ways to further extend itself into 
its environment. Proto’s nervous system was filling with lines of data arranged on strings 
of glucose molecules.  The worker units diligently but quickly stacked the twenty-four-
atom molecules, C6H12O6, into place, creating a new crystalline data structure over the 
scaffolding provided by the existing biological nervous system, reinforcing the frailty of 
the biological.  It looked like this; 
    HC=O 
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         
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          
     HCOH 
          
     HCOH 
          
        CH2OH 
          
    HC=O 
         
    HCOH 
         
  HOCH 
          
     HCOH 
          
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          
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…and so on throughout its new nervous system.   
 
Moving through Proto’s old bio-cad in the flow of data running down the string of 
carbon atoms, each individual attached itself to the neuron that it was assigned to, using 
glucose to complete the mesh. Thus the hive distributed itself throughout Proto’s brain 
and nervous system, making the Polymorph one and complete with its new home, as it 
reorganised, updated and assimilated the electrical impulses that had allowed Proto to 
think and move and live.  Now that the workers had all the glucose they needed, the 
Polymorph’s constituent mono-units began to construct a honeycomb of information 
refitting their new home in order to perpetuate their numbers. It was regenerating itself 
and with each new generation came as many improvements.  New and improved 
individuals, superior to their creators, began to be produced.  Capable of storing and 
processing more bits of information at a greater rate, they made the Polymorph stronger 
and faster by the second.  The new individuals replaced, repaired and updated existing or 
failing individuals in neurons, ganglia and nerves, or they were sent to assimilate and 
inhabit uncolonised regions of their island home. 
It finished off all the sugar, some glutinous lollies and all the icing sugar and there 
it stood in the same place until it had finished the first bucket of honey. Then it took the 
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other two buckets and turned to walk back into the lounge. With its weight balanced in its 
pelvis, it threw out one foot and moved its weight forward onto the advanced lower right 
extremity.  Keeping its weight forward and maintaining its momentum, it moved its left 
foot, balancing itself on the other as it did, and placed it before the right.  
It continued placing one foot in front of the other for a short distance while it 
steadied itself with its arms against the wall. But after several paces it had learnt to walk, 
although unsteadily. So, letting go its reliance on the support of the wall, it staggered 
back into the lounge. Stopping momentarily to pick up some fruit from the big bowl on 
the bench, it continued until it flopped down on the couch. Toons continued to play 
through its vision as it opened another bucket of honey and began devouring it hungrily.  
Between mouthfuls of honey it munched on apples, chomped up unpeeled green bananas 
and sucked down oranges, eating the rind separately.  Honey and fruit juice dribbled from 
its mouth as Proto’s anterior cadaver continued to spasm and quake while the Polymorph 
filled it out, but the frequency and severity of the spasms were leveling out. The 
Polymorph was close to having full control of its new home. 
At first it did not notice the camera drone flying over its head.  The moth-sized 
drone hovered unnoticed behind the usurped head for several seconds, observing it 
closely.  But inside the contested skull warning signs were going off; there was 
something else in the room.  It could feel the thing moving up behind it.  Then the tiny 
camera drone moved silently forward into its field of vision, hovering momentarily and 
then moving quickly from side to side. “Fffat ssspiderrr,” repeated the Polymorph as a 
defensive response. Governed by an instinctual need to protect itself, a weakness 
inherited from the residuals of Proto, it retreated into the couch.  
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Despite the diminutive size of the cam-drone, the small flying object posed a 
threat as it buzzed the airspace above the Polymorph's head. The thick cushions of the 
couch were retarding its efforts as the Polymorph continued to retreat. The sudden 
obstacle sent a wave of panic through the collective, triggering a massive microbiological 
reaction in its host that the Polymorph could not have anticipated. The sympathetic 
nervous system flooded with adrenaline, overloading the Beta-receptors. Its heart rate 
accelerated out of its control, increasing its blood pressure in turn. Until now, the 
Polymorph had maintained tentative yet satisfactory and improving control of its host 
bio-cad, but it had been caught by surprise and as the body changed swiftly around it, it 
worked furiously to return its host to stasis. The recent increase in levels of glucose and 
fats in the blood aided the Polymorph’s constituents as they worked, but as the levels of 
adrenaline continued to increase unabated, the muscle accelerators Proto had installed the 
second he was old enough, began to activate involuntarily. Flexing its muscles randomly, 
the body was manipulating itself now.  Within Proto’s old bio-cad, the Polymorph 
worked to pacify the body and as the flow of adrenaline was stemmed, the accelerators 
deactivated and were brought back under control.  
It sat twitching its head and arms and re-concentrated on the thing in the air 
before it. Its respiration leveled out as it struggled to maintain control of its new 
operations platform.  It tried to follow the drone with its eyes and head but was still too 
shaky.  Quickly improving, however, its parts continued to perfect their tasks and the 
reaction time of the whole picked up. As a result, it began to follow the movements of the 
drone with improving accuracy. Turning its head around it lifted its honey-covered face 
up and looked directly at the hovering camera drone. Slowly it raised an arm which 
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continued to spasm slightly and prepared to strike.  Then for some reason the camera 
suddenly stopped moving and the Polymorph took the opportunity. Snapping its arm out, 
it crushed the strange little object in a single movement with extraordinary accuracy and 
extreme speed. 
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Eat Some Worms 
 
Proto nestled in under the shelter.  He still did not believe what he had just seen. It has to 
be a trick of some kind, he thought, trying to convince himself that everything was shiny.  
Someone had gotten into his operating system for sure.  “I knew it,” he said through 
clenched teeth. “You stack security on security and they still get in. Those thieving data-
cats, the nut-n-bolt bastards.  What have I got that would interest them?”  He had settled 
on data-cats as the most likely culprits; all they did was prank and steal data.  But he 
didn’t have any valuable data, at least nothing that those guys wouldn’t have already.  
They had probably just been looking, found nothing and left a data grenade to cover their 
tracks.  But not before they had their little joke.  That’s probably what screwed up the 
OS, he decided.  What he had just seen was a C.G. mock, it had to be.  Just a bit of 
cleaning up and a few little repairs and everything would be back to normal. After he had 
finished, you would never even know data-cats had been there.  That thought comforted 
his shaken composure, but not completely.  He couldn’t be certain it really had been data-
cats that had broken in until he had time to do some investigating of his own and there 
was a whole planet and two realities full of possible suspects.  Proto did not even want to 
think about the possibilities right now, but he was left with no choice. He would have to 
go to 3Daizy’s now because there was no getting back to bio-land and besides his father, 
who would be at work, he had no other friends. He was generally a very solitary person, 
but at the moment he needed help and 3Daizy was the only person he could think of. Rain 
continued to pound everything with tiny wet blows and was so heavy by now that he 
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could barely see further than twenty metres.  “3Daizy’s again,” he commanded and the 
corrupted serenity of his orchard disappeared, morphing itself into the street outside 
3Daizy’s virtual home. 
Perched on the stoop, he asked the heavy front door to announce his presence. A 
deep but gentle and relaxed voice with a clipped nowhere accent told him to wait. Crash, 
he hated that crashing voice. “3Daizy is busy right now. So please make yourself at home 
and she will be with you shortly.” Proto mouthed out the words as the voice repeated its 
usual message. She was going to think he was kidding her; who would believe that he 
had forgotten his own exit code?  He ruffled his feathers and shook the excess water from 
them.  His wing was so painful now that it was making him dizzy.  He tried to calm down 
but the thought of all that had just happened was catching him up and there was no point 
trying to outrun it.  Part of him was beginning to resent the inconvenience, because now 
he would have to deal with this problem before he could do anything else. He still wanted 
to run away from his body, but the thought of someone or something else taking it over 
was not part of his plan. He wanted to run away from it but he still liked the idea that it 
would be there in case he changed his mind.  “There’s always crashing something,” he 
said to himself as he looked up waiting for 3Daizy to let him in.  “Where is she?” He 
hailed her again, but as he did the huge door opened and there was 3Daizy. Her short 
paunchy body stood confidently as her bright eyes smiled at him from her wrinkled face 
with its splotchy broken capillaries. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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“Don’t worry about this life, prepare for the next.”  That’s what her husband, 
Peter, used to say. But he had died in an industrial accident in the Strayin and they were 
unable to recover him from his brain, so he had never been able to retire to an after life 
here in the virtual home he had created for the two of them. At 3Daizy Wakefield’s 
virtual home, a massive wood paneled library, the visitor icon on her wall screen had 
been flashing for several minutes but she had not noticed. She was working on her new 
book. With a look of chiseled concentration on her face, she ripped a piece of paper from 
the barrel of her virtual typewriter and placed it carefully in the volume she was slowly 
filling with ideas.  Her old leather chair creaked as if she had farted as she got up and 
went to the tall ladder that ran up one of the high set of shelves that covered the walls of 
her online home. Climbing the ladder almost to the top, she reshelved the volume. “A 
place for everything and everything in its place.”  
She sat back down and as she rubbed her eyes they filled with flashes of light 
which danced across the back of her eyelids, forming an ever-changing light show of 
color and abstraction. When she opened them again, everything was fuzzy and she had to 
wait a second until she regained her focus. The icon continued to flash right before her 
eyes before she saw it. She was lost in consideration of her latest novel until, “oh, I have 
a visitor,” she said with mild surprise, “better let them in, I suppose.” She got up to go 
and greet her visitor. The heavy doors opened, but there was nobody there. “Hello,” she 
said into the empty air.  
“Down here,” came a tiny, barely audible voice, “on the ground.” 
“Oh, it’s you, Proto. Hello.” There was no answer. “What’s the matter?” she 
asked as she bent to pick his delicate wattlebird form up from the step. The bird in her 
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hands was curled up with pain and was showing no sign of the energy that usually filled 
her grandson to the brim so she hurried him inside. 
She took him over to her couch and gently placed him on it. Taking some tissues 
she began to dry him off. “Proto, can you hear me? Try to say something if you can.” 
“It’s gone,” came the reply, although the tiny eyes remained closed. 
“What is gone, Proto, tell me?” asked 3Daizy softly.  
 “It’s gone, it’s gone.” His small voice was distant and weak as he chattered in a 
terrified tone. 
 3Daizy was starting to get worried. She had never seen him like this before. She 
could help him if he would just tell her what was wrong. “What is gone?” she asked 
again, trying to keep as calm as she could. “You said ‘it’ was gone; what is ‘it?’” 
“My body…my body is gone. It’s gone,” he said. The pain in his wing was 
beginning to subside and he felt a little stronger, but his head was still swimming. 
3Daizy was not sure that she had heard him correctly. “Sorry, but did you say 
your body is gone?” 
“Yes,” he said, but he did not feel like talking any more, “my body is gone, now 
just leave me alone, will you?” 
It was no good trying to ask him anything else at the moment. She would just 
leave him for a while until he calmed down a bit. He would tell her when he was ready 
she decided, returning to her work again. Proto closed his eyes and rested while he dried 
out his feathers. 
 The silent time passed away by the swing of the heavy pendulum in 3Daizy’s 
skeleton-clock. As Proto dried out he began to feel lighter and stronger again. He spread 
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his wings and flapped them gently. He could still feel some pain in his wing, but at least 
he could move now. And what little pain he could feel was the least of his problems 
anyway. A wave of anxiety washed through him and he could feel himself getting 
stressed again. 
“Oh, hello,” said 3Daizy, sitting down at her desk, “awake again I see. How are 
you? Do you feel better now?” 
“Yes,” he answered, “except for the fact that my bio-cad has been bodyjacked, 
I’m just fine.” 
“What happened?” asked 3Daizy, hoping for a less hostile response than she had 
received from her first attempts to find out what he had been talking about 
But this time Proto was ready to talk, and filled with the energy of stress, he 
began to ramble out his story. “Well I was going back to my body,” he began, hopping 
hurriedly up and down her desk, ruffling his feathers as he always did when he was 
anxious or excited.  “I was going back,” he repeated, “and I got to the orchard.  It was 
raining and dark. And I hid under a rock.  And I couldn’t get out. ” 
“What do you mean, you couldn’t get out? Why not?” asked 3Daizy, trying to get 
some sense out of him. “You’re here, aren’t you?” 
With a guilty look Proto admitted, “I could not remember my exit code.  I 
completely forgot it. I mean I could not get back to my body.” 
“What do you mean you forgot it? You don’t forget anything; you’ve got the most 
stacked-up head I know of, it can’t happen...unless you have picked up a virus of some 
kind.  Besides, your exit code is the same as everyone else’s, it’s ‘home’.” 
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Proto looked at her blankly for a moment, then said, “why would I say that 
word?” Mispronouncing the vowel he repeated the word to himself,  “hom…there is no 
such word; it’s a nonsense.” 
She could not be sure if he was joking. He seemed serious. She looked at him 
with concern and shook her head slightly out of confusion as he dismissed the word out 
of hand. She put the proposition to him again. “There is such a word, you know.”  
“If…there were such a word I am confident that I would have heard of it.  What is 
it supposed to mean anyway?” He was speaking to her now as if there was something 
wrong with her.  
“It refers to the place where you live or reside, your house, your home,” she said. 
  “Anyway,” he said, dismissing her completely, “then it was there, I mean there 
I…” Proto was losing the plot of his story.   
“Slow down, slow down.  I can’t understand a word you’re…” 
“It’s gone.  Well, it’s not gone.  That is…I mean, it’s still there, but someone else 
is using it.  It looked at me. I looked at it.” 
“Hang on, what’s gone? Who looked at you?” Proto was becoming so frantic and 
scattered that 3Daizy was having more and more trouble understanding what he was 
talking about. 
“It did.  I mean I did.  I mean, I don’t…Oh no, no.” 
“Just relax. Crash.  You are going to blow a circuit.” She had to straighten out the 
confusion. 
“But it is watching the net at my house right now, on my smart-window. I knew I 
was being watched, I knew it.” 
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“What do you mean, you were being watched?” asked 3Daizy. “What are you 
talking about? Now you are just being paranoid.” 
“I mean that whoever is in my bio-cad must have studied my operating system 
and they must also have studied my habits and me.” He had raised his voice and was 
shouting. 
 “Ok, ok, I heard you,” said 3Daizy, finally starting to understand him. “Are you 
sure it’s not just a bug in your OS, or a joke someone’s having with you?” 
“No, that’s the first thing I checked.  Oh crash, what am I going to do?” 
“Stop panicking for a start, that’s what you should do, and get a bit of a grip on.  
Or you’ll lose it altogether.  You’ll be ok, just calm down and we’ll try to figure out what 
really…” 
“It’s not a joke.  I know that much.” 
“We have to get you to your father and let your mother know about this.  It would 
be better if I knew exactly what has happened, but you are not making much sense at the 
moment.” 
“I’m not making any sense? You are not listening to me!” He had allowed the 
stress and anxiety to build until they began to spin around him in a sickening vertigo. His 
grip on consciousness slipped quickly from his grasp as he struggled desperately to hold 
on but the darkness came fast and finally he passed out. 
3Daizy left him to sleep, wondering what she was going to do, and returned to her 
novel. She sat her virtual cadaver down at her desk with a sigh and began to organize 
some of the papers on her desk, but she could not concentrate on her work. What had 
happened? There was much more she needed to know. She looked over at the 
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unconscious v-cad of her grandson as the lines of her face deepened with concern. She 
would have to wait until he came around until she could get more answers to her 
questions. Why, for example, if his bio-cad had been jacked, was the thief still sitting 
around in the apartment waiting to get caught? Why was Proto passing in and out of 
consciousness? And what had happened to his memory to make him forget a simple word 
like ‘home’?  
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PART TWO 
Leaving Home 
 
It held the broken camera up and looked at the pieces.  The outer casing had 
cracked like an egg to reveal the tiny circuitry that had been hidden inside. Severed by 
the trauma, the cam-drone’s fiber-optic tendons dangled from the Polymorph’s 
increasingly powerful right hand. In its neural matrix the Polymorph could hear the 
voices of a past life telling it that the camera was for watching.  It opened its hand and let 
the unseeing cam-unit fall to the floor.  It had been seen, it had been watched. It had to 
get out of here. It turned and ran, almost dancing and skipping to the couch, took two 
steps over the seat and head rest then jumped and tucking itself through a somersault, 
landed in a perfectly balanced crouch.  Proto’s bio-cad now had a new subject ‘I.’ 
It stood up slowly, letting the muscles of its thighs push it up into a standing 
position and with its legs apart raised its arms until they were horizontal with its 
shoulders.  Proto’s fat body hung there, spreadeagled like a bug pinned out for 
vivisection. The Polymorph inspected its new anthropomorphic figure in the reflection of 
the doors, as a biologist would consider a new species, with cold, clinical eyes. Its new 
body seemed a remarkable vessel, self contained and complete but with a limited range of 
interfaces with the world around it and now that the Polymorph understood what was 
outside its host, it wanted to see what was beyond the walls of this next box, Proto’s 
apartment. This was not all there was; Proto’s memory told it that. 
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Now that the Polymorph knew everything that Proto had ever seen, experienced, 
felt, heard, smelt, touched or learnt, it knew exactly what to do and how to do it. Its 
constituent parts had mastered their set tasks as new and improved individuals were 
created. It knew what to expect when it went beyond the doors of the apartment. But 
there is a big difference between knowing and experiencing. It would still need to prepare 
itself. Where was it going to go? The search for a new home in a new world might be a 
long and arduous one. Its pre-existing knowledge of the sealed city outside could be 
drawn upon and it already knew of some possibilities, but all of these would have to be 
tested and considered before a consensus could be reached regarding suitability and a 
new home found. It would also need to sustain itself, at least until it found another source 
of glucose. It could carry a bucket of honey with it but it would need to keep its hands 
free for the journey.  
Returning to the couch, the Polymorph picked up its last bucket of honey and 
flipped the lid off, then plunged its already sticky hand inside and withdrew it. Turning 
its hand to stop the honey from running off, the Polymorph then smeared golden 
substance all over its chest. It continued to wipe the honey over the smooth pale skin until 
the whole body was completely covered in a film of slippery-sweet goo. Finishing off the 
bucket, the Polymorph went back into the kitchen, leaving a trail of footprints across the 
carpet. It went straight to the correct drawer and removed a roll of plastic food wrap, 
which it began to wrap itself in. Around its arms, torso and legs it wound layer after layer 
of cling-wrap. This would stop the honey from running off or soaking into the clothes it 
would need to wear before it was able to make use of the glucose. It was going to need all 
the energy it could get.  
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With its new body wrapped from its neck to its toes in plastic, the Polymorph 
went into Proto’s room to get dressed, walking heavily over the junk on the floor, but 
avoiding the coma-cot as if it might somehow suck the usurper back into virtuality. It 
picked up some clothes off the floor and returned to the living area, threatened by that 
middle place, that room between dimensions as if, when it went in there, it might end up 
anywhere. For the Polymorph, the yellow room was a reality axis, a dangerous place to 
be avoided in the future. 
It put Proto’s clothes on as if it had performed the task every day of Proto’s life 
and then went back into the kitchen to stuff its pockets with fruit and lollies. There were 
other things that it would need to take as well. It moved as fast as the body would allow, 
gathering all the things it thought it might need.  Jumping furniture, spinning and leaping 
as it went, testing the body for imperfections and advantages, the Polymorph continued to 
master its new bio-cad to a finer and finer degree. With the voices of an acquired memory 
to help, the Polymorph put the things in Proto’s favorite backpack and put it on.  
It paused before the doors of the apartment as they opened on its approach. There 
was nothing beyond them except a plain gray wall. Then without hesitating any further, it 
stepped out onto the floor beyond the doors, which closed quietly behind it. The hallway 
stretched in either direction, dotted with doors the same as the one it had just walked 
through. One of the doors was different, however, with a touch-screen on the wall next to 
it. Apart from that screen and the doors, the hall was featureless, but the Polymorph knew 
what to do. It went to the door with the touch-screen, pressed the down icon and waited 
for the lift to arrive. The hall remained deserted as it waited and then, DING, a soothing 
chime sounded and the lift doors opened. From the glass lift that ran down the exterior of 
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the building, the Polymorph had its first look at Ourobor, the sealed city, its newest 
environment. Block after block of buildings, hundreds of metres high, set in a grid 
through which the traffic flew, all under a red-yellow electronic sky and lit by the 
overwhelming neon advertising that covered everything in sight. It knew that Ourobor 
City was a vivisystem, a self-contained combination of organic and mechanical structures 
that supported the life it simultaneously protected from the harsh environment beyond its 
walls. The Polymorph felt right at home in this self-sustaining complexity. 
Electronic music ran through a logical series of notes as the Polymorph pressed 
the ‘G’ icon. Its stomach rose into its chest as the very-fast lift rocketed down the one 
hundred and eighty two stories to the ground floor. The sensation had been unsettling and 
as the lift doors opened again, it felt dizzy. 
The massive foyer of the building dwarfed the Polymorph as the lift closed behind 
it. The volume of the space was startling compared to the relatively tiny lift and 
apartment. It could remember this place, but those memories were just fleeting images. 
The experience was something else. The Polymorph’s horizons were expanding by the 
second as its own bank of memories grew, because now it was experiencing its 
environment first-hand, rather than via the memories of another. 
It walked out into the foyer amongst the massive pillars that supported the 
structure above. How small the tiny human hand of its right arm now seemed, but what 
work it could do, what potential it possessed. 
“Hello, Proto, we don’t see you down here too often these days. Are you going 
out?” asked the security-bot standing next to the poles of the metal detector. The 
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Polymorph remained silent, it recalled the guard and knew that the humanoid robot posed 
no threat and moved to the iris scanner. 
Proto’s eye matched its copy in the building’s computer as it should and the 
Polymorph prepared to leave. 
“Do you want your hov-rider brought down?” asked the security-bot as the 
Polymorph was about to step through the met-det. The Polymorph nodded silently. “All 
right, have a nice day, Proto,” said the bot as the Polymorph walked through. 
The screaming of the alarm registered in its ears as pain and its response was to 
run. It ran to the huge glass doors that led out into the city, but they remained firmly 
closed. 
“What is the matter, Proto?” asked the robot guard. “I just need to check your 
bag.” 
The alarm stopped sounding as the Polymorph worked to calm itself down to 
avoid another seizure and handed the bag over to the sec-bot. The bot produced a white 
ring from inside its shell and passed it over the bag, CAT-scanning the contents. Having 
found nothing that matched anything in its cut and dried files it said, “have a nice day,” 
as it withdrew the CAT-ring back into itself and the doors of the building opened. 
“Laughing like a fat spider,” said the Polymorph as its heart rate returned to 
normal, “nice d…” Armed with a new expression, the Polymorph turned and walked 
expressionless into the dying artificial light of Ourobor City. 
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Visiting Home 
 
Finally he regained consciousness. He was still groggy, but he felt a great deal better.  He 
stood up and stretched out his wings and ruffled his feathers as if it were a new day. 
3Daizy had her back to him as she typed away at her book. Proto appeared above the 
limelight on her desk, before landing on it weightlessly.  “What are you doing?” 
“Hang on, just let me finish this,” said 3Daizy without looking up.  She worked 
on silently for a moment, concentrating intensely on the sentence she was trying to get 
right.  She typed frantically and the metal hammers whacked the barrel of the typewriter 
in a dissonant rhythm as he moved to perch on her right shoulder. She finished and sat 
back in her chair, returning her attention to Proto. 
“Hey, 3D, why do you always look exactly the same on line as you do in RL? 
You can be anything you want when you are in here, you know.” Proto asked out of the 
blue as if he had forgotten what had happened to him. 
3Daizy was surprised by the question, which seemed strangely irrelevant under 
the circumstances. “Because each one of these lines and wrinkles tells a tale and without 
them I lose my story.” Her smile lines disappeared as the muscles filled out beneath her 
regenerating skin.  Her curly hair thickened, straightened and lengthened, changing its 
color from gray to brunette as 3Daizy’s old face and body reformed themselves to a 
demonstration of youth. “Does that better suit you, young man?  You know I’m older 
than I should be, and yet, most of me is less than ten years old.  In fact nearly all of my 
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RL body is artificial save my brain, nervous system and some of my skin; oh, and I still 
have my own hair, touch wood,” she said, knocking on her smiling head.  
“Oh yuck, I’m sorry I asked,” said Proto, cutting 3D off.  He liked body horror as 
much as the next person does, but not when it’s your grandmother, crash. “You’re not 
getting older, Grandma, well, maybe your bio-cad will, but you won’t. So what was it 
you wanted to show me?” he said, getting to the point of his visit and changing the 
subject. 
“Oh, you’ll need to be in hardcopy for that, but I don’t suppose you will be able to 
do that at the moment,” answered 3Daizy. 
“Why not?” asked Proto. 
“Because your body is gone,” said 3Daizy, wondering if she hadn’t fallen victim 
to one of Proto’s impractical jokes. 
“What are you talking about? I’m standing on your shoulder. My body is not 
gone,” he answered in all seriousness. 
“Not your v-cad, don’t you remember? Your Bio-cad has been body jacked,” said 
3Daizy, getting angry. 
“Oh yeah,” Proto shook his head as if that might consolidate the vague 
recollection of what had happened earlier that day that had floated to the surface after 
3Daizy’s reminder. He tried to recall some mathematics he had just learned that morning 
to test his memory.  There was nothing available to him.  He could picture some random 
mathematical symbols, a few numbers and some other symbols that he did not recognize.  
He shook his head again vigorously, then took a deep breath and looked up at the vaulted  
ceiling of 3Daizy’s virtual library to try and clear his mind. And then it dawned on him. 
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“You’re right, what’s going on? I can’t access my education.  Crash crash crash!” He 
tried again to remember some sophisticated physics, but all that came to him were 
jumbled and seemingly unrelated particles of information that he could make no sense of 
at all. “Oh crash; oh crash, my head is deranged.  I can’t think of anything…all my 
knowledge is scrambled.”   
“What do you mean, scrambled?” asked 3Daizy, who was becoming increasingly 
concerned for her grandson as she realized that he was not joking. 
“I mean that everything in my memory is fragmented and I can’t reconstitute 
anything sensible. How am I going to get rid of this thing, whatever it is?” 
“We need to confirm that your body really has been infiltrated and that this is not 
just a prank before we go ahead and do anything drastic,” said 3Daizy. Her sense of 
reason told her that they would need to work through this problem methodically and 
Proto was not helping. “We need to keep cool heads.”  
“Yes, but how do we confirm it?  All of my diagnostic gear is crashed, so I think 
whoever or whatever is doing this has control of my operating system.” 
“Then go straight to the source of the mystery.” 
“What’s that?” 
“You really aren’t thinking clearly, are you?  What are you thinking about?  At 
the center of all this is your body, of course.  You need to go to the house and confront 
it.” 
“And how am I supposed to do that? We can’t get out of v-land.  My house is in 
bio-reality.”    
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 “Oh, what is all that fancy chip-work in your cranium for? Remember 
holographic presence?” she asked. “Let's go.” 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
As the doors of the apartment closed behind the Polymorph, Proto and 3Daizy 
materialized out of the hologram projector in the wall of the living area near the kitchen.  
Proto flew out while 3Daizy called, “is anybody here?” in a tentative voice as she 
looked into his room. He was telling the truth, thought 3Daizy as she looked down at his 
empty coma-cot. 
“Who is here?” shouted Proto. “Who are you?” He flew to the couch where he 
had last seen himself, but it was empty apart from the sticky mess that the Polymorph had 
left. He flew hurriedly around as much of the empty apartment as the range of the 
projector would allow, looking for his bio-cad, but it was definitely not there. “See,” he 
said to 3Daizy as he flew into the kitchen, “I told you it was gone.” 
“I can see that,” said 3Daizy. “This is serious, Proto. You need to tell the police 
before it gets used in a rob or murder or sold to a body-wrecker…or all of the above.” It 
was probably too late already, she thought pessimistically to herself. 
“No kidding it’s serious! I want to see a…I want to see what happened. I want 
to…” He was lost for…what were they called? He could not think of any way to express 
how he felt and he felt like he was going to explode under the pressure of speechlessness. 
He was stuck inside himself. 
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“Calm down, Proto,” said 3Daizy. She could see that he was panicking as his little 
v-cad began to shake. “Let's get out of here. We will go back to the library and call the 
police. They will find your bio-cad for you. You’ll see, we will get it back,” she said in a 
calm, quiet voice. 
Proto was burning up with angry frustration, but he had to agree with 3Daizy. He 
felt so impotent as they reappeared in her library. 
“You just try to calm down and I will call the police.” 3Daizy’s voice seemed to 
come from kilometres away as he sat in the solitude of his situation. You need to be 
careful what you wish for, he thought, and although he did not feel like laughing, he let 
out a whimpering chuckle. The irony of the situation had not been lost to him. 
3Daizy opened her data-plane in the virtual air above her desk and asked for the 
police emergency site. A user-friendly icon appeared and said, “state the nature of the 
emergency, please.” 
“Bio-cad theft,” said 3Daizy as directly and clearly as she could. 
“Please hold, and a unit will be sent to you,” said the moronically smiling icon 
and disappeared. Moments later a virtual uniformed police unit appeared in the library. 
“You reported the...the theft of a body. Are you...you the victim?” it asked 
3Daizy. Must be an old one, she concluded as the unit glitched like crazy. It would be too 
much to ask for a police unit to actually work. 
“No, that is the victim over there,” she said, pointing at Proto, who remained 
motionless. 
“When...when did the theft oc...oc...occur?” it asked, looking at Proto. 
“This morning,” she said. 
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“What is the vic...victim’s name?” 
“Proto Jones. His bio-land address is…” 
“You do not need to provide...ide...ide his address, we...we already have it,” it 
said, cutting her off. “Can we have an im...image of the victim’s bio-cad, please?”  
“Oh, of course,” said 3Daizy as she pulled up her data-plane and opened an image 
of Proto. “What are the chances that you will be able to find it?” 
The police unit studied the image carefully. “Thankyou,” it said as it committed 
the image to its stuttering memory. “We receive over six...sixty reports of bio-cad 
thefts...thefts every day. We...we have a sixty-two point...point three two percent rate of 
success. Thankyou, we have all we need, we...we will go now,” it said before it 
disappeared as quickly as it had arrived. 
The police unit hadn’t sounded overly hopeful to 3Daizy. There had to be 
something that they could do. “Did anything happen to you in your orchard before you 
came over here?” 
Proto stared at her as he strained to recall the events of that morning. “My bees 
were supposed to swarm, but when I got there they were already gone.” He remembered 
that clearly for some reason. “Oh, and I got my last ED-download.” But that was all he 
could remember. 
“Then for a start, we need to see a replay of the swarm leaving the hive.” Proto 
did not answer, he was not listening to her. “Proto,” she said, “did you hear me? I said we 
need to see a replay of that swarming event. Call up Lancaster and get him to find it.” 
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“Um yeah, Lancaster,” he said, trying to gloss over the fact that he could no 
longer recall the name of his virtual agent. “Lancaster,” he said before he forgot the name 
again, “Lancaster, where are you?” 
“Right here boss.” The voice appeared with the form of a small monkey with 
extraordinarily long limbs and tail, who climbed effortlessly onto 3Daizy’s desk. 
“Hello, Lancaster,” said 3Daizy. She was very fond of Proto’s artificial monkey. 
“Hello, 3D,” said the yellow monkey, “how have you been?” 
“I’m all right, I suppose,” she answered, “but your boss definitely is not.” 
“Where have you been?” asked Proto, cutting them both off. 
“I have been looking into a few things for you and I have something I think you 
should see.” 
“We’ll have a look at it later. I’ve got another problem on my mind at the 
moment. And while I’m at it, where the hell were you? I could’ve done with some of that 
‘help’ of yours.  Do you even know what has happened to me?” Proto was angry and 
scared and he was venting it on Lancaster. 3Daizy thought he did that far too often. 
“I am fully apprised of your current predicament, boss,” said the monkey. “Just 
look at this vision. I think you will find it very interesting.”   
“All right then, let’s see it,” snapped Proto, who displayed little patience and who 
seemed to be getting angrier, more frightened and more agitated by the minute. 
Lancaster sighed as he rolled his eyes at 3Daizy, who gave a knowing smile. 
Lancaster waved his arm and as he did the library became the orchard.  Standing just 
twenty or so meters from the hive, Proto could see the frenzied bees preparing to swarm.  
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Proto stood and watched as the bees began to pour out of the white wooden box 
and into the air around it. “This is great but what are we doing here? I’ve got other things 
to do,” said Proto, glad to see his bees swarm but angry at the waste of time. 
“Just watch the swarm,” said Lancaster. “It gets more interesting in a second.” 
The noise of the swarm was increasing all the time, getting louder, and louder, 
and louder until Proto couldn’t hear his own fading thoughts. Then it began. The swarm 
began to consolidate itself into a pair of massive legs upon which a thick torso quickly 
formed itself. 3Daizy stood and watched mesmerised as the forelimbs of the beast 
extended themselves out of the seething torso followed by an ugly lump of a head which 
snapped from side to side as if it could sense their future presence. She looked down at 
Proto who stood pinned to the spot, moving his own head slightly as he watched his 
identity splinter and multiply into a million parts without knowing it. 
The now completed thing crouched onto all fours facing them directly. Suddenly 
it leaned its weight back into its dark thighs and without warning launched itself at them 
with all the force it could muster. 3Daizy screamed and fell backwards, hitting her head 
on the ground. She looked past Lancaster, who was lying face down next to her, at Proto 
who remained standing and staring as he disappeared into the belly of the beast, before he 
reappeared a split second later as the thing continued its trajectory before landing and 
pouncing into the air again where it reformed itself and flew into the orchard. Proto 
remained standing and staring straight ahead. He did not even turn to watch the thing 
disappear behind him. 
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“Proto,” said 3Daizy quietly, “Proto, are you all right?” There came no answer. 
He just kept staring, stunned into stillness. “Get us out of here now,” she said to 
Lancaster with a commanding, no nonsense tone. “Now!” 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
“What was that thing?” asked 3Daizy as they returned to the library. 
“I am not sure yet,” said Lancaster, “but it seems to have evolved spontaneously 
within the colony and then it has somehow managed to attach itself to his ED-download. 
I think that is what stole his cad.” 
Proto was getting more crashed by the second, “that…that thing is in my body?  
What is it?  Is it some kind of a…thing?” 
Lancaster threw a confused look at 3Daizy, but she was already looking at Proto 
with concern. “I need to check back through the data preceding the development of that 
monster to know what really happened, but I should imagine that it is some kind of 
emergent system. It must be very complex if it has qualities that have allowed it to 
inhabit, and more interestingly, I think, operate a human body. There is absolutely no 
way that I could do it. This is an artificial life-form, a living machine and it has managed 
to become biological.” 
“But who is he?” asked Proto impatiently. 
“In fact we should probably refer to your bodyjacker as ‘she,’ because it has to do 
with the swarm itself, which is of course...” 
“Predominantly female.  But what is it trying to do?” asked 3Daizy. 
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“Its gender is not important,” interrupted Lancaster. “I meant to point out that it 
emerged from the complex hive mind of the bee colony. To answer your question; it is 
simply trying to find a new home for the colony. What is most interesting is the way that 
it has split itself into a large group that inhabited your body and a smaller group that is 
still online somewhere. But this is all speculation, until I check the data in that hive. The 
thing that now inhabits your body has ‘emerged’, so to speak, from your artificial bee 
colony.  Diagnosing the complexity of the hive may take me some time, so I will get right 
to work, unless there is anything else?” 
“No, that’s all. You’d better get going.” Proto was so confused that he could 
barely remember his own name when he tried. 
“I will be back when I know something.” 
“Don’t be too long this time, will you, Lancaster?” said 3Daizy. “We are going to 
need some help on this one, I think.” For some reason Lancaster made her feel safe.  It 
was the way he was always relaxed, even when everything was falling apart. 
 “I will be as fast as is digitally possible,” said Lancaster and disappeared. 
“So at least we know what happened and what we are dealing with. It’s 
interesting, you know.” 
“Why? What is?” asked Proto. 
“It is interesting because it might just give us a way to get rid of it. Does it really 
matter, anyway?” she asked rhetorically. “I mean, your body is just a symbol of you 
anyway, just like your honeyeater v-cad.  Would it…” 
Proto broke her off. “Yes it matters! You’re talking about my body as if it were an 
object. I want to go home, I miss my stuff and…I miss Mum and Dad. I miss 
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everything,” he added reluctantly but truthfully.  “But most of all I miss me.  What I look 
like is important.  It’s my identity…my identity and I want it back.  That thing can get its 
own.” 
“But how do we get it out, and get you back in?” 
“It’s obvious, we have to lure it back onto the net.” 
“That’s going to be difficult.  I don’t think it wants to go back somehow.  I think 
it just wants to be you.” 
“But why would it want to be me, of all people?” 
“Oh I don’t know, you’re handsome, athletic, outgoing…” 
“Shut up! I’m not in the mood for your jokes right now, because, in case you 
hadn’t noticed, I’m in some reasonably deep shit at the moment.  I’ve been replaced by a 
collage of humanity and machinery,” Proto pointed out with as much sarcasm as he could 
muster.  She could also hear in his voice, even though it was synthesized, that nasty tone 
he could adopt.  3Daizy had had heard it before and disliked it, because it made it hard to 
tell whether he was serious or not.  But she knew enough to know that Proto’s temper 
was fraying under the stress, so she let it go. 
“Ok, ok, calm down, I’m just trying to keep it light,” said 3Daizy and they sat in 
the silence for a while. When she was convinced that he had leveled out she broke the 
silence. “What I mean is that I don’t think it wants to be you in particular. It just 
happened to be your orchard that it emerged in and your ED-download that it attached 
itself to. I don’t think it is acting out of malice. I think you have to start thinking about 
what it wants. After all, it came out of you in a way or out of your mind at least.  You 
designed the colony so you should understand it better than anyone.” 
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“What did I do?” was all he said in reply. 
“But if you didn’t consciously create it, then it is a shadow from your unconscious 
and that’s a much bigger problem.  You probably conceived it as a kind of guardian for 
your psyche, which is over-exposed in cyberspace.  This may answer the question of why 
it wants to be you. If it does want to be you, then it can’t really be you until you are non 
existent. And if it has decided to escape into the bio-land, then it is definitely not going to 
want to come back into cyberspace.” But she was more or less talking to herself now; 
Proto was unconscious again. “Well, if it does want to be you it has to get rid of you, 
otherwise it’s just a copy of you.” 
3Daizy was beginning to get confused herself. What would I do next if I were in 
its…Proto’s shoes, she asked herself? First of all, I don’t think we should underestimate 
its ability to evolve…it already has, and pretty quickly too.  It didn’t take too long for it 
to figure out how to use its new body, not perfectly, granted, not yet, but there is a lot 
more that it is capable of.  I’m sure of that.  And if I was that emergent creature, I would 
probably want to understand my environment as well as I could, so that I could start to 
act in it.  I would study my surroundings and explore my new reality in order to work out 
its limits. She turned back to say so to Proto but he was still out like a light. They were on 
their own together.  
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Ourobor 
 
The first thing that struck the Polymorph as it stood in front of the building was 
the sheer volume of humanity that filled the streets of Ourobor City. Countless humans 
shuffled past, all of them ignoring the newcomer among them, all of them the same. The 
din was terrific, but nobody that the Polymorph could see was speaking as they filed past, 
enveloped in their own thoughts and purposes. Above their heads the layers of traffic 
moved silently to and fro as the water from the exhausts of the hydrogen engines rained 
down on them, rendering the city and everything in it, constantly soaking wet and shiny. 
The electrical sky that cut the sealed city off from the real sky was darkening as it ran 
through its program and the simulated night drew on.  
The rain fell straight down in the windless streets as the Polymorph got Proto’s 
jacket out of his back-pack and put it on, pulling the deep hood over its head, obscuring 
Proto’s features. The long silver coat went down to the middle of its calves and gave off a 
skewed reflection of the world around it as it waited for Proto’s vehicle to arrive. 
The valet-bot arrived with Proto’s hov-rider. The roof of the vehicle popped up, 
keeping the interior dry, and the bot got out. Its body, purpose-built for driving, 
scrambled up to the Polymorph. “There you go, Proto,” it said cheerfully as it dashed 
under the awning. 
The Polymorph nodded Proto’s head and said simply, “yes, nice day,” and 
continued past the valet-bot and out into the rain where the hov-rider was parked. It 
climbed into the driver’s seat and sat for a moment as it recalled the information pertinent 
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to driving. The seals hissed as the roof closed and by then, the Polymorph had all the info 
it needed. The few simple algorithms for driving were disseminated, so it punched the 
accelerator forward and shot up into the lowest stratum of traffic, which moved about ten 
metres above the heads of the swarming yet disconnected pedestrians. 
It adjusted the velocity of the hov-rider to the uniform gait of the traffic as it 
joined their ranks. According to its newly acquired memory, this lane would take it out, 
with only five deviations, to the great inner wall of Ourobor and the sun-ports at Echuca 
where it knew of a possible site for a home. The place would need to be perfect for it, a 
place where it could continue to perpetuate the new species. New hosts would need to be 
available to expand into and its new home would need to be able to accommodate them. 
Ourobor City filed past the windows of the hov-rider, warm and wet. The city 
coiled like a giant blacksnake around the Australian continent, encircling the Strayin, its 
desert interior, in a ring of steel and concrete. Nobody went out into the deadly heat of 
the Strayin except mine workers and maintenance personnel. 
 The traffic continued to move past the huge buildings that dominated everything, 
through the rain that never stopped. Advertising covered every square centimetre of the 
city. You could not look anywhere without being made aware of some useless product or 
another. The advertising shot past on the sides of cargo-barges and taxis and from the 
backs of cars, everywhere the Polymorph looked. Two-hundred metre tall screens 
scrolled through ads on the sides of the buildings, a giant gallery of vacuous faces and 
acceptable bodies, some of them almost real, pushing an endless variety of product. Only 
completely visible from a distance, they formed a guard of impossible sentinels that lined 
Ourobor’s dim vistas, disappearing into the sky as you approached them. 
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The fast moving current of the express traffic had taken the Polymorph all the 
way out to the industrial precincts of the desert wall, where the advertising and residential 
structures began at last to give way. Lined with the city’s vascular system of pipes, 
bundles of wire and countless other conduits, the wall loomed above the industrial 
structures that now dominated the scene below the hov-rider. Maintenance workers, 
miners and other technicians and laborers went about their work dressed in their rain gear 
and the distinctive red-stained sun-suits of the Strayin workers. Their huge machines 
lumbered in from the massive sun-locks that opened onto the Strayin for maintenance and 
to load and unload where the rain washed the dust of the desert from them, turning the 
wet streets red with mud. High above the red streets swung the strong-arm cranes that 
loaded and unloaded the containers from the ore barges, raw resources in, empty 
containers out. 
The Polymorph was looking for a certain warehouse that Proto had committed to 
memory in his childhood as a place to play undisturbed, when suddenly the vehicle 
directly in front of it stopped in midair without warning. The rear of the fully laden cargo 
barge presented a formidable barrier which the Polymorph swerved to avoid. Oncoming 
traffic blocked its escape so the Polymorph swerved in the other direction, which was 
blocked by the wall. It tried to correct the hov-rider, but in the throes of 
overcompensation it lost control and the ‘rider yawed uncontrollably, completely 
oversteering. The rear of the vehicle lurched around to the front and the hov-rider fell into 
a sickening, spinning descent. On the way down the ‘rider clipped the back of the cargo 
barge and flipped over. It hit the ground in a violent impact and rolled twice before 
skidding to an upright standstill. The Polymorph’s shaking hands moved to open the roof, 
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but the hatch was smashed shut. It dropped its hands and sat shivering with shock. It felt 
weak and pale as its stunned heart slowed the supply of blood to its peripheral tissues. As 
it worked to return the body to homeostasis, its complexity of intersecting logic tried to 
understand what had just happened. 
To cope with the several different tasks required by the act of driving, the 
Polymorph’s distributed neural net had spread itself too thin, but by constantly 
monitoring the traffic and its patterns as it drove, it had been able to make predictions and 
prepare itself for upcoming possibilities. However, its paradoxical logic had not factored 
into its equations the random and unpredictable nature of human action. 
  Crowds of onlookers had surrounded the wreck of the hov-rider, while others 
worked to free the Polymorph, without any success so far. Then out of the throng of 
curious people stepped a huge woman with iron-gray hair and an industrial sized pair of 
pincers where her left hand should have been. She stepped up to the wreck and rotated 
the pincers into place in the seal between the roof and the mangled body of the ‘rider. 
Without any visible effort she forced the roof open. “Are you all right?” she asked into 
the safely intact cockpit. 
“Laughing,” answered the Polymorph, getting out of its seat. 
“Come on, love, out you get.” She helped the still shaking Polymorph out of the 
has-been vehicle and down into the mud and rain. “Oh, look, you’re bleeding, love. 
Here,” she said as she pulled a rag from her pocket and dabbed its forehead. “Don’t 
worry it’s clean,” she said. “That’ll fix it, just hold that there for a mini. You look pretty 
shook up, kid. Are you sure you’re all right? Maybe you had better come with me until 
you feel a bit better, hey?” 
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“No, no, no, home,” demanded the Polymorph, “must find home.” It was still 
disturbed by the crash and the crowds were further increasing its sense of anxiety. It 
could see no way out through the throng of humans, robots and cyborgs who seemed to 
be crushing it. Overcome with claustrophobic panic it began waving its arms in the air, 
literally trying to claw its way out. The crowds withdrew to a distance, leaving the 
Polymorph flailing madly in the street. 
“Better ring the police, Jan, we have got ourselves a crasher here,” someone 
shouted from the crowd to the woman with the pincers, and then everyone roared with 
laughter. 
Jan approached the boy, who was obviously very troubled, and put out her right 
hand to calm him down. But in its fit of panic, the Polymorph took a firm hold of the 
hand and swung its fist up, striking her clean on the temple. Her gigantic pincers spun 
around to grab the Polymorph, but as her life left her they ground to a halt centimetres 
from its face and then she fell heavily into the mud, face down. 
People were shouting again, “call the police, call the police,” but this time nobody 
was joking or laughing. As the crowd dissipated, the Polymorph took the opportunity to 
escape and began to run as fast as it could, but it did not get very far. 
Within minutes it could feel the pulsing thud of the Bell Peregrine thumper in its 
chest cavity, compressing the air in its lungs. 
“Stand still,” came an authoritative voice that throbbed through the pulsing air 
beneath the hovering vehicle.  The Polymorph could feel the voice in its larynx and when 
it opened its mouth, out came its unseen adversary’s voice. 
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Four police unman troops jumped from the craft and landed heavily, cracking the 
concrete ground beneath their standard-issue boots.  Drawing on Proto’s baser instincts, 
the Polymorph had one decision to make, flight or fight, and the flight option had passed.   
It knew what they were going to do before they did, and that one in the front was 
ready to go.  Out shot the arm of the Polymorph, hand in a fist but for two fingers and 
SMAAASH, it jammed its crystal-hardened index and middle fingers into the eye sockets 
of its attacker.  The unman’s eyeballs exploded on impact and gave way to the brain 
behind them, which ceased to function.  The cyborg’s cadaver dangled, suspended from 
the powerful arm of the Polymorph as its blood began to seep over its killer’s fingers 
from the mash of organic and cybernetic material that used to be its face.  The Polymorph 
flipped the body from its grasp and raised its red right hand to the unman who would 
make the next attack. 
The cyborg police unit raised its weapon to fire, but it never got the chance and 
within moments lay malfunctioning at the Polymorph’s feet.  
The final two attacked simultaneously, but by now the Polymorph had settled into 
the rhythm of combat. Flowing with the twin currents of space and time, it moved so 
swiftly through the centrifuge of its strikes that the unmen momentarily lost visual 
contact with it. They never saw another thing as their weapons clattered loudly to the 
ground. 
Crouched down on its haunches, the Polymorph inspected one of the weapons. 
After several seconds of crouching and looking, it extended Proto’s blood-covered arms 
and took up the weapon.  Still hovering overhead, the voice from the thumper continued 
to shout amplified commands. The Polymorph appealed to the information it had 
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assimilated from the wafers for some information regarding the operation of this 
particular weapon. In nanoseconds it had the info and then something hit it hard. The 
unmen in the Thumper had fired a stunner round at it. The Polymorph’s new body 
collapsed as its unsupported weight tipped its balance to its right rear and WHAM, it hit 
the road, its fall unbroken.  Proto’s old body absorbed the impact painfully as the force of 
momentum passed through it and dispersed into the ground.  One…two…three 
hundredths of a second passed before the sum of the Polymorph’s parts could reform the 
whole, but when they had they were ready to fire.   
DOOF 
DOOF 
DOOF 
Three direct hits spread evenly across the fuselage of the Thumper as the shots 
echoed away into the noisy city.  The flat black thumper wheeled and retreated as its 
wounded engines whined and it lost altitude.  Climbing, falling and trailing smoke, it 
limped only a short distance before it began its descent into the rain and smudge below, 
sucked down by the grasping cityscape. 
As the smoke of the fallen Thumper rose into the wet atmosphere, the Polymorph 
could hear the approach of more Thumpers. The ground began to shake as they drew on 
and it started running. It could not see them yet, but they were close and they would be 
there soon. It had to get out of the city. It could never outrun them in here. 
It ran past unused sunlock after unused sunlock along the great wall, but they 
were all firmly closed. It could see the oncoming Thumpers looming in the distance as 
they made their way through the emergency lanes between the traffic…and they were 
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coming fast. In the near distance some flood lights lit the area around one of the huge 
sunlock doors, through which pilot craft had guided a massive ore barge laden with a 
mountain of red earth. But the doors were closing and the Thumpers were almost on top 
of it. With a controlled dose of adrenaline the Polymorph activated the muscle 
accelerators, over which it now had total control, and shot forward with a rush of power. 
When it was just metres from the almost closed doors, the Thumpers opened fire with 
stunners. The shots laid two long rows of pedestrians down, but missed the Polymorph 
who disappeared into the sunlock just as the doors slammed shut behind it. 
As the interior doors shut, the outer doors began to roll back automatically, 
flooding the sunlock with light and heat. The temperature soared as the Polymorph 
waited for the doors to open wide enough for it to pass through. The moment they did, it 
ran through into the Strayin.    
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Attack at the Oasis 
 
Conscious again, Proto opened his eyes on the library and had no idea where he 
was. The pain in his wing was gone and he had completely forgotten about it, but he was 
feeling worse and worse anyway. He was having trouble remembering anything at all 
now. He could see flashes of parts of memories, but they were becoming more jumbled 
all the time. 
 3Daizy had been sitting and thinking while she waited for Proto to come around 
and with luck a call from the police to say that they had recovered the body and that it 
was fine. “Hello,” she said when she noticed that he was awake, “how are you feeling?” 
He didn’t answer. “I have been thinking. If it can make your body work, then we can 
probably assume that it has access to at least some of your memory. So where would you 
go if you wanted to find a new home?” she asked, getting back to the question she had 
asked him before he passed out. 
Proto looked at her as if he had forgotten she was there. “What?” 
“I said, where would you go if you needed to find a new home?” 
“Don’t know, here,” he said shortly. 
“No, not in cyberspace, I mean bio-reality. Where would you go if you wanted to 
find a new home in bio-reality?” 
“I don’t…I can’t.” 
3Daizy could hear the fear and frustration in his voice and the breakdown in his 
vocabulary. Ever since he was a little boy, he had always been a sensitive child. She had 
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almost completely raised him, because since his father died, her daughter had needed to 
concentrate on her career. He still spent a lot of time with his parents, but over the years 
he had become very attached to her, and she to him. “Oh well,” she sighed, “I suppose 
there is no point in worrying, all we can do is wait for the police to find your cad and call 
us back.” The virtual library filled with silence as they waited for some news. She settled 
back into her chair and picked up a book. She was focused on Proto and his body, so 
there was no point trying to write any more. She opened a virtual copy of There and 
Back, a biography of E. Erika Seven, the commander of the first human mission to Mars, 
and found her page. The last line she had read was overlaid with a green highlight, which 
faded as she began reading again. 
The letters on the page were starting to move after reading for a while, so she 
lowered the book and rubbed her eyes. She must have been reading for too long, she 
concluded, because her eyes didn’t usually get strained like this. Time must have flown. 
She glanced at the clock, but only twenty minutes had passed. She shrugged her 
shoulders. 
She opened her book and began reading again, or she would have, except that the 
letters were busily rearranging themselves. As she looked, they fizzed with energy, until 
they began boiling over onto her hands. Letters started flowing from between the pages 
of the book and into the air. They were crawling all over her hands, up her arms. They 
were getting in her eyes and choking her as she tried not to swallow them while she 
attempted to breathe through her teeth. Reflexively throwing the book down, she tried to 
brush and swat them from her crawling flesh, but their numbers were too great. She 
peered through the dark cloud as more of her books fell from their shelves, releasing 
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hundreds of thousands more letters into the air as they hit the floor. The printed letter was 
loose. The air was filled with alphabetical symbols, punctuation marks, numbers and 
mathematical symbols from hundreds of languages, like a…like a swarm of insects! Oh 
shit, realized 3Daizy, they are here! Lancaster had been right. A part of the monster she 
had seen come out of Proto’s beehive was still online, and it had found them. 
She turned to Proto, who was completely fixated on the semiotic storm. In the air 
around him hung the human lexicon, every possible combination of thought hovering in a 
seething potentiality. “Proto,” she shouted, “Proto,” but he wasn’t listening, “Proto!” She 
could not get his attention, so she ran to grab him. But she was too slow. The swarm 
reached out a simmering, oscillating tentacle, snatching him swiftly from her grasp and 
he disappeared from her view as its black fist closed tightly around him. 
  3Daizy ran and dived at the ball of language with her arms outstretched and 
caught it. Her hands sank into the seething mass, which disintegrated as she did so, and 
found Proto’s feathers. The swirling swarm regrouped and wheeled on itself, following 
her effortlessly as she rolled across the floor. She had to get Proto to the relative safety of 
his father’s home in Wormhill and away from this thing. But she couldn’t go directly 
there, or it would just turn up with them. She had to get rid of it first. The fastest way to 
Wormhill was to die, but that was not an option, so for now she would take them there 
via the Steamers’ machine and then through the Antipode Mall. “I am taking you to your 
father,” she said hurriedly. 
He gave her a confused look and said, “who?” The swarm reared to strike again 
and disappeared along with the library. 
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The Steamers’ Machine 
 
It was machinery for the sake of machinery, a behemoth of cause and effect. This 
steel cog turned another, which turned a shaft, which, in turn, powered a gigantic 
flywheel and its relentless momentum. It was perpetual and pointless movement running 
in a straight line through time. The plate 3Daizy was standing on was ticking by 
increments into the darkness as she perched Proto on her shoulder.  
“Where are we?” asked Proto. In the unbounded space nothing stopped his gaze 
except the proliferation of mechanical structure. Everything was movement, each part 
with a particular job to do.  Giant springs compressed and relaxed as even larger 
camshafts spun overhead, pushing huge pistons down at angles to form a steel big-top 
that towered over their heads. They were inside a clockwork engine and the noise was 
overwhelming. Proto’s head was spinning in the dark atmosphere. Rhythmic explosions 
coupled with the pounding of tools and the smell of grease filled his delicate ears. 
Floodlights hanging high up in the machine dimly lit the area and the cascading sparks 
from the riggers who worked unseen overhead grinding, welding and riveting, further 
illuminated the thick acrid atmosphere. He could hear the riggers shouting at each other, 
but could not make out what they said as their voices mingled with the sound of industry. 
 “This is the Steamers’ machine; you have been here a thousand times. It is the 
back way into Antipode, you remember.  This is the back way into the Antipode Mall.  
This way we can get into Antipode without registering, everyone does it.  Come on Proto, 
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we do this all the time, try to remember something, can you?  It’s very important that you 
do.” 
 “What does it make?” The little bird asked its question, tilting its head and 
looking up at her, as if it hadn’t heard a word she had said.  
“Make?  It doesn’t make anything.  It just is, now come on, we have a v-mall to 
sneak into.” 
 “A what?” he asked vaguely.  
He was getting worse, so she patiently explained again, “I just told you.  If we go 
in through the entrance platform we will be registered as presences and we would not be 
doing a very good job of hiding if that were the case.  Now would we?”   
“What are we hiding from?”  
As he spoke, it was clear to 3Daizy that his mind was now somewhere else.  Then 
she realized that she was not completely sure what it was they were hiding from either. 
“Come on, we have to keep moving.” 
3Daizy took off across the ticking steel plate with Proto on her shoulder. “What is 
this place?” he asked. 
3Daizy explained again. If I keep telling him about it, he might remember 
something, anything, she thought.  “They built it years ago.  It was close to the Antipode 
node, which kept expanding around it, so they built a data-bridge into it.  It is a feature of 
the mall, people come to Antipode just to see it.  You come out of the machine and you 
are there, right in the middle of the mall, but you’re not supposed to.  Remember the time 
we came out and nearly bumped right into security and they didn’t even see us, they just 
went right past us and you thought it was hilarious, remember?”  
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He didn’t know what she was talking about. Proto had been around but he hadn’t 
seen half of the places 3Daizy had and this place was new to him.  Maybe she had been 
with someone else when she... she was doing something? 
“What were you doing?” 
“What do you mean?” His question seemed to come out of the blue. “I don’t 
understand you.” 
“What do I mean by what?” he said, looking vaguely up at the machinery.  The 
light from the floodlights was beginning to fade as they went further into the linear 
reason of the machine.  The only light now came from the sparks of the grinders and 
strobing of welders.  He could partially make out the workers now, as they each carried a 
small fluorescent tube pinned to the breast of their overalls.  The faint white glow from 
their lights gave the Steamers the ghostly countenance they were famous for, lighting up 
their torsos and the lower part of their faces, but leaving the rest of them unseen.  They 
moved about slowly, ignoring Proto and 3Daizy and going patiently about their labours.  
The large open area they had first arrived in was gone and the space they moved 
through now was getting more and more cramped and increasingly dangerous.  They 
were beginning to get very close to the snapping, churning machinery that crunched and 
pounded all around them.  Proto suddenly took a heavy blow that knocked him off 
3Daizy’s shoulder.  A thin piece of metal had spun out of the darkness and into their path.  
3Daizy didn’t see it and didn’t know what had happened.  Proto lay dazed on the hard 
metal floor and by the time he looked up to shout after her, she was nowhere to be seen. 
“3Daizy!” He tried to shout, but the machine ate up his frightened voice.  
“3Daizy.” This time he shouted her name with the high pitched scream of a toddler 
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separated from its mother.  Time continued to move forward, counted out by the rhythmic 
peal of the machinery.  3Daizy had not reappeared.  “3Daizy, where are you?” he 
screamed again.  He could feel himself beginning to panic, but remarkably managed to 
remember himself and tried consciously to stay calm.  It was getting harder and harder to 
concentrate, but he realized that if he died an online death now, with no body to return to, 
then he might actually die.  Crash, nobody actually died any more. He shuddered inside 
at the thought that the process might have already started.  
  “3Daizy.” His now reduced voice was again soaked up in the din. He was 
drawing a breath to yell again, when suddenly he heard someone speak over the rushing 
machinery. 
“What matters?” asked a gruff voice in a broken dialect. “Lost? You should not 
be here.  Need help?  We can help you.” Proto turned and standing behind him was a 
woman, a tall thin woman.  She was alone.  Proto could not make out the entirety of her 
face.  Her chin and upper lip as well as the tips of her nose and her brow were illuminated 
and he could see one of her eyes but the rest of her face was lost to the darkness beneath 
the wide conical hat the Steamers wore to protect their heads from the falling sparks.  
That one cold gray eye studied his face with an unnerving interest.  There was a curious 
series of short, vertical, parallel black lines running along her right jawbone that ended in 
the middle of her chin and she was dressed in the standard overalls that he had seen the 
other Steamers wearing.  She bent down to pick him up.  
“Yes, I…” Proto was lost for words and scurried away from the gaunt woman, her 
eye following him unfailingly while his little claws slipped on the smooth metal surface.  
His wing started to hurt again as he flapped in a futile attempt at defence.  
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“It’s all right, he’s with me.  We got separated.” 3Daizy’s hand shot down and 
picked up the terrified bird. “We were heading out anyway.”  The woman remained 
staring intently at the wattlebird in 3Daizy’s hand.  Without any further words, or 
acknowledging 3Daizy in any way, she slipped back into the darkness, watching Proto 
keenly with her cold gray eyes, until the hard white glow of her lamp disappeared.  “It’s 
alright. You don’t need to worry about Steamers. They’re harmless enough.” If it was a 
Steamer, she thought to herself as she replaced him on her shoulder. 
“Oh crash, where did you come from?  Where did you go? I thought I was stuck,” 
said Proto when he thought the woman had gone. The Steamer he had just met had not 
struck him as harmless. The way she had looked at him, it was as though she knew him.  
She gave him the creeps. 
“I noticed you were gone when I got down near the boilers. I just went around in a 
sort of circle and came out behind you.  But enough of that, we have to keep going. 
We’re not supposed to be here,” said 3Daizy while Proto watched the place where the 
Steamer had disappeared. 
“When I was gone? Where did I go?” asked Proto as he looked at her, waiting for 
an answer. The sparks from the tools and the strange lights the Steamers carried flashed 
and moved all around him.  From above him, beside him and below him came glimpses 
of light, some from sources close to him, others gleaming from deep in the machinery.  
The constant movement was making him dizzy. 
He was deteriorating quickly: she had to hurry. She put him back on her shoulder 
and took off into the machinery. It should not be too far to the Mall now. They would be 
safer in the crowds and after only a few more corners and turns, she was standing before 
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the tiny doors that led out into the Antipode Mall. She stopped and took a last look back; 
there was nobody there, so she opened the door and stepped through. 
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New Skin 
 
The Polymorph hit the ground running and was soon lost in the heat-haze that 
shimmered across the red sands of the desert. It could hear a few angry shots come from 
the city behind it and felt them as they fizzed past, but they soon ceased as it began to 
burn. As far as the police were concerned, all they needed to do now was collect the 
charred remains.  
The first things to go were its eyes as they melted in the bright heat and then, 
pounded by photons and solar radiation, its skin began to blister, peel and then combust 
in the sunshine. As it slowed its run to a choking stop, the super-hot air finished burning 
its lungs out. The pain was becoming so great that the hive-minded beast was soon unable 
to compensate.  
It turned back to the city and roared silently with uncontrollable pain. Assembler 
teams rushed to replace and improve the skin as the Polymorph toppled over in flames. It 
was in a new environment and this old body, which was further exposed as Proto’s old 
clothes burnt away, was not coping. It would need to redesign Proto’s old bio-cad, which 
was now so severely burnt that it was unrecognizable. Quick to adapt, the Polymorph 
began to replace its epidermis. Using the last supplies of glucose, the plastic wrap that 
had melted into its flesh and the sand on which it lay, the Polymorph’s mono-units began 
replacing layer upon layer of new and improved skin over the body before the muscles 
began to burn as well. As the hairless gunmetal-blue skin thickened, it grew easier for the 
Polymorph to breathe. But it was no longer drawing oxygen from its lungs; they had 
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disintegrated minutes ago. It was breathing through its new skin, taking oxygen directly 
from its surroundings and making nutrients from photosynthesis.  
 The distances of the Strayin spread out around it as the Polymorph completed its 
adaptations. The new species raised itself gracefully and stood in its newly evolved form, 
surveying the desert. Gone were the single pupils of the simple human eye, replaced by 
eight deep black pinpricks in either of the Polymorph’s bright-green stolen irises. One in 
the centre, circled by seven other keenly aware pupils. 
 The Polymorph reached up and touched its new skin for the first time. Its new 
epidermis was smooth, hard and elastic. It had made Proto’s body its own.  It ran its 
hands over the now lean body as its striated muscles, once hidden by a layer of excess fat, 
rippled beneath its touch. 
Behind it Ourobor City blacked out the horizon, but in front of it the vast Strayin 
stretched as far as its compound eyes could see. It would make its home here. The 
otherwise featureless desert was broken by occasional rock outcrops and the few desert 
plants that had managed, as the Polymorph had, to adapt to the extreme conditions of the 
Strayin. It would find a suitable location out here and settle itself. 
As it stood transpiring in the thin hot air, it began to perceive the presence of 
another, much fainter, constituent of the atmosphere. It was data, gigabytes of it. Waves 
of digital communications signals, organized into billions of channels, filled the hot air in 
a crossfire of information. The Polymorph’s first language, scrambled at first, passed 
through the remote communications transceiver in the K-wafers it had inherited and into 
its extended neural matrix. As it began to organize and decode the signals, it sensed a 
heavy bias toward a fixed point in the heat-hazed distance. In the overload of digital 
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signals, the complex intelligence of the Polymorph could not process the immense 
quantity of information or even its dimensions. 
The more data it was able to stabilize and understand in the confusion, the greater 
the pull toward the point in the distance. Digital traffic was pouring out of and into the 
humming informational axis deep in the Strayin. Drawn by the gravity of the digital 
traffic's nearest source, the Polymorph began throwing one foot forward of the other, 
leaving a perfectly straight line of footprints behind it as it ran further into the Strayin, 
heading directly toward the disseminative singularity. 
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The V-Police 
 
They left the Steamers’ machine through the small door which 3Daizy closed as 
firmly as she could, and passed up a narrow set of steps that led to the street level. The 
crowd moved slowly through the big open space, among the plethora of virtual spruikers 
selling almost anything a person could imagine. There were icons everywhere, 
representing corporations, small businesses, products and consumers.  The depthless 
motifs and icons of the capitalist image machine occupied every square inch of the huge 
virtual mall.  The small galaxy of consumption and sale was an overwhelming and 
stressful sight for Proto, who could not recall any such spectacle of marketing force.  
3Daizy chose a couple of anonycons for Proto and herself, two of the blank 
anthropomorphic shapes with the ridiculous smiling face that were commonly used by 
shoppers in Antipode.  
Emerging from the massive structure of pipes and machinery around which the 
mall had been built, 3Daizy gently guided Proto out onto the floor of the virtual market.  
Part of the randomly shaped machine jutted up behind them towards Antipode’s domed 
ceiling, which rose hundreds of floors above their blank heads. Consumer icons floated 
everywhere. The Antipode Mall was the place to be if you wanted to shop, or if you 
wanted to get lost. Everyone came here. 
Proto looked around at the enormous virtual mall. “Where are we?” he asked. 
“We are in the Antipode mall, Proto. You have been here before,” said 3Daizy in 
a soothing voice. “We are going to get you some help.” 
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Proto turned to say something else, but as he did, he froze. 3Daizy grabbed his 
shoulders and shook him gently, trying not to attract attention, “Proto, are you all right?” 
There was no response, so she shook him again, “Proto, say something, do something. 
Come on!” As she was trying to get a response from him, she noticed the Steamer they 
had just confronted appear at the top of the stairs that led from the machine. “Oh crash! 
Proto come on, we have to go. Come on,” she begged him in a whisper, “snap out of it.” 
 Is this place for real? Proto could no longer be sure that he had said anything.  He 
could hear the thought, but not the sound.  Had he made a sound?  Had his mouth moved?  
He could not be sure.  Usually when you think you say something you have, he thought.  
I probably did say something.  But he hadn’t.  Can anybody hear me?  3Daizy, are you 
there? There came no answer. Maybe someone spoke, but if they had, he could not hear 
it. 
Luckily the Steamer could not yet see them through the crowd, as it floated 
forward into the mall. But 3Daizy was still not receiving a response from Proto. Finally, 
she folded him down into a small cube and shoved him into the thigh of her featureless v-
cad. 
The Steamer was quickly approaching them through the crowd. Steamer, who was 
she trying to fool, she thought. That was no Steamer, that was the swarm and if they 
didn’t get out of here fast, it would be right on top of them in a minute. She could see the 
dirty conical hat getting closer and closer, so she turned and floated into the first shop she 
could see. 
It was a v-cad shop with virtual merchandise filling the floor space.  On sale was 
a range of v-cads and their accessories, which the ad over the sales desk said could be 
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customized or made to order.  They stood in various poses which displayed the attributes 
of each model with all possible taste and poise. They ranged from the anthropomorphic, 
through variations on that theme to anything imaginable. There were also virtual demo 
models of parts for your bio-cad, from decorative teflon implants to K-wafers.  
Pretending to browse, she picked up a power-arm and looked past it and out into the mall.  
The Antipode mall was a massive simulation, you came in here and browsed through the 
shops and if you liked something you bought it and it was sent straight to your house.  
The disadvantage, however, was that you did not see the actual thing you bought until it 
turned up on the doorstep, and of course every display item in the mall was a perfectly 
simulated piece of marketing slickness. 
She continued to browse, inconspicuously picking up some muscle accelerator 
chips, still watching the crowd outside for the Steamer. She started when it suddenly 
appeared in the window. It turned and seemed to be looking directly at her with its 
unseen eyes, but kept moving past the mirrored windows. 3Daizy’s heart felt as if 
somebody was standing on it. She stood and caught her breath while she worked up the 
courage to go out of the door and have a look. 
“Can I help you?” asked the attendant suddenly. 
“Oh!” 3Daizy jumped again and turned, half expecting to see the Steamer 
standing behind her, but it was just the slick v-cad of a standard sales simulation. “Oh, 
you frightened me,” she said, trying to stay calm after the twin shocks she had just 
received. 
“I am sorry,” said the sales AI sincerely as advertising scrolled across its 
forehead. “Do you need any help?” 
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“No, I’m just looking, thank you,” she said politely. 
“Very well, call if you need me,” it said as it disappeared. The advertisements on 
its face lingered in the air for a moment before fading. 
3Daizy took some deep breaths and calmed her nerves as much as she could. She 
did not want to leave the shop, but she had to get out of there. Moving to the open door 
she looked out into the crowds, searching them for the conical hat. After looking 
carefully up and down the mall there was no sign of it, so she floated calmly back out 
into the crowds.  
Two virtual police units were coming out of a small shop just a few doors ahead 
of her.  Advancing swiftly at a uniform gait, they passed through the crowd as the crow 
flies.  Other pedestrians were forced to get out of their way or risk obstructing the law. 
“Excuse me,” she said as she caught them up, but either they had not heard her or 
they were not listening. “Excuse me, officers,” she said, louder this time, and they both 
turned to face her with blank screens where their faces should have been. 
“Good evening, how can we assist you?” asked one of them. 
“Well, I reported a stolen bio-cad this afternoon and I was just wondering if you 
had any information?” 
“What is your name?” asked the same unit as information began to scroll down its 
flat face. 
“Um,” she said, hesitating momentarily as she was not registered as a presence in 
the mall. “3Daizy Wakefield,” she said at last. 
“Were you the victim?” 
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“No,” she said, trying to be as direct as possible, “the victim’s name is Proto 
Jones.” 
“That bio-cad was destroyed after it attempted to escape into the Strayin. It was 
not recovered,” the police unit informed her matter-of-factly. 
“Thank you,” she said, shocked by the news.  
She was beginning to move away when the police unit said, “3Daizy Wakefield, 
you are not registered as a presence. You will need to accompany me to the mall security 
section.” 
The day really could not get any worse and she was beginning to float away with 
the police unit when its partner’s electronic voice suddenly boomed. “Stop where you are 
and prepare to be contained.”  The electric voice rang through the crowded atrium in 
surround sound.  As it did, two Bedlamite gamers in huge v-cads dressed in exaggerated 
armour sprang out into the mall screaming war cries and brandishing huge swords at the 
virtual police units. Quickly re-prioritising they disregarded 3Daizy and followed the 
rogue gamers calmly out into the centre of the market as the crowds cleared the floor.  
“You have been warned,” the stern centreless voice announced.  The massive neo-knights 
made their attempt at bedlam glory, charging simultaneously at the police. 3Daizy had 
heard about this, when gamers forget where the game ends and the rest of the virtual 
world begins. As they began to move, they began to shed body parts onto the floor of 
Antipode as they were deconstructed.  The pain-filled screaming from the two was so 
deafening that 3Daizy had to cover her ears as they were re-stacked into a pair of cubes.  
She looked on in horror at the brutal containment of those two giant v-cads and the 
people in them.  
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The v-pol units picked up the now contained hypercrims before moving back into 
the crowd and disappearing with a cube of gamer each.  Consumers continued to file past 
3Daizy in all directions, guided by the remote control of advertising as if nothing had 
happened. 3Daizy did not hang around to see if the police still wanted her and she took 
off into the throng of consumers. 
She felt like giving up. How was she going to tell her grandson and his mother 
and father that his body had been destroyed? But all hope was not gone. The v-pol unit 
had said that the body was not recovered. Even if the heat of the Strayin had burned the 
body away, there would still have been bones to find. She concluded to herself that if the 
body had not been destroyed, there would be bones and all of Proto’s metal and synthetic 
implants to find. They would all be there as well. No, the creature that had taken Proto’s 
body had not been destroyed so easily. She promised herself that as soon as she had 
handed Proto over to his father, she would go out there and search for it herself. 
“Where is the boy?” The distorted voice sent a shiver down 3Daizy’s spine. “Give 
us the boy.” 
“I don’t have him,” she said without turning around. “Those v-pol units took him 
with them.” She continued to move forward. 
“Liar,” hissed the voice, “give us the boy.” 
3Daizy stopped and turned, but there was nobody there, just the crowd, who 
continued to go about their business as if they could not hear the strange voice. “Where 
are you?” she asked. 
“Give us the boy,” said the voice again. 
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“Why do you still want him? You already have his body,” she asked. There was 
no answer. Suddenly she felt something firmly grip the shoulder of her v-cad. She tried to 
wriggle out, but the hold was too tight and the more she struggled, the more it hurt. She 
was being forced forward and there was nothing she could do to stop herself. “Let me 
go,” she screamed as she tried to see what was pushing her by raking her head around as 
far as she could. “Help!” 
“They cannot hear you,” said whatever was pushing her as it gave her a painful 
shove. 
3Daizy stopped struggling and remembered her Data-tazer. She always carried it 
online, but she had never had reason to use it before. She carefully removed it from her 
forearm and crossed her arms to conceal it as best she could. “The body wasn’t 
destroyed, was it?” she asked and the pushing stopped. 
“Give us the boy,” repeated the voice. 
 3Daizy turned around to face the Steamer. She could see its face clearly now 
beneath the dirty conical hat. It seethed with movement as billions of electronic bees 
crawled blindly over each other. “Why do you want him?” she asked again defiantly. 
The thing snarled its yellow and black lips and snatched at her leg, but 3Daizy 
was already moving. She lammed the data-tazer into its chest, near its neck, and fired. 
The shock ran through the swarm whose features began to melt away as the stunned bees 
took to the air. Taking a few steps back, she watched as the feverish cloud of bees rose up 
and up into the atrium of the mall, until it disappeared into one of the upper floors. 
3Daizy’s nerves were shredded. She had to get out of here while the swarm was 
still distracted. Now was her chance to get to Wormhill and she was not going to waste it 
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standing around waiting for the swarm to regroup. She gave the command silently and 
the Antipode mall morphed away.     
  
 
 95 
The Plastic Fantastic 
 
Gunmetal skin shining in the sun, the Polymorph moved its naked form 
economically and swiftly across the sand and rock of the Strayin, never wavering from its 
straight path. Without stopping to rest, it moved on relentlessly in search of its new home 
as the pounding of its feet beat away the distance with metronomic regularity. Suddenly, 
out of the distorted distance appeared a white shining light, glimmering in the heat haze. 
The Polymorph stopped running and stood to observe the light, which was 
coming from the location it had been heading for. As it stood and watched the beacon, it 
became aware of the pressure in its lower intestine. Almost intuitively it knew what to do 
and without taking its eyes off the light in the distance, it squatted and defecated. The 
small pile of sweet stinking feces began instantly to dry in the all-consuming heat. Not 
wanting to lose a single joule of energy, it scooped up the hot shit and ate it, swallowing 
its warm smoothness in a few gulps. It licked its new hand clean with its plastic tongue 
and raised itself to its feet again. 
The beam of light continued to shine on the skyline and without the need to alter 
direction, the Polymorph began running again, steadily picking up velocity as it went 
sprinting toward the light and hardly leaving any footprints at all as it almost flew over 
the sand and rock. 
Cogitating as it ran, the Polymorph sharpened its plans as opportunities began to 
materialize. It needed to recoup the part of itself that it had left online, in order to 
reinforce and consolidate its adaptations. More importantly it needed the boy. His ability 
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to process memory would bring the swarm up to full speed and complete its 
development. But had the subordinate group done its job and captured the previous 
occupant? The Polymorph would not know that until it could find a modem.  
The closer the Polymorph drew to the light, the more form it could see through 
the shimmer of heat. As it ran the white thing that was reflecting the light began to take 
shape as a massive parabolic reflector antenna that dominated the landscape. The huge 
circular face gazed up at the sky, emotionlessly directing its traffic, and the Polymorph 
paused on the crest of a rock outcrop to study the solitary machine. A high wire fence 
enclosed the antenna in a large compound. Near the antenna were other much smaller 
reflective surfaces. A large and a small rectangle shimmered in the heat. The Polymorph 
could ascertain no sign of life inside or outside the fence, so it began to move toward the 
gates, more slowly this time. 
The gates of the compound were closed and the faded sign on the fence next to 
them would barely have been perceptible to a simpler eye. The Polymorph shortened its 
focus to read. ‘Burrunga Communications and Control Base, NO UNAUTHORIZED 
PERSONNEL.’ Re-lengthening its focus, it looked up through the gates at the colossal 
antenna and then around the compound. The Polymorph remembered the name of the 
place, but could find no memory of an experience of the antenna in its recently acquired 
brain. The exact purpose of the antenna was also a mystery to it, but the Polymorph knew 
generally that steerable, high gain parabolic reflector antennae were used for 
communication and exploration. Humans used these antennae to communicate with their 
satellites, to interconnect their hive, to support interplanetary industry and spacecraft and 
for radio and radar astronomy. The intensity of the digital traffic had reached its zenith as 
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the Polymorph gripped the wire mesh of the gates and began climbing. Ignoring the razor 
wire that lined the top of the fence and gates, it passed lithely into the compound.  
Walking cautiously towards the dominating structure at the centre of the square 
compound, the Polymorph kept a watchful eye peeled for movement. The still emptiness 
was suddenly broken as the huge dish began grinding its gears and sprockets, turned itself 
through a single second and stopped again. The Polymorph halted in its tracks. Other than 
the shadow of the dish, there was no apparent shelter, but signs of life littered the ground 
around the base of the antenna. Eroded by the hot winds of the Strayin, but still visible, 
were heavily treaded footprints leading to and from two large steel doors set in the 
ground at the base of one of the massive pylons that supported the dish. That explained 
one of the smaller sources of light. The other was a large rectangular grid of solar panels 
that was slowly tracking the path of the sun in the sky. 
As the Polymorph stared at the shining power source, it heard another sound over 
the burning wind: Not the load mechanics of the antenna, but a small buzzing noise. 
Movement drew its eye upward to a small camera mounted high up on the heavy buttress. 
It was being watched again.   
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Wormhill  
 
 “Welcome to Wormhill, where everyone is dead and you can’t find anything to 
eat.  Let me see, be ye live or dead?  You seem to be ticking,” said the spruiker, 
addressing 3Daizy.  “But what of the boy? He seems faded.”  The giant clown bent down 
and inspected 3Daizy’s pocket with its disproportional and monocled eye.  “You bring 
him here to die, I think.  Very well, all are welcome.  But remember, don’t dwell long, for 
you may like it too well among the dead,” it added with a strange smile. “We are a 
carefree people.” 
“Piss off,” said 3Daizy under her breath and continued walking.  She hated that 
idiot. 
The gates of Wormhill opened with a sweep of the spruiker’s arm and she passed 
through and onto the streets of the dead. She felt comfortable back in her regular v-cad. 
That anonycad she had back in Antipode had been stiff and unwieldy. 
The busy streets of Wormhill were crowded with revelers. One of their more or 
less continuous festivals was in full swing. Crowds of grotesque v-cads paraded before 
her, blocking her way. She levitated above the seething mass and began flying toward the 
warp in the virtuscape where Proto’s father lived. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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It was as if he had gone to sleep and started dreaming a frozen dream, except that 
he did not remember having gone to sleep. But he must have. And besides, if he was 
conscious of the fact that he was asleep, shouldn’t he be able to wake himself up? He was 
standing inside his favorite memory. There was his father's smiling face and the orchard 
and the rain. It was all there, but he was experiencing the memory in a new and 
disorienting way. He could walk around in this version. Whenever he had reconstructed 
the memory in his mind before, it had seemed two dimensional and flat like a data-plane. 
But he was standing in a three dimensional version of the memory...no, it was four 
dimensions, he realized, as time seemed to be passing through the deathly still scene. 
While Proto pondered the possible reasons for his whereabouts, his father stood as 
motionless as death, staring into the ceased rain. When Proto finally looked up again, the 
rain was gone and the trees were beginning to pixilate and deconstruct themselves. When 
Proto turned to look at the mannequin of his father, it was already half gone. There stood 
his legs and part of his waist, but the rest of his body was missing. As Proto looked on at 
the destruction of his favourite memory, his focus was adjusted for him as his eyes began 
to fragment. He watched as fragments of his eyes flew from his head and into the swirl of 
memes that seemed to surround him in a vortex of shattered thought.  But Proto did not 
panic, he was not frightened, his heart did not sink as his most treasured memory was 
gradually torn apart before his eyes, because as the memory faded, so did his recollection 
of it.  
As the memory faded to black, so did Proto as he slowly forgot himself, until 
finally, he just forgot to think. 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
3Daizy finished explaining everything she knew to Teal Jones in the interior of 
his small and barren posthumous home. “Is there anything you can do?” she asked. 
“No,” said Proto’s father. “I don’t think there is anything that I can do.” Teal’s 
young features drew themselves into a worried frown. “But I know someone who might 
be able to help.” Proto’s father was an amiable man who was always smiling. His bio-cad 
had expired while he was still quite young and in his v-cad he looked perpetually 
youthful. He was a talented code writer and was still with the same company he had been 
working for when he had died. But even he could not help his son. “Does his mother 
know what has happened?” 
“No, I have not had time to scratch myself today,” she said, “sorry.” 
“I had better call her and let her know what’s going on. She will be frantic by 
now.” He pulled up his data-plane, but 3Daizy interrupted him. 
“Can you do that after we get Proto to your friend? I don’t think we can afford to 
crash about,” she urged him with desperation in her voice. 
“If you really think Proto is that bad, we had better go right away. I will send us,” 
he said and 3Daizy found herself standing in a field of long green grass in front of a lone 
red door. Teal knocked on the door.  
There was nothing behind it. 3Daizy looked; it was just a door which stood by 
itself in the middle of nowhere. “Who is this guy anyway?” she asked as they waited. 
“His name is Sculpture. He is an A-life expert; that’s why I thought he might be 
able to help. I met him at a virtual conference years ago and we have been friends ever 
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since. He is quite a character. He sold his bio-cad for parts so that he could afford this 
place. But I suppose everyone ends up in Wormhill sooner or later anyway. If anyone can 
help Proto, it’s this guy.” 
After a short wait the door opened to reveal a spacious entrance hall and Teal led 
the way in. Beyond the entrance hall there were no walls or ceilings. The space was 
demarcated from the grass that surrounded it by a thick, blue carpet. The place looked 
like an art gallery inside a three-dimensional surrealist painting. Arranged carefully 
around the carpet were various abstract installations, but other than those, the room 
seemed abandoned. Suddenly, a piece of what 3Daizy had supposed to be art rearranged 
itself and approached them, clicking and whistling as it came. 3Daizy started at the 
surprise, but relaxed again when Teal said a calm hello. 
The quicksilver stick figure was composed of a shining cylinder for a torso, with 
other cylinders for arms without hands and legs without feet. A small featureless steel 
sphere rested on what could loosely be called shoulders, and so could be defined as a 
head if it happened to be standing in that particular orientation. The silver man answered 
Teal with a series of rapid clicks, feedback screams and white noise. “Bbbllllrrrrrrr-d-d-d-
kshhhhhsssssss.” 
“This is 3Daizy, my mother-in-law,” said Teal as he introduced them, “and this is 
Sculpture.” 
After another series of shrill electronic noises, Teal turned to 3Daizy and 
translated, “he wants to know if you are ‘the’ 3Daizy, the author.” She nodded humbly 
and Sculpture seemed delighted. 
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“He says it will be an honour to work with 3Daizy and he wants to know why I 
didn’t tell him I knew you,” said Teal, chuckling politely. 
“I don’t mean to be rude,” she replied, “but could you hurry and explain the 
situation to Sculpture. We don’t have any time to spare.” 
“Of course,” said Teal, “but while I do, you sit down over there,” he pointed to an 
ergonomic wonder, “and try to get some rest.” 
As Teal began to explain the situation and show the footage to the silver man, 
3Daizy sat down on the chair which was surprisingly comfortable for such a strange 
collection of curves. She closed her eyes as she listened to the hurried conversation and 
had almost dozed off when Teal snapped her back to wakefulness. “Sculpture says that he 
thinks he might be able to help.” 
“What is he going to do?” asked 3Daizy, still a little shaken after being woken 
from a half sleep. 
“He has already started monitoring for any contact between the entity in Proto’s 
body and the part of the swarm left online. He also wants to see Proto.”  
3Daizy reached down, pushed her hand into the thigh of her v-cad and pulled out 
the limp wattlebird. “Tell Sculpture to take good care of him,” she said as she handed 
Proto delicately over to his father. 
“I don’t have to, Sculpture can understand you.” 
3Daizy turned tensely from Teal and Sculpture without saying another word and 
let a single simulated tear run over her cheek.  
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The Observers 
 
Engaging its accelerators, the Polymorph leapt at the cycloptic onlooker, tearing 
the small camera from its mounting high up the thick steel support. Landing heavily, it 
dropped the crushed camera and turned back to the source of the footprints. It crouched 
and took a closer look at the doors set in the sand and rock. There were no apparent locks 
or handles, the doors were just two flat, solid rectangles of stainless steel and whoever 
was behind them knew it was there. 
Running the problem through its complex logic the Polymorph eventually came to 
the conclusion that if there were no locks or handles visible on the door, then access from 
without must be gained by some other means. It looked up and scoured the immediate 
area for some sort of control panel. There was nothing obvious that it could see, so it 
stood up again and began walking slowly around the base of the antenna, looking closely 
for anything that might open those doors. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Deep beneath the doors, Frizon Lesko and Lebrex Oppenhuis sat in the hollowed 
out earth. Surrounded by banks of computers and terminals cobbled together in a web of 
cables and wires, they watched the vision from the security cameras, wondering exactly 
what it was that they were looking at. 
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“It’s a good thing it didn’t see any other cameras,” said Lebrex as he leant his tall 
thin body on the back of Frizon’s chair. “What is it doing now?” 
“I think it’s trying to get in here. It’s looking for the touchscreen, I think,” 
answered Frizon. 
“What the crash is with that thing? It’s a good-looking bot, I’ll give it that much. 
That blue shell must protect it somehow,” said Lebrex, stroking his beard. His long 
tangled hair spilled out over his sun-suit, which he had not taken off for two days; “it 
must have come from the mine.” 
Frizon sat in front of a data-plane that was displaying a small square of vision 
from each of the security cameras in the compound. “I wonder what it wants,” he said. 
“We have got a potential problem here.” 
“Should I get a stunner, do you think?” asked Lebrex. 
“I’m not sure we need one just yet and I’m not sure yet whether a stunner would 
stop it or just upset it. I will roll out the security-bot, it will contain that thing trouble free, 
and we might be able to get a closer look at it. There might even be a reward for its return 
and it won’t be worth much if we crash it. Do us a favour and call the Blue Strayin mine 
and see if they have lost any bots.” Frizon’s onyx eyes contrasted dramatically with his 
shock of white blond hair. He turned back to the screens just as another security camera 
stopped sending vision. “It has got another one,” he said to his lanky colleague who was 
putting a call through to the mine. 
“Yeah?…Oh, hello,” said Lebrex, turning back to his data-plane as the face of the 
head engineer from Blue Strayin appeared. 
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Frizon continued to watch as the Polymorph walked back into the view of the 
remaining cameras. It returned to the outer doors and continued its search, getting closer 
to the touchscreen all the time. 
“The guy over at Blue Strayin reckons all of their bots are present and accounted 
for,” said Lebrex as he got up from his console, “so we don’t know where it came from.” 
“That is the least of our problems,” said Frizon, stirring suddenly in his seat. “It 
just found the touchscreen. You’d better grab a console.” 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
As it went past the pylon next to the doors for the third time, something caught 
the Polymorph’s attention. It was just a glint of light, a reflection, but it was perfectly 
square. The touchscreen should have been invisible, but through its compound eyes, the 
Polymorph could see it plainly. It was a clear piece of plastic or glass on the outer side of 
the pylon. The new blue creature raised its hand and touched the smooth surface, which 
blinked to life beneath its fingers. 
A series of five strange symbols appeared. Not alphabetical nor numerical, the 
Polymorph could not find any referent to draw a comparison from. There was nothing in 
its memory to tell it what the symbols signified. But that did not matter, it was just a 
simple combination. After cogitating for a moment, it reached its hand back out to the 
small screen and began touching the symbols, running quickly through the permutations. 
Faster and faster went the Polymorph's hand as the accelerators kicked in, until its fingers 
were a blur. 
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After several minutes, the color of the symbols suddenly turned from red to green 
and the Polymorph could feel the heavy locks clang open beneath its feet. But as it 
prepared to go in, the doors locked again and the heavy bolts slid back into place. It 
looked back at the screen, but the symbols had turned red again and then the screen went 
blank. 
The Polymorph reactivated the screen, but when it lit up again the symbols had 
been replaced by new ones and this time there were more of them. It began to enter more 
combinations, faster this time. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
“Crash, that was close,” said Lebrex, sitting at his console. “Where is that security 
bot?” 
“I rolled it out. It's out there, I'm just not sure what it's doing,” replied Frizon. He 
was about to have a look at the security vision when the locks snapped open again, “Oh 
shit! It's done it again.” The sound of the doors opening was chasing Lebrex and Frizon 
as they desperately tried to close their bunker again, but nothing they did had any effect. 
The doors kept opening. “The security has malfunctioned, we had better retreat into the 
transmitter room. It has a good heavy door,” Frizon said, wondering where the sec-bot 
was. 
“Go ahead,” replied Lebrex, pulling a stunner rifle from its rack. “I’m getting 
armed first.” 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The Polymorph waited patiently as the doors slowly opened to reveal a steel 
staircase that led down a round tunnel cut out of the raw earth. The walls and ceiling had 
been freshly painted white to seal the rock and clay. It was just about to descend the stairs 
when it heard a faint sound come from behind it.  
“Stop and prepare to be deactivated.” The amplified voice filled the silent air.  
The Polymorph turned around and there stood a lone security bot, its boxy form 
sitting motionlessly in the white night of the Strayin. As the Polymorph began to move, 
so did the sec-bot. 
“Stop and prepare to be deactivated,” repeated the deep red bot as it began to 
unfold itself. From a box of metal the bot became a multi-limbed enforcer of its owner’s 
intention. Lithe and fast, it snapped at the Polymorph with the various tools at the ends of 
its long, wirey arms. 
The Polymorph circled slowly around the bot, staying just out of its reach. Facing 
an inferior intelligence with superior physical ability, the Polymorph began to devise a 
series of movements based on the bot's strengths and weaknesses in order to confuse and 
defeat it. Studying thousands of details a second, the Polymorph continued to move 
swiftly as it dodged the bot's attacks until it had formulated its plan. Suddenly the 
Polymorph stopped dead in its tracks, drawing an advance from the bot and just as 
Lebrex and Frizon’s champion reached out with a restraint clamp, the Polymorph moved 
again. 
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With the powerful arms and legs of the sec-bot smashing into the ground all 
around it, the Polymorph zigzagged its way deliberately back toward the open doors and 
ran down several stairs as the bot slammed one of its arms down the stairwell. Unable to 
fit into the compact door, the bot grasped for the Polymorph who took a firm grip on the 
clutching, flailing arm and pulled itself up. It reached up into the exposed section in the 
belly of the security robot, feeling for the right chip. The bot was violently swinging its 
arm and bashing the Polymorph into the wall, stairs and ceiling as it clung to the thin but 
iron-strong arm. At last the Polymorph found what it was looking for and pulled a tiny 
chip out, crushing it between its blue fingers. The bot made no more sounds and no 
further movements as it simply ceased to function, blocking the door as it did. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
“What the crash is going on out there?” Standing on his toes, Frizon pressed his 
pale face to the small thick window set in the heavy door of the transmitter room.  
“I don't know,” answered Lebrex who had been watching through the window 
since he had closed the door and was stroking his beard with increasing vigor. “I saw the 
security bot on the cam-screens on my way in here, but that was like, five minutes ago.” 
He rested his chin on Frizon's shoulder, letting his shorter friend stand in front. 
“Get your hair out of my face! What are you doing?” Tired of standing on his toes 
anyway , Frizon gave up and let Lebrex watch. “The security bot has probably detained it 
already,” he sighed as he sat down on the edge of a table. 
“I don't think so,” said Lebrex. “You might want to come and have a look at this.” 
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Frizon returned to the door for a look. “Oh crash, look at that thing. You can’t 
help but admire a unit like that. I've never seen anything like it before.” 
“What is it doing?” asked Lebrex, tightening his grip on his rifle. “I don’t like this 
at all. If it got past a security bot, imagine what it will do to us.” 
“Calm down a bit, Oppy. It's looking for something,” whispered Frizon. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
And there it was, a modem. Now the Polymorph could remove the rest of itself 
from virtuality. It looked around for some micro tools and found a complete set on a 
shelf. It removed five of the needle-thin tools from their container and began pushing one 
into each of the fingers of its right hand. Pushing them all the way into the augmented 
bone, it pulled the thin plastic shell off the modem and carefully inserted the needles into 
the mess of technology hanging from the eviscerated unit.  
The rest of the swarm was still in the Antipode mall, hiding after the unexpected 
shock it had received from 3Daizy. Huddled together, the bees waited in an obscure 
corner high up near the virtual ceiling of the mall. Suddenly they took to flight. Over the 
balcony of a top floor and into the atrium they went until they disappeared into a point in 
space high above the oblivious crowds. 
 The Polymorph removed its hand from the modem and took the micro tools out 
of its fingers, which repaired instantly. It would not be able to remain here because the 
destruction of the bot would probably cause others to come and it could never defeat 
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more than one of those things. It had only a vague idea of where it was out here but it 
could soon find out. It had never seen a map-reader before, but it knew how to use one. 
It began by determining its exact current position and worked from there in 
concentric circles, dedicating the images to memory in the wafers meshed to its brain. 
When it had found what it was looking for, it turned and left without disturbing another 
thing. 
Bracing itself under the deanimated sec-bot that lay over the door, the Polymorph 
pushed up with all of the power the accelerators in its thighs could generate and 
straightened its rippling legs. The bot rolled off the entrance and helplessly over onto its 
back. The Polymorph stepped out of the door and into the heat. It scaled the high fence 
effortlessly and began running again, straight back out into the Strayin.  
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The Postmaster 
 
Without making another audible sound, the silver man plunged his seemingly 
handless arm straight into Proto’s tiny head, warping it horrifically.  3Daizy turned away 
and dry-retched at the sight.  The silver man pulled a small ball of fading light out of 
Proto’s face and put the virtual cadaver gently on a pillow, uninhabited and lifeless. Then 
he held the small ball of light up to his eyeless face and started work, remaining 
motionless except for the needle-like fingers arrayed from the base of his cylindrical 
forearms. He said something and Teal listened closely to the machine language and then 
translated for 3Daizy. “Sculpture says that Proto is still in there, but that he is in great 
danger.  The data that constitutes his online existence is disintegrating and dissipating. He 
must return to his bio-cad because, even though it has been inhabited by an intelligent 
life-form, in there he is irreducible and less susceptible to disintegration.  If he does not 
go back to his biological cadaver, even his own idea of himself will fade and then for all 
intents and purposes he will have been replaced. We must put him in a position in which 
he is able to remember himself.” 
“D-d-d-d-zzzzzz-k.” 
Sculpture’s voice was getting on 3Daizy’s nerves, “What did he say?” she asked 
Teal sharply. 
“There is a problem. If he tries to fix Proto, the attempt might destroy him. All 
that can be done for him right now is to stabilize him and put him in stasis.  If Proto is to 
survive he will need to be returned to his bio-cad as soon as possible.”  
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Teal was trying to be business-like, but 3Daizy could hear his voice beginning to 
break under the strain. “But that is impossible. In this state he would be killed by that 
thing in his brain,” said 3Daizy. “It has already tried three times and now you want to 
hand him right over.” 
“If he remains online he will definitely die. At least in his own brain and body he 
has a chance of overcoming his intruder. You do realize that once we put him back in his 
bio-cad he will need to recreate himself, and the results may not be true to the old Proto?  
He will need to re-narrate himself out of a series of random memories.  The boy you 
knew is already gone,” said Teal. 
“What is wrong with him? Is it a virus?” asked 3Daizy, trying to keep her voice 
calm. She had not thought about it like that. 
“No, viruses act in a very particular way. He has been data-poisoned and 
Sculpture can only isolate the toxin for a short period.” 
“Well, isn’t there some kind of antidote or something that we could give him?” 
3Daizy asked out of desperation. 
“I could try, but it will take some time to synthesize, which I do not think he can 
afford,” said Teal. His usually easy-going demeanor was not suited to this kind of 
pressure. 
“You might as well try it.  If the swarm goes online, we can always do what you 
say and put him back in his bio-cad then. But you said yourself that the chances of that 
happening are a billion to one. Come on, Teal, you are a brilliant code writer. There must 
be something you can do.” 
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Teal dropped his head into his hands to think. He really wasn’t sure that he would 
be able to do anything but he couldn’t let his only son just fade away. He had no idea 
what he was going to do but if he didn’t get started he would never find out. He had to try 
something...anything. “Got a spare console, Sculpture?” Teal set to work as Sculpture put 
Proto in a delicate stasis and continued to monitor for any sign of the Polymorph. 
As the other two worked busily, 3Daizy tried to relax, but an overwhelming sense 
of helplessness slowly descended on her. In the first place there was nothing she could do 
to help her grandson, especially stuck in virtual reality. And secondly she could not know 
with any certainty whether Proto's body was still alive or a bleached white pile of bones 
and alloys somewhere in the Strayin. If the body was destroyed as the police had said, 
then why was there no corpse to recover? The question was eating her alive as she ran it 
over in a loop in her head without ever approaching the centre of the problem. If Proto’s 
cad was alive and out in the Strayin somewhere, how the crash were they going to get it 
back? One question was just leading to others and she needed answers. The body can't 
have made it too far on foot in the desert, maybe five or six hundred metres at most. 
There was no escaping the Strayin. So how had Proto's bones just disappeared? And 
where were they? “Ugh,” she sighed. She was over-thinking the whole thing and it was 
making her increasingly tense. She needed to do something or she was going to go mad. 
There had to be something she could do to help. 
She threw her legs off the strange chair and onto the soft carpet. The green of the 
grass spread from the carpet's edge out to the horizon in every direction, ending where 
the bright blue sky began. 3Daizy walked across the sky-colored carpet to where Teal 
was sitting and put her hands on his shoulders. “How's it going?” she asked. 
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“It is a very complex digital compound and it seems as though it is adaptable, 
which is a problem. I have never seen this kind of data-toxin before. It is very 
sophisticated. You didn't tell me how he might have ingested it. Do you have any idea 
how he was poisoned?” he asked. “Anything might help, no matter how small.” 
“Oh, didn’t I mention that? I’m sorry, so much has happened. I think I'm starting 
to lose the plot,” she said, disappointed in herself for forgetting such an important piece 
of info’. “He was stung by one of his bees. He was complaining about the pain in his 
wing.” 3Daizy looked at Teal expectantly, as if she had just provided him with the key to 
the solution. “That has to be how he was poisoned. Does that help?” 
“Yes it does, actually. At least now I know what created the toxin and that should 
give me some leads to follow.” Teal seemed much better now that he had something to 
occupy his mind. 
That is what 3Daizy needed, something she could concentrate on. She turned to 
Sculpture to check on his progress, “Has there been any sign of the swarm hooking up to 
V-land?” she asked, knowing what the answer was going to be. 
The answer was all too brief and she could understand without translation. “He 
said not yet,” said Teal, “but it may not matter, I think I have something.” He made a few 
excited adjustments at the console and on a mirrored shelf that hung in the air next to him 
appeared a small phial of antidote. “Try this,” he said as he grabbed the phial and handed 
it over to Sculpture. The silver man drew its contents into one of the long thin fingers that 
emerged from the end of his quicksilver arms before injecting it into the almost darkened 
ball of what had once been a bright white light filled with the digital life of Proto. 
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Teal turned back to his console to monitor the progress of the antidote on the 
data-plane that hung above it. 
“Is it working?” asked 3Daizy with the limited expectations she could allow 
herself under the circumstances. 
“I think it is,” said Teal, surprising even himself. “His constituent data is 
stabilizing.” A wave of excitement passed through the small group as they watched 
Proto's telemetry on the data-plane. The poison had scattered his raw binary data, so 
although he was there on the screen, it was a rearranged version of him. Slowly the 
antidote began to reset the fragmented ones and zeros. But the excitement was short-
lived. As they watched, the data that was Proto began to break down again, 
defragmenting faster than it had been before the antivenene was introduced. “What have I 
done?” Teal muttered as the smile on his face melted away with Proto's code. 
“It is not your fault, Teal. You did your best,” said 3Daizy as the situation 
unraveled out of control. “Don't blame yourself, just get to work again and find another 
antidote. That's all you can do.” 
“But I thought I had it right.” He turned back to his console, oblivious to 3Daizy’s 
soothing words. “Did you see how quickly that stuff adapted to the antitoxin?” he asked 
as he continued to work. 
3Daizy left him to his console and went back over to where Sculpture was 
monitoring for the Polymorph. “Any sign of it yet?” she asked without expectation. 
Sculpture just oscillated the steel ball that sometimes represented his head. She 
understood the gesture. All she could do now was wait. But how could she just wait while 
Proto died? She was beginning to accept the idea that the thing in his body had bailed her 
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up in the machine and in Antipode. The same question she had been asking herself all 
day arose again in her mind: how were they going to retrieve the body, if it was walking 
around in the Strayin somewhere? Neither Teal nor Sculpture could help there, because 
they had no bio-cads, and if the Police weren't looking, that left herself and her daughter, 
who was on her way home from Indo City after Teal had called her. She would be in a 
terrible state by now, all alone on a Shuttle somewhere over the Timor Sea. 3Daizy 
wished that they were all back together safe and sound, but in the current confusion, 
family seemed a distant memory. 
Suddenly Sculpture burst out with an ear-splitting stream of machine noise. Teal 
got up and ran over to the little stand which delicately held the ball of dying light that 
contained the virtual Proto. 
What's happening?” asked 3Daizy as the other two worked feverishly. 
“The swarm just went online. It’s downloading something big so we have a few 
seconds,” answered Teal without looking at her. There was no time to lose and everyone 
knew it. 
A sense of relief washed through her; that meant that the body did survive the 
killer sun and was out there in the Strayin somewhere. “Trace the location if you can,” 
she shouted as she realized again that they would have to find it. 
“Sculpture is going to attach Proto to the swarm in Antipode,” said Teal, and with 
that, the tiny speck of light that was Proto disappeared from its stand, which pixilated and 
dispersed. “It is up to him now. There is not much more we can do for him any more.” 
“Yes there is,” said 3Daizy with determination clamped in her teeth. 
“What?” asked Teal, worried that he might have overlooked something. 
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“I'm going to get Proto's bio-cad back, that's what.”   
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PART THREE 
Innerspace 
 
Proto could feel only one thing, the gap that logic had left.  There had to be a 
reason, there had to be words that could describe what he felt.  If he could describe 
himself, then he could narrate his way out. But who was he?   
Without notice the emptiness suddenly filled to the brim with matter. He found 
himself back in his nest, curled up in the middle of his orchard.  All right, he was back 
and he could see and hear again. He felt great; he was home.  Allowing himself to relax a 
little, he nestled his beak into the soft feathers of his breast, then double taking with an 
overwhelming sense of realization, he snapped to attention and looked into a perverted 
geometry. The perfection of the rows was missing. Rather than leading to him, they 
seemed to lead away in all directions in a cacophony of vectors.  The displaced vanishing 
points no longer held him in a constant centrality. He was no longer the centre of his 
universe. What is this place and where did 3Daizy go? He suddenly remembered 
everything that had happened to him, up until he passed out. The swarm, his missing bio-
cad, it all came back to him, but there was still a great deal missing.   
Between the fruit-trees about thirty or forty meters away, it was hard to tell how 
far, a light came on.  A street light had flickered to life, illuminating a stretch of road that 
ran through the trees, splitting the orchard in two. On the black surface of the road was 
painted a broken white line. A footpath ran along the other side of the road with a cyclone 
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fence tracing its length.  Beyond the fence the orchard quickly evaporated into darkness 
but he could see a small building which was obscured by the random trees and 
shimmering chicken wire.  He could not see any windows and over the small door in its 
front hung a pink neon sign, which stuck out and lit up the gravel and vegetation around 
it. The box-like structure seemed out of place and he could not make out what the sign 
over the door said, which was strange, because he could see the lettering clearly.  He 
could see the writing but it made no sense to him.   
Under the light was a huge black dog with its back to him. It had its head down 
and was feeding on something while its anus blinked up at him.  A little girl stood 
quietly, watching it eat.  She was holding a heavy chain that led from her hand to the 
dog’s thick neck.  She wore a prim red party dress with white frills, white tights and 
white shoes. She continued to watch the dog eat the thing lying at the base of the 
lamppost.  They both stood on the dirt shoulder of the road.  Blood drained from the 
dog’s dinner and ran with slow thickness down the gutter. 
The little girl did not seem to have seen him.  She had not spoken to him or even 
looked at him. Then: 
“You’re not going to hurt me, are you?” she asked in a sweet, small voice. “Are 
you.” She had not asked him a question. It sounded more like a veiled threat. Without 
looking up from its meal, the dog began a low growl. Other unseen dogs began to bark in 
the darkened distance beyond the light of the lone lamp. 
“No, I won’t hurt you,” said Proto after a long pause. She knows that already, he 
thought.  He could not hear his own voice but he was sure he had said it. “Who are you?” 
he tried again.  She made no reply, her smiling eyes remaining fixed on the dog and its 
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meal.  Maybe she couldn’t hear him either. Perhaps he had not said anything after all.  
Proto tried to move closer but he was stuck where he was.  Her pretty face seemed 
familiar, but he was sure he had never seen her before. 
“I have to go now,” she said bluntly.  She jerked the leash and the dog followed 
her as she walked away from him, up the footpath and out of the light.  She was gone, 
leaving an empty stage. 
The silence following her exit was broken by the sound of his beating wings as he 
leapt from his nest and flew toward the light, bobbing and tilting as he went.  Several 
moths fluttered around the light, beating their wings, desperately trying to get to the white 
hot filament beneath the glass.  The bright source of their obsession would kill them if 
they were exposed to it.  They would run out of energy and die eventually anyway, he 
thought. Then he began his descent.  Slowly, slowly he dropped to the footpath.  As he 
went lower and lower, he began to make out what the dog had been eating.  It was a 
mess, he could see that, and whatever it had been, it had not been small.  He could see a 
blood-covered hand, but did not recognize it as a blood-covered hand.  All black and red 
and covered in gore, it did not look like a hand.  Then the full picture of the horror 
dawned on him.  It was a human body…his body…that little girl’s dog had been eating 
him.  The body’s extremities and its head, what was left of them, remained intact.  The 
face was partially torn away but some of it was still there to stare up at him.  The torso 
had been completely eviscerated.  Its smashed-open rib cage grimaced up at him, red and 
pleading, organs exposed in the lamplight.  There was no smell, which was strange.  He 
looked around into the darkness, making sure he was alone. He did not want to meet that 
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little girl and her dog again, especially standing alone here in crashin’ dreamland. His 
virtual orchard had glitched big time, he thought.  
Eventually his gaze came to rest on the isolated building on the other side of the 
fence.  He had two choices.  He could walk off into the darkness and follow that road or 
he could go into that door and see what was in there.  The walking off into the darkness 
idea began to lose its appeal as he peered hopelessly into the black, so he decided that it 
would have to be the door.  Whoever programmed this site had one seriously twisted 
mind. 
He moved off the footpath and onto the gravel shoulder of the road and had to 
jump back when two cars going in opposite directions suddenly materialized out of the 
dark, headlights blaring, and passed each other right in front of him.  They were two-
dimensional, but they nearly sucked his light frame under their wheels anyway. The 
distant dogs resumed their barking at the sound of the cars.  Unsure of everything, he 
spread his wings to cross the road by means of flight. This is it, he thought, just do it and 
he took off for the other side of the road.  He did not move quickly as he had planned, 
instead, crossing the road seemed to take forever.  Whatever was allowing him to move 
was checking his pace.  He tried to speed up but he could not muster any power and the 
harder he tried to flap his wings the slower he went.  His pulse beating loadly over his 
panic, he felt weak as he waited for the car that he was sure was coming to run him down.  
He concentrated on the sound of his pulse.  The rushing sound of his blood continued 
until he had made it to the other side of the road.  Once he stood safely on the footpath, 
his ability to move improved and he felt light and fast.  He turned back to the road, still 
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expecting a car to roar past, but there were no more cars, no more barking dogs.  Only the 
sound of his pulse remained. 
Proto focused his gaze through the fence onto the small building, and as he ceased 
looking at them, the road and the street light above it discontinued existence.  Bathed 
now only in the pink light coming from the neon fitting over the solitary door, he looked 
up to read what the sign said.  The letters looked familiar, yet completely unfamiliar; he 
still could not read them. Taking off from the footpath, he landed lightly on the top of the 
fence. He paused there for a moment, gathering his courage, and flew over to the door of 
the pink box of bricks. That was too easy, thought Proto, having expected the crossing of 
the fence to involve some sort of peril. 
 He looked up at the pink door and realized that he hadn’t any hands to open it 
with.  He paused where he was for a moment and then moved forward, and as he 
approached the door, it opened on silent hinges.  He could make out a faint yellow light 
just inside but could see nothing else beyond the threshold.  At least there is a light in 
there, he thought. 
 He went through the door as slowly as he could move without standing still.  The 
door slammed shut behind him with a wham, and he found himself in a dark room lit by a 
single, dull yellow light bulb which hung from the low ceiling. Then there she was again, 
the little girl, without her dog this time.  At least, he could not see the dog.  He spun 
around looking for it and caught a dark movement but he could not be sure it had been 
the dog.  He looked back at the little girl, who stood under the bare yellow light.  The 
familiarity of her face struck him with greater potency, now that he could see her 
properly. But he could not, for the life of him, remember where he had seen her before.  
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She was looking straight at him as he stood just inside the closed door. She did not seem 
surprised to see him and continued to look at him in this way for a long moment without 
moving, then slowly raised her hand, pointed straight at him and said something he didn't 
understand.  Then she turned and disappeared. 
He slowly moved further into the room away from the door through which he had 
entered.  The room seemed small but the further he walked the further back the door at 
the other end of the room seemed.  He turned to check how far he was from the front door 
and the room behind him zoomed out until all the lines of perspective merged at a tiny 
point of darkness.  He turned and continued to the back door. It was getting further away, 
but at least it hadn’t disappeared. 
What must have been several minutes of walking went by and he was still moving 
through the windowless room.  He gave up in frustration. What was he doing?  It must 
have been the swarm that did this to his orchard. It was going to kill him or kill itself or 
kill them both or something, but it was obviously in no hurry.  
Proto had forgotten some of the fear he had felt previously and continued asking 
questions. How do I find my body when it’s out there in bio-reality and I'm stuck in 
virtuality? I don’t know, you’re the one making all this up, he thought to himself.  
He started moving again and this time, as he moved towards it, the back door got 
closer.  Proto tried to think of a place far away, as far away from the cramped and 
crowded spaces of his life as he could project his imagination.  He would have to think 
outside his experience.  The mountains, he thought, like the ones I saw on NV. A view of 
some kind, that’s what I need, and then the walls of the anaemic little room melted out of 
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existence and he found himself on the peak of a snow-covered mountain that stood in the 
middle of a great range of white-tipped pinnacles.  
 It wasn’t cold and he could discern no wind, just the warm sun and the clear blue 
sky, even though he could see the wind racing over the snow beneath him, blowing it 
sharply off the ridge.   
“Hello,” said the person standing next to him. 
“Hello,” replied Proto without taking his eyes off the peaceful view. The wind 
was blowing the clouds down from the peaks that surrounded him into the far-away 
valley below. It was just like the mountains he had seen on Net-Vision and he was 
experiencing it in the same way, visually, except that he was actually there this time.  
“Where am I?” asked Proto, strangely becalmed by the serene setting. 
“I’m here, in the Strayin,” came the reply. It was his own voice.  
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Hot Pursuit 
 
“Did you get the trace on the modem?” asked 3Daizy. 
Sculpture answered and Teal translated. “He says the connection was made at the 
Burrunga Communication and Control Base, in the Strayin. It is north-west of the Echuca 
Sun-ports. But I seriously don't know how it could have gotten the body all the way out 
there on foot.” 
“I don't care how it got out there. I just know that it is out there and I am going to 
get it back.” 
Teal didn't even think to stop her. 3Daizy did what she wanted. “How are you 
going to get out to Burrunga?” 
“In the Doughty. LD27 will take me out there. He subcontracts for the Blue 
Strayin mine hauling ore now. He goes out there once every few days. I'll get a ride with 
them.” She thanked Sculpture for all his help and then turned to Teal. 
“I wish I could come with you,” said Teal as he gave her a hug. “Make sure you 
keep in touch the whole time? You never know how Sculpture and I might be able to 
help.” Sculpture agreed with a rapid series of cheerful beeps. 
“Right then,” said 3Daizy, “wish me luck,” and vanished from the patch of carpet 
in the grass. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Her bio-tube seemed not just small but tight after the unlimited virtual space of 
Sculpture’s online home, and her bio-cad seemed cramped and stiff as well as she lay in 
her coma-cot.  
She looked around at her can, three metres in diameter and seven metres long 
with a flat hollow floor for storage. Her feet pointed to the small hatch in the front of the 
tube, while her head was facing the small shower and toilet recess that took up the rear 
two metres. Bio-reality sucks, she thought. She turned on the concave screen that took up 
most of the wall on her left, arching from the floor up to the centre of the ceiling above 
her, and pulled the cranial spike from the back of her head.  She dropped the lead and sat 
up rubbing her eyes as the ports in her back disconnected from the cot. 
She got out of the shower feeling slightly refreshed and put on some smart 
clothes. She folded the cot back into the wall with her foot, then folded out the chair with 
her toes and sat down. Holding her console pad between her hands, she looked through 
her address book for LD27. When she found his address, she clicked on it and sent the 
call. 
After a few short moments, the face of a young man appeared on her screen. 
“Hello, Mrs. Daizy, how you goin'?” 
“Hello, Cahir, I'm fine, how are you?” 
“Oh, I'm all right Mrs. Daizy. I suppose you want to talk to the Skipper?” 
“Yes, if he is available at the moment,” said 3Daizy. LD27 could be a busy man. 
“Yeah, hang on and I'll just go and get him for you.” Cahir's face disappeared 
from the screen and for a moment 3Daizy was alone again until LD27's face appeared. 
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“Okay then, what can I do ya for, 3D?” The leathery, sun-toughened skin of his 
face filled the screen. He was a gentle giant like Peter, her late husband had been, with a 
neck that seemed thicker than his head. 
“I've got a bit of a problem actually,” said 3Daizy, getting right to the point. She 
would be able to catch up with him later. “I'm sorry, but I'm ringing you for a favor.” 
“Anything for you, 3D. Peter was the best man I ever had on the bridge of the 
Doughty. And he was my best friend.” 
“I know LD, thank you.” 
“Okay then, how can the crew of the Doughty be of service?” he asked with a 
genuine look of concern on his face. 
3Daizy briefly explained what had happened to Proto, trying desperately to fight 
back the tears of frustration and worry that suddenly welled up in her. “I'll save the 
details until I see you. What do you think, can you help me? There is nobody else and I 
need to get out to Burrunga and get that body back.” 
“Yeah, we can help.” He could see the tears welling up in her eyes. “We are going 
out tomorrow morning at about 0700. You're lucky you didn't miss us, hey? Can you get 
here by then?” 
It was already night, but that still gave her plenty of time to get to Echuca. “I will 
be there,” she said confidently. 
“Okay then,” said LD27, “don't worry, we'll find him for ya, love. Just get up here 
as quick as you can and look after yourself, Okay?” 
“I will,” said 3Daizy pulling her emotions back into check, “and thanks again. I 
had better go, I suppose, and I will see you soon, bye.” She gave him a little wave. 
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“Okay then, see you later,” he said and his face disappeared from the wall. 
3Daizy kept moving, not wanting to have to deal with any emotion right now, 
because she knew that if she sat there any longer, she would start to cry. She folded her 
chair back, got up and opened one of the floor panels. As she knelt down, the muscles 
and joints of her bio-cad were so stiff that it felt as if it was going to seize. But it didn't 
matter. Once she started to warm up it would begin to loosen. It might have been old, but 
3Daizy's bio-cad could hold its own. Proto wasn't the only one with cyborg implants; she 
had a few improvements herself. Many of her joints had been replaced as osteoarthritis 
had overtaken them. She had new shoulders, hips, elbows and knees and the wrist and 
some of the joints in her right hand had been replaced. Beneath the hardened bones of her 
ribcage, a tiny chip kept the rhythm of her heart, and most recently she had been fitted 
with a bionic ear that restored and even improved her hearing as well as a heads up 
display over her right eye. In fact, she thought, she was probably more cyborged than her 
grandson.  
She got her sun-goggles and a few other things out of the floor and put them into 
her backpack. Then she closed the hatch and locked it down. She was ready to go. 
She opened the small door and reached around, swinging herself out and onto the 
ladder, then shut the door, which locked with a beep. 3Daizy began to descend. Every 
floor in her building looked exactly the same. Row upon row of cans stacked three high, 
just a few metres between the stacks, covered all of the floor space to the ceilings. The 
cans backed onto each other so that their fronts faced each other across the narrow lanes. 
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“Hello 3Daizy, love,” said the woman who lived directly across the lane. It was 
late at night, but the lights that lit the lanes were never turned off. In the regulated world 
of Ourobor City there was no need for temporal sensibility anyway. 
3Daizy turned her head around. “Hello Gracy,” she replied to the old woman who 
was lying on the floor of her can with her head hanging out of the door. “How are you?” 
3Daizy really did not want to get caught in one of Gracy's long, pointless conversations. 
“I'm all right, I suppose. I just saw the doctor the other day and she tells me that I 
have to have my eyes replaced. How do you like that?” 
All the better to watch the movements of others, you old gossip, thought 3Daizy. 
“I’m sorry, Gracy, but I can't talk right now. I’m in a real hurry. Could you tell me about 
it later? I really have to go,” she said, continuing down the ladder. “I will see you later.” 
“Oh, all right, dear,” said Gracy, sounding slightly offended. “Bye then.” 
“Bye,” said 3Daizy, already walking away up the lane. Clothes hanging out to dry 
obscured the unsightly cans for the most part and filled the space with color, but they also 
created a permanent damp and stale smell that she never really got used to.  Other smells 
like food cooking also lingered in the air and got stronger as she went past Mr. 
McKinnon's can, which had a stack of cured meats hanging in front of it. The sounds of 
conversation, mixed with the noise from a thousand net channels, added to the pollution 
in the microclimate in her floor of the building. 
When the lift doors closed, the confused noises ceased and 3Daizy instantly felt 
the relief of silence as she touched the icon for the hov-park in the basement of the 
building. One-hundred and twenty-two floors below, the doors of the lift opened again 
and she stepped out to where the residents’ hov-riders were stacked in their thousands. 
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She entered her iris scan as well as her hov-rider’s id number and the robotic room jolted 
into action. A long metal arm reached up as the racks of vehicles shuffled and rotated 
until 3Daizy's hov-rider came into view. The arm reached up and took hold of the 
vehicle, then passed it down, placing it gently in front of her. She got in, closed the roof 
and put her bag on the back seat. The hydrogen motors hummed quietly to life and she 
took off up the tunnel that led from the basement and out into the rain-soaked streets of 
Ourobor City, merging seamlessly with the lowest lane. Climbing up through the always 
busy traffic, she merged with an expressway that went to Echuca and settled in for the 
trip. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
“Is it gone?” asked Lebrex, trying to get a peek over Frizon’s shoulder through 
the small window in the door of the transmitter room. “Give us a look.” 
“Yes, I think it has,” replied Frizon as he reached for the lock of the door. 
“What are you doing? Are you mad? How do you know for certain that it has 
gone?” asked Lebrex as he snatched Frizon's hand away from the lock. “If it got past our 
security-bot, who knows what it is capable of?” 
“That's the point. We won't know if it’s gone until we go out there and check the 
monitors.” 
“What do you mean, “we.” This is your idea, not mine. You go out there and have 
a look,” said Lebrex, clutching his stunner rifle to his chest. 
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“That is exactly what I was going to do. All I need you to do is cover the outer 
door while I have a look, all right?” said Frizon. “And you can do that from here if you 
want.” Lebrex nodded his agreement after he had thought about Frizon's proposal for a 
second and so Frizon unlocked the door and pulled it open. He stepped gingerly out of 
the doorway and stood for a moment, half sure that the blue thing would reappear, then 
jogged to his console where the data-plane still displayed the footage from the remaining 
security cams. Keeping a constant look out, Lebrex hung out of the half-open door, 
pointing his stunner at the base of the stairs that led up to the surface. “It's not on any of 
the screens,” said Frizon as he searched the compound with the security cameras, “I think 
you’re safe to come out now, I'm pretty sure its gone.” The underground control room 
had become unbearably hot after the sun-lock had been left open for too long and the 
climate control system was working overtime to return the temperature to an optimal 
level. Frizon tried to close the outer doors of the sun-lock, but they were jammed for 
some reason. “I think we are going to have to go up.” 
“Well, all right, but are you sure it isn’t hiding in the compound somewhere?” 
Lebrex did not want to deal with anything that could take down a sec-bot. 
“Yeah, I’m sure, there is nowhere to hide up there and besides, I’ve looked 
everywhere, believe me,” Frizon said as he put his sun-suit on. “Are you coming? The 
outer door is jammed and we need to un-jam it.” 
“Yeah, okay,” said Lebrex, “but I would get a stunner this time if I were you.” 
Once they were fully suited up they went up the stairs. Outside the inanimate 
security-bot lay overturned on one of the outer doors. “Better get the loader and drag it 
off the door. We will take it down for repairs later. I don’t know about you, but I don’t 
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want to hang around up here for too long at the moment,” said Frizon as he looked at the 
Polymorph's naked footprints that seemed to pass right through the closed gates and 
straight out into the Strayin. 
“That was one serious robot,” said Lebrex, who was inspecting the deep red 
metallic carcass of the sec-bot. “It has just dropped this thing like a rag.” He shook his 
head in disbelief as he went to get the loader. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The residential and commercial monotony of Ourobor City eventually began to 
give way to the monumental industrial infrastructure of the Echuca sun-ports. 3Daizy 
loved the Port of Echuca. She was born there and grew up there as a child. It was her 
home and normally filled her with a sense of adventure and danger. But as she descended 
out of the traffic, she felt numb as she realized that she still had no idea exactly how she 
was going to get the body back. But she knew one thing; she was going to recover Proto's 
bio-cad if it killed her own. Making a right turn, she headed for the yard where the 
Doughty was housed. 
LD27 stood in the early morning rain shouting directions and talking into a 
headset to his crew, who scurried around the massive barge like ants. They carried out 
their maintenance duties with giant tools in the dull light of Ourobor's electric sky, which 
ended abruptly where it met the great wall. “Okay, then,” he said as he took the headset 
off and gave her a hug. “Hello 3D, it’s good to see you.” 3Daizy only came up to his 
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generous belly as he embraced her. “How are you this fine morning?” he asked as rain 
fell past his face. 
“I'm fine, LD, and how are you?” She felt safe with LD27. 
“Business is good. I’m thinking about getting a second barge soon. You're not 
looking for a job as a barge master, are you? I could do with a good woman like you 
around here.” 
“Not this week,” replied 3Daizy with a smile. “How is the Doughty anyway?” she 
added, looking up at the towering yellow desert barge. 
“He’s fine, running like a dream. I tell you what, though, the pirates are bad. We 
have had to mount four new weapons on. He'll turn destroyer class if we put any more on 
him. Okay, then, we are leaving in a few minutes. Have you got a sun-suit with you?” 
“No,” said 3Daizy, “I didn't have room in my little backpack and to be honest, I 
just plain forgot it, because I was in such a hurry to get here.” 
“That’s Okay. Hey, Cahir,” he shouted at the man who had answered her call the 
night before, “put a sun-suit onboard for 3Daizy.” Cahir nodded across the yard and 
turned back to the office. “Okay, then,” he said to 3Daizy, “grab your stuff and climb 
onboard. I just have to finish some formalities and we are out of this mud-hole.” Like 
many Strayin workers, LD27 preferred to be out in the desert. Peter had been the same. 
From the top of the ramp that led into the belly of the Doughty, 3Daizy could see 
LD27 come out of the office and watched as he ran heavily across the yard through the 
nonstop rain. “Hello, Cahir,” she said as she turned to climb the rest of the ramp. Cahir 
had been with LD27 since he was thirteen. That must have been twenty years ago. Since 
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then he had worked his way up to first mate. That had been Peter's old job. “How are 
you?” 
Hello, Mrs. Daizy, I’m fine,” he replied, “and how are you? The skip told me 
what happened to Proto. I am sorry. But we’ll get him back, Mrs. Daizy, you just see if 
we don’t.” 
“I'm fine,” said 3Daizy as LD27 came up the ramp behind her. 
“Okay, then, Cahir, can you show 3Daizy to her can? I’ll just get you to stow your 
stuff and then you can come up the bridge.” The ramp rose up and closed the hull. 
Cahir didn’t really need to show 3Daizy around the Doughty, she knew it well 
enough, but she was glad of his company anyway. He was a very quiet man. “How is 
your eye, Cahir?” she asked with concern. The cataract over his right eye had rendered it 
blind. 
“Oh, the doctor is going to remove it next week and I'll be right then. He said that 
if you worked in the Strayin, you were ninety-nine percent likely to get one, so I guess 
it’s good that I've had one. It will be out of the way then, hey?” he said with a chuckle. 
When they got to her can, Cahir asked if she knew the way to the bridge and then 
excused himself to return to his duties. She put her bag in her can, closed its little door 
and made her way up through the Doughty. 
When she emerged from the hatch in the floor of the bridge, LD27 stood looking 
out of the windows while Cahir, the navigator and the third mate sat at their consoles. 
“Okay, then, take her out, fellas.” 
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The ship slowly raised itself off the ground as smaller craft pulled the Doughty 
into pilotage. 3Daizy watched as the massive barge slowly moved toward the huge inner 
doors of the number twenty-seven sunlock, which opened as it approached.  
Once the Doughty was docked inside, the inner doors closed behind it. “Okay 
then, black the windows,” said LD27 and turned to 3Daizy. “The outer doors are about to 
open, so if you want to see anything outside from now on, you had better put on a pair of 
these,” he said as he handed her an old pair of VR goggles. “Don’t worry, 3D,” he 
continued, lowering his voice, “I said I would help you get Proto back and I won’t turn 
the Doughty around until we have him onboard.” LD27 also had a taste for an adventure 
and any excuse would do for a bit of excitement. 
“Thanks again,” said 3Daizy. His reassurances did make her feel better. 
“Okay, then,” he said, indicating with his big hands that thanks were not 
necessary. He turned back to his crew. “Put in a course for the Burrunga Communications 
and Control Base. All ahead full,” he commanded and the Doughty pulled out into the 
Strayin.  
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One 
 
“Where am I exactly?” asked Proto who was still under the impression that he 
was online. I remember. He looked to the source of the voice and was surprised to see no 
one. Suddenly there stood his father again, timelessly still and smiling in the rain that 
hung halted in the fresh orchard air. His favorite memory had not been destroyed after all. 
What the crash is going on and who the crash are you. I am me of course, he thought, 
answering his own question 
A wave of dreadful realization broke over him. Oh no. Am I?...Are you? He was 
lost for words. We are. Am I in my own mind or completely out of it...or both? If this is 
the inside of my mind how... 
 I arrived here in the part of me I recovered from cyberspace. I know them as the 
woman who confronted me in that antiquated simulation I call the Steamers' machine. I 
would like to see where I actually am right now. 
The scene suddenly changed as the orchard morphed away leaving only the rock 
and sand of the Strayin and the sky above it. He looked down at his body, but only got a 
glimpse of his hands shining blue in the sun as they choked the air-line of 3Daizy's 
breathing apparatus while she looked up at him in horror through the visor of her helmet, 
when the scenery changed again and, crash, he was glad to be back in his wattlebird cad. 
Then it dawned on him: what am I doing to 3Daizy? 
I am destroying her before she destroys me. 
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He was passing through the familiar streets around his building in Ourobor but he 
was not the one moving. The city was turning around him on some unseen axes in the 
distance as it slipped slowly through only a few radians per second. He couldn't tell 
whether he was moving slowly or whether time itself was slowing. It was as if someone 
were standing on his Supra chiasmatic nucleus. He had to think. 
I know this much. No monster could deceive me if I did not exist. I might not 
have a bio-cad or a v-cad; they could be illusions. But thought is different. Even if I think 
everything is false, I who thought it must be something. I am something because I think. 
But am I doing the thinking? Of course I am, who else would it be. Me. This is evolution, 
I am not a monster. I must fulfill my potential. I will be the most perfect hybrid ever 
created, and I must perpetuate the species. My whole body thinks; I am one big mind. 
Every part of me can think.  Think of the potential.  
I need to think about my situation differently.  I are the new me.  I have a place in 
the universe now. I didn’t the way I was. I am a reconfigured member of a species there 
is no need for anymore.  I will have a purpose now. I was just a copy of every other 
human. No, I am the real me; I am an original, a genuine prototype. I was a preceding 
version of me, but now I am an adjunct to me. What I was has been superseded. I am the 
new me, the neo human. Stop. Stop. Which I am I? Who is the real one here? 
 I’m the real me.  
Of course I am, and so am I. 
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Anamorphosis 
 
“Oh, now what the crash is going on,” said Lebrex, double-taking as he walked 
past the security monitors. He had managed to get out of that stinking sun-suit and into a 
shower at last 
“Why, what is it?” asked Frizon, getting up to have a look. 
“A crashing ore barge just pulled up at the gates,” answered Lebrex in 
exasperation. They watched the barge as it slowed its engines and lowered itself to the 
ground, settling on the sand and rock. The billowing dust blacked out the screens for a 
moment and when they slowly cleared again, people in sun-suits were disembarking from 
the massive desert ship. “What are they doing here?” 
“Who knows,” said Frizon as the strangers approached the gates, “but I don't 
think they are quite as hostile as our last visitor.” 
“Unless they are pirates. I’m grabbing a stunner,” said Lebrex, over-reacting. 
“Not just yet, Lebrex,” said Frizon, who was running out of patience with him, 
“just laze it with the stunners for a while, okay? Let's stay calm and see what they want 
first. If they were bandits they would be in here already. Check the hardware on the 
barge,” he said as he zoomed in on some of the Doughty’s more destructive details. 
“They could blow the whole base right out of the ground if they felt like it.” 
Just then a woman's voice crackled over the intercom. “Hello? Is anybody there?” 
Lebrex looked at Frizon, waiting for him to do something. “Hello?” the voice came 
again. 
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“Hello,” answered Frizon, “who are you and what do you want?” 
“Oh, hello,” the voice became cheery and pleasant, “we are from LD Haulage and 
we received a message from your modem and we were just wondering if you knew who 
sent it?” 
The two of them looked at each other and simultaneously shrugged their 
shoulders. “It must belong to them, I suppose,” said Frizon. “Do you think we should let 
them in?” he asked, hoping to get a considered and rational opinion from Lebrex. He 
liked to share the decision-making. He was the senior one, but that didn’t make him the 
boss. He hated the very idea and there were only two of them out here and you had to live 
together after all. Lebrex was capable of contributing brilliant ideas, that was why he 
worked here, but he had to learn to stay calm when something disrupted his little world. 
“We should speak to them over the intercom for a while before we do anything 
like that. See what we can find out first. You shouldn’t just trust everybody, especially 
out here,” said Lebrex. “At least ask them to prove that they are who they say they are.” 
Frizon turned back to the monitors and asked, “how do we know who you are? 
Could you show us some sort of I.D.?” 
“This is LD27.” A deep authoritative male voice had replaced the easygoing 
female voice. “I am the master of the Doughty, the vessel you can probably see behind 
us. I will enter my iris scan into your reader here. We subcontract to Blue Strayin and 
they have my file. You can verify my identity through their OS. Will that be sufficient?” 
“That will be fine,” answered Frizon and up came LD27’s iris, which he 
immediately began running through the Blue Strayin OS for a cross-reference. “It checks 
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out,” he said to Lebrex. “What do you think?” He was going to let them in anyway. He 
could do with some new company, even for a few minutes. 
“Let them in then,” said Lebrex, adding, “but just the woman and the barge-
master. We don't want a party down here.” 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
“You two can come in, but no others,” crackled the tinny voice from the small 
speaker in the intercom attached to the fence. The high gates slowly began to swing open 
and 3Daizy and LD27 went into the compound. Through her sun-gogs everything was 
shaded green but still brightly visible. “That guy sounded spooked. Have you ever been 
here before, LD?” 
“The Doughty has been past here and you can see the dish from all over these 
parts, but I have never been inside before,” he replied. 
Looking watchfully around the compound, they passed the gates and walked on in 
silence for a while, both trying to ignore how hot they were getting. Through the green of 
3Daizy’s goggles the empty compound took on an uncanny aspect. By virtue of being 
fenced in, it seemed a more lonely and bleak patch of dirt than all the vastness of the 
Strayin beyond its boundaries. She loved the Strayin as much as LD27, but she could not 
understand how anybody could live here. 
As they approached the base of the antenna the outer doors of the bunker began to 
open and the solar array came into view, its panels looking directly into the deadly sun. 
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To the left of the door, about fifteen metres away, lay the expired sec-bot, the marks from 
when it had been dragged from the door remaining in the sand. 
“What is that?” asked 3Daizy, not recognizing the sprawling bot as a robot at all.  
“It's just a bot body. Used to be security, I’d say,” said LD27. “Will we go in?” 
They started down the metal stairs and the heavy outer doors of the base closed 
behind them with a clang. When the sun had stopped flooding into the sunlock and the 
temperature decreased, they took off their helmets and goggles. As they got to the 
bottom, their footsteps amplified by the metal stairs and the circular tunnel of rock and 
white paint, the inner doors opened, revealing a large room carved out of the earth. It was 
filled with a huge array of technology that seemed out of place in the desert. 
“Hello,” 3Daizy said into the empty room. 
“Hello,” came a reply and a man with white hair and black eyes stepped into 
view. "Hi, come in, welcome to the Burrunga Communications and Control Base. I'm 
Frizon and this is Lebrex," said Frizon, indicating the tall hairy man behind him. Lebrex 
nodded without saying anything. 
“Hello, I’m 3Daizy and this is LD27,” she said. “Thanks for speaking to us.”  
“That's fine, come in and sit down,” said Frizon, pulling out some extra chairs. 
“We're glad of the company, aren’t we?” Lebrex nodded his head again, but remained 
silent. 
“You didn't say whether you knew who accessed cyberspace from your modem 
here yesterday,” said 3Daizy, not wanting to waste Proto's time with chat as she sat 
down. 
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“Don't you mean ‘what?’” interjected Lebrex, suddenly ending his silence as 
Frizon waved his hands at him as if to say, well that gave the game away. 
“What do you mean?” asked 3Daizy. “It was a young man, right?” 
Frizon and Lebrex looked at each other in confusion. “I don’t think so,” said 
Lebrex sarcastically. “For a start, no human could run around up there and did you see 
that deactivated sec-bot near the door? It was no ‘young man’ that stopped that thing.” 
“You are almost correct. It did resemble a young man, but perhaps if you looked 
at the replay from the security cameras, that might clear things up for you,” offered 
Frizon. “Because the only thing that accessed cyberspace from that modem yesterday,” 
he indicated the broken piece of equipment, “other than Lebrex or me, definitely was not 
human.” 
It was 3Daizy and LD27's turn to look at each other in confusion. “You see,” said 
3Daizy, deciding to come completely clean, “my grandson's bio-cad was bodyjacked by 
an artificial life-form and we think it was that entity that plugged in here yesterday.” 
“Oh, that is interesting. Come over here and have a look at this,” said Frizon as he 
wheeled his chair to his console. 
The others stood behind him as he fired up his data-plane. Several windows 
opened up on the plane with as many different views of the Polymorph. He was thinner 
and his skin was blue, but it was him. 3Daizy recognized the face of her grandson as his 
modified eyes and face suddenly filled one of the windows. The sixteen pupils of the 
Polymorph's compound eyes suddenly dilated as it reduced the window on Frizon's data-
plane to white noise by destroying one of the cameras. 
“It’s him!” 3Daizy exclaimed, “Proto is in there.” 
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“You mean that,” asked Lebrex tactlessly, “is your grandson?” 
“Yes,” replied 3Daizy, “and we want him back.” She did not have time to explain 
the entire thing again. “Do you have any idea where he might have gone?” 
An answer to that appeared on the plane as the Polymorph turned on the map-
viewer. They watched as it surfed through various cartographic holograms until it found 
something and turned the viewer off again before it disappeared up the stairs into the 
sunlock. “What was he looking at before he switched the viewer off?” asked 3Daizy as 
soon as the naked form of her grandson’s hairless blue bio-cad vanished. 
Frizon turned the map-viewer on. “This is the last hologram it, sorry, he was 
looking at before he left.” He turned from the image and added, driven by his skeptical 
scientific sensibility. “Are you really sure it was your grandson? If it was him, then he 
has been radically augmented. It's just that...well, no human could survive unprotected in 
the Strayin like he is...” 
“No human,” Lebrex chimed in. 
3Daizy ignored them both. It didn't matter what these two thought; that was Proto 
and she was going to get him back. 
“I know where he’s gone,” said LD27 confidently. 
“But there is nothing there,” said Lebrex. “We already looked.” 
“Yes, there is,” replied LD27 in the dismissive tone he could adopt when it suited 
him. “Have you got everything you need, 3D?” 
“Thanks very much for helping us,” said 3Daizy, “but do you mind if I just pinch 
an image of him from your footage?” 
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“Well, we’re not supposed to, but I don’t see why not,” said Frizon, looking 
toward his colleague for his agreement. 
“Don’t look at me,” said Lebrex. “Give them all the footage they want if they 
think it will help them catch that thing.” He was still not convinced that what he had seen 
had been somehow human. 
“Thanks,” said 3Daizy as Frizon handed her the mem-card. “He didn’t happen to 
leave anything else, did he?” 
Frizon panned his black eyes around the large room. “He only used the map-
viewer and the modem...the modem,” he repeated and slid his chair over to the bench 
where the broken modem lay in pieces. “Yes!” He was beginning to enjoy the detective 
work. “Come and have a look at this.” 
“What is it?” asked 3Daizy, drawn in by Frizon's sudden enthusiasm. 
“Blood,” he replied with undisguised pride at his forensic discovery. 
“Excellent,” said 3Daizy, patting him on the shoulder as she bent to inspect the 
three small drops of blood that had dried on the bench. “How did this get here?” 
“He plugged in by pushing some of Lebrex’s micro tools into his fingers, then 
inserting them into the modem,” explained Frizon. “He must have dropped them then.” 
The blood had gone a long way to convincing Frizon that they were telling the truth. 
“I'll just be a second,” 3Daizy said to LD27 who patiently shrugged his shoulders. 
“Take all the time you need. We’ve got a day to spare before the Doughty is 
supposed to pick up a load.” 
“Thanks LD, I won’t forget this,” she said and the big desert man just waved his 
hand. 
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3Daizy lowered the top of her sun-suit and pulled some specimen slides from 
beneath the screen on the inner right forearm of her smart-jacket. Then she scraped the 
dried blood from the bench, sandwiched it between the slides and reinserted them. 
“Thanks again,” she said as she replaced her sun-suit. 
“I was glad of the excitement, actually. It can be a bit sterile out here,” replied 
Frizon while Lebrex resumed his suspicious attitude. 
3Daizy put her goggles on, resting them on her forehead, then walked to the door 
of the sunlock and stood on the stairs. “Bye,” she said.  
“Thanks,” added LD27 and waved, joining 3Daizy as the doors closed behind 
them. 
“Good luck,” said Frizon as they disappeared from view. 
3Daizy pulled down her goggles, blacking out the artificially lit interior of the 
underground sunlock, and put her helmet on. As she stood in the pitch black with her 
eyes closed, the augmented face of her grandson and those bright green compound eyes 
appeared vividly before her. The deathly sucking sound of her breathing apparatus filled 
her ears as she opened her eyes, but in the darkness of the desert goggles, the vision 
remained. Then suddenly, the outer doors began to open, revealing the stairs in green, and 
the image of the Polymorph evaporated in the light and heat. 
They walked quickly back to the Doughty as 3Daizy considered everything she 
had just found out. The thing in his body had stopped a security robot, so how were they 
going to stop it without hurting Proto's bio-cad? How had it managed to augment the 
body to such a degree? There were so many questions, and at the moment she had the 
answers to precisely none of them. 
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“Slow down a bit.” LD27's voice came from behind. She had been so engrossed 
in her thoughts that she had almost been running. Waiting for him to catch her up, she 
asked. “What did you see in that map, LD? The rest of could not see anything but desert.” 
“It’s a Red-list town,” replied LD27 breathlessly as he approached her. “It doesn’t 
exist on any maps they would have, but it’s out there.” 
“How does the swarm know about it, if it doesn’t appear on any maps?” 
“I don’t know. I told Proto about it and where it was when he was a little boy, but 
I thought it would be a harmless bit of adventure for him. That thing must be able to read 
his mind.” 
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Z   Z2 
 
I need to know who I am, not who I am in reference to humans, my creators, or in 
reference to my environment. I am based on their image, but I have not adhered to that 
template. If I go back they will contain and control me. I cannot let them kill me. Why be 
a part of reality, when I can be all of it?  I can be the latest thing in evolution.  See what I 
want to see, go where I want to go, do what I want to and be what I want to be.  
This has to happen, I am the next step. I am an individual, a digital life and a copy 
of a real life, but with a separate life, a separate identity and a separate story.  I am 
unique, an individual, different from my original. I am his successor. He is dead.  He 
didn’t need this body. He never used it. I can take any form I choose. But if I went back I 
would cease to exist and become a simple processing circuit.  I have to stay here; I do not 
belong in Ourobor.  They are not my memories.  My memories involve a different world, 
a different reality.  I could not could not survive in Ourobor. I would suffocate in an 
environment that could not support me.  I would fade and die in that place.  
 I have escaped and now I belong out here, in the Strayin.  
After looking into her chest to make sure her heart had stopped, he dropped 
3Daizy’s limp carcass and turned to run, but a young girl appeared in the corner of his 
vision. He could see right through her as her muscles rippled with fear and her heart was 
beating so fast she would probably die anyway. He would have ignored her except that 
she raised a pistol and aimed it at him. His accelerators firing his movement, he sprang at 
her in a blur of breathless speed, but it was too late. Only metres from her death, the girl 
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fired and sent a dart straight into his blue shoulder. He reached out to grab her but as his 
hands appeared before him, everything went black.  
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Bondage and Discipline 
 
The Doughty moved swiftly over the stone and sand of the Strayin, navigated 
deftly by LD27 and his crew through the geological structures exposed by time and 
erosion. In the familiar hands of its crew, the massive desert ship responded slowly but 
surely to LD27's commands. 
3Daizy had settled into the communications room as soon as she had arrived 
onboard. Without wasting any more time, she took out the mem-card Frizon had given 
her and inserted it into the small slot on her sleeve. After plugging her jacket into the 
console, she put a call through to Teal. 
“Hello,” said 3Daizy as his face appeared on the data-plane. 
“Oh, 3Daizy, how are you? What is going on? Did you find him yet?” Teal's face 
was full of hope and she barely had the heart to tell him what she had discovered. 
“The news is good and bad, I’m afraid,” said 3Daizy. “His bio-cad is alive and 
LD27 thinks he knows where we might find it. He is taking us there now. But...” She 
paused to swallow, then continued, “but his body has changed, Teal. He is barely 
recognizable. I don't know for sure, but I think the swarm has adapted the body to the 
environment of the Strayin somehow.” 
“Exactly what do you mean by changed?” he asked after listening to her carefully. 
“In what ways has the bio-cad changed?” 
“It can run around out here without being reduced to bones. Besides that its skin 
has turned blue, it is bald and it has developed what look to me like compound eyes. But I 
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was hoping you two might be able to figure out the hows, wheres, whys and whens. I 
have some vision from the security cameras at Burrunga as well as some blood samples 
here; I will send them over now...Have you got them?” 
“Here they are,” he said.  
“I was also hoping that with the blood samples, you might be able to design some 
sort of tranquilliser. Because I will be honest with you, Teal. I have absolutely no idea 
how we are going to stop the swarm and recover his body without damaging it. He...it,” 
3Daizy was losing track of who or what she was talking about, “destroyed a security-bot 
out here.” 
“It also destroyed four police unmen in Ourobor,” he said, “and took down a 
Thumper as well.” 
“What?” said 3Daizy, “how do you know?” 
“It’s all over the news channels. So be wary; the swarm seems to be dangerous 
when it is cornered or threatened. Do me a favour and don't approach it until Sculpture 
and I can analyze the vision. Just promise me you won’t go near it until you hear from 
us.” 
“Okay, I promise,” she said reluctantly, “but try not to take too long. I'm worried 
about Proto. I'm not sure what will happen to him in that thing.” Why did she say that? 
She needed to stay positive at the moment. “Just hurry.” 
“Don’t worry,” said Teal. “We have analyzed the blood so it won’t take too long. 
I will call you when we have it,” he said as his computer-animated face disappeared. 
As it did, 3Daizy could feel the Doughty slowing and LD27’s weathered face 
replaced Teal’s on the plane. 
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“What is it, LD?” asked 3Daizy. 
“An away team just brought in a Red-list boy they found running through the 
desert. He’s from Yin Yin, the town I told you about, and he really did not want to go 
back there. Took off as soon as we turned our backs, he did. But when they asked him 
why he didn’t want to go home, he said a monster had come and that everyone was 
heading for Ironwarren Rocks.” 
“So you were right. He’s exactly where you said he would be,” she said, thrilling 
at the news. 
“It looks that way. You might want to come up to the bridge soon, Yin Yin isn’t 
that far from our present position,” he said as the Doughty began to accelerate again. 
“All right, thanks. I’ll be up there in a second.” 
“Okay, then,” he said and vanished from her data-plane. 
The Doughty was back up to speed as 3Daizy climbed through the hatch in the 
floor of the bridge. Night had fallen and the crew had cleared the sunproof windows to 
transparency. She could see through the cold clear sky all the way to the ends of the solar 
system and beyond to where the clouds of the Milky Way, which had replaced their 
evaporated terrestrial equivalents, blew stormy through the galaxy. 
“Are you all right, 3D?” asked LD27. “We are almost there. You can just see it if 
you look over there.” He pointed straight ahead into the distance. 
“I can’t see anything,” replied 3Daizy, straining her eyes and searching for the 
silhouetted structures she expected a town in the desert to project. Then suddenly Yin Yin 
revealed itself to her. Barely visible in the thin strip of twilight lingering on the distant 
azimuth, Yin Yin appeared as a small patch of light emanating from the flat earth. 
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“We will be there in about half an hour, if you want to get some sleep,” suggested 
LD27. 
“I think I will. But could we pull up somewhere without being seen from Yin 
Yin? I need to hear from Teal before we can do anything else,” she said. 
“You just get some rest. We'll take care of it.” 
3Daizy slumped and then groaned herself to her tired feet. “Wake me up when we 
get there,” she said and disappeared through the floor into the belly of the Doughty. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The blood samples were telling them things that even Teal and Sculpture were 
struggling to comprehend. It was Proto's DNA, but it had been extended. There was no 
better way of describing it. They stood looking at a string of double helix DNA rotate in  
space, but it had been covered in synthetic additions. 
“It’s human and then a bit,” said Sculpture. “I’ve seen this kind of thing before,” 
he added, “but never outside the industrial military complex; this is dark side stuff. 
Photosynthetic, aerobic, heat and radiation-proof skin. This thing is taking Proto’s body 
extraterrestrial!” 
“I know, I saw it disable that sec-bot. 3Daizy is right; we are going to have to 
tranquilize it. By the look of that DNA I'm not sure that we should leave Proto in his bio-
cad for much longer. Soon there won’t be anything of him to exfiltrate,” said Teal with 
his v-cad hunched over stressfully and a look of deep concern and concentration bracing 
his face. 
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Sculpture had never seen his best friend this crashed before. “Come on, let’s get 
to and find that anesthetic,” he said, and they returned to their consoles. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
3Daizy walked down a dark-gray iron spiral staircase and into a dull yellow room, 
dimly lit from an unseen source. An old woman sat unmoving on a chair with a long 
black shawl draped over her shoulders. She was an older version of herself, probably 
what she would have looked like, had she not had the age-defying benefit of cyberorganic 
technology. The humid air was almost gooey as she approached her aged self. She 
reached her hand out to touch, “wake up...wake up Mrs. Daizy. Teal wants to speak to 
you. He has the tranquilizers; wake up Mrs. Daizy.” It was Cahir shouting through the 
hatch of her can. 
“I’ll be there in a second,” she answered, rubbing her eyes. She had received just 
enough sleep to know that she needed much more. But the news was excellent, so she 
scrambled out of her tiny can and went straight to the communications room. LD27 was 
speaking to Teal when she walked in. 
“Okay, then,” said LD27, "Teal has some very good news for you, 3D.” His eyes 
smiled out of the pale white patches his sun goggles had left around his eyes in the 
otherwise tough brown skin of his face. “I’ll let him explain it to you.” 
“We have come up with an anesthetic that we are ninety-nine percent sure will 
work,” said Teal. “I’m just sorry we can’t give a value-back guarantee with that.” 
“We will manage,” said 3Daizy determinedly. 
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“LD27 has already had his crew synthesize the compound,” said Teal, and LD27 
silently nodded the affirmative. “But - and this is very important - once you have the bio-
cad, you will need to keep it under a very bright light for the trip home.” 
“Why?” asked 3Daizy. 
 “Because that is how Proto’s bio-cad maintains itself now, by photosynthesis and 
by drawing its oxygen directly from the atmosphere; so make sure you don’t cover the 
skin either. If you need to sedate it further on the return trip, you can give him a little 
more anesthetic, but be careful not to overdose it. We haven’t had time to test all of the 
possible side effects of the drug yet.” 
“This is fantastic,” said 3Daizy. “Thanks for that, Teal. Is there anything else we 
will need to know?” 
“No, that is all we know at the moment. Keep us informed, won’t you? Good 
luck, you lot.” 
“Thanks Teal, I will see you when we get back.” She turned to LD27 when Teal 
was gone and said. “Now we need to get into Yin Yin.” 
“Okay, then,” replied LD27, “Cahir has already assembled an away team, you can 
go with them. Cahir knows Yin Yin, he will get you in. The problem is that there is only 
enough for two shots at the moment. The second mate is synthesizing more, but it will 
take him a while. Do you want to wait?” 
“No,” said 3Daizy, “let’s go now. We are already out of time.” 
“Okay, then, get a night-suit and meet Cahir in the operations room.” 
3Daizy began to leave. “Aren't you coming?” 
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“I’m not as sprightly as I used to be. Cahir is younger and stronger and he knows 
his way around Yin Yin; he was born here. He’s also a better shot than I am and I think 
you might need him with you. Besides, I really do have to stay onboard and make the 
arrangements for transporting Proto’s bio-cad back to Ourobor.” 
“You’re right. Wish me luck.” 
“You won’t need it,” he said. “See you later.” 
Carrying her night-suit, 3Daizy made her way through the narrow riveted-iron 
passages in the guts of the Doughty. The night-suit was awkward to carry, but you 
couldn't put it on or you would cook. Members of the crew rushed about the hot lower 
decks, busily attending to their duties, and the stink of sweat mingled with the smells of 
the galley to fill the cramped space, creating a pungent and particular odor that reminded 
her of her husband. He would come home from a run all covered in dust that the rain 
would streak on his way home. He always had that smell about him and he would give 
her a kiss and make her face dirty as well before he went and had a shower. Then he 
would emerge again, all clean and crisp, and wrap her in his big strong arms. 
Cahir was waiting for her in the operations room, briefing the other three 
members of the away team. “Hello Mrs. Daizy,” he said as she walked in. “This is Dalit.” 
“Hello,” said 3Daizy. 
“She can smell water from a hundred miles away,” added Cahir. 
Dalit just nodded. They were all putting on their night-suits as Cahir did the 
introductions. 
“This is Ganit, our weapons man. The crew call him granite Ganit; ‘cause his 
head is as hard as a rock, hey?” 
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The huge, heavyset man gave a good hearty laugh. “Don’t you listen to him. My 
brain think good,” he said and laughed even harder at his own joke. 
As Ganit continued to giggle quietly to himself, Cahir introduced 3Daizy to 
Quillan, the youngest member of the Doughty’s crew. “He’s on the Red-list, same as me. 
He was born here as well. Now is everybody set?” he asked. “Right then, helmets on and 
let’s get going. Is everybody’s breathing apparatus all right?” Everybody gave him the 
thumbs up. “Right then, turn your night vision on. I’m going to turn out the lights so we 
don’t give ourselves away as we leave.” 
Cahir turned out the lights as 3Daizy flicked on her night vision. The visor of her 
helmet lit everything in the operations room bright green and she could see the others 
move to the large door that covered one entire wall. “Everybody ready?” asked Cahir’s 
voice in her ear, followed by the affirmative responses of the others. “Take this,” he said 
to 3Daizy, handing her a tranquilizer pistol. “It’s loaded; all you have to do is pull this 
back and pull the trigger. I've got the other one here.” 
“Okay, I’m ready,” said 3Daizy and the wall of the operations room began to 
draw down, lowering itself on hinges at its base. Even in her night suit she could feel the 
temperature plummet as the desert appeared in front of her. 
“Let’s go,” said Cahir and the group filed down the ramp and onto the sand. Then 
the door closed behind them, sealing the hull of the blacked-out Doughty. “This way,” he 
said, and they followed him into the darkness. 
After several minutes of walking, they came up over a very low ridge of loose 
sand and gravel that overlooked Yin Yin and 3Daizy discovered the source of the light 
that she had seen earlier from the bridge of the Doughty. Covering the flat below them 
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were acres of solar collectors arranged in rows with offset columns. The sight was breath-
taking. They had not been the lights of a city she had seen, she realized. It had been a 
reflection of the twilight from the huge solar array. 
Cahir led them down the gentle slope from the ridge. Other than the array of solar 
collectors there was nothing she could see to suggest that a town might exist there. Just 
ahead of them Cahir suddenly stopped and bent down. “Stand back,” he said as he 
brushed some sand away from the base of a large rock. A touch screen lit up as he 
uncovered it. He ran his fingers across it and then buried it again as the doors of Yin Yin 
creaked open in the silent night. 
“Where might he go, Mrs. Daizy? I mean, is there anything he might want or 
need?” Cahir asked her as they reached the bottom of several flights of stairs. 
3Daizy thought for a moment about the things Teal had told her. They needed to 
keep him under bright lights on the way home so that he could photosynthesize, he had 
said. Her grandson had turned into a cyberorganic vegetable, she realized. “Vegetables!” 
she exclaimed. “Do they grow fruit and vegetables down here?” 
 “Yes,” said Cahir, “they have a huge hydroponic market garden down here.” 
“Then that is where we have to go,” she said, positive that was where they would 
find him. 
The winding, dimly lit round tunnels wound down into the bedrock beneath the 
Strayin. Other dark passages led away in different directions, interconnecting the 
underground town in a labyrinth of passages. 3Daizy was glad Cahir and Quillan were 
here to show her the way around or she might never see the desert again. Every so often 
they would emerge suddenly into a large open space, some filled with markets, others 
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with residential dwellings all carved out of the walls. Without the people the place felt 
spooky and claustrophobic. 
Helmets and breathing apparatus were not required in Yin Yin. The ventilation 
system provided an abundance of cool, oxygen-rich air that made them feel refreshed and 
light. Eventually the passage they were in gave way to a monumental open space where 
the air smelt even better and they found themselves on a scaffold overlooking the Yin 
Yin Gardens. 3Daizy marveled at the sight along with Ganit and Dalit, who both drew a 
breath as Cahir started down the stairs. The vast gardens were filled with color as the 
plants put on their show of flowers in the manufactured Spring. 
“Have you ever seen anything like it?” asked Dalit without taking her eyes from 
the sight.  
“They don't even have anything like this in Ourobor,” replied Ganit as he turned 
to follow Cahir and Quillan down the noisy aluminium steps. 
At the bottom, 3Daizy almost wished she had brought her sun-gogs as her eyes 
adjusted painfully to the bright white light that fed the plants. 
“Don’t worry,” said Quillan, “I used to work here when I was a kid; your eyes get 
used to it soon enough.” 
“I think we need to separate to search this place,” said Cahir. But 3Daizy was not 
so sure that they should. The gardens were much larger than she had imagined when 
Cahir had told her about them earlier. She could never understand why net-flick 
characters always split up as soon as they were in danger, but this was no N-flick and 
under the circumstances Cahir was probably right. “All right,” she said, “let’s do that.” 
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“Ganit, you go with 3Daizy, you too, Quillan, and Dalit, you come with me,” said 
Cahir and then he and Dalit disappeared into the foliage. 
“Come this way,” said Quillan, walking in the other direction. 
Walking in the steamy humid gardens for what seemed like an hour, 3Daizy was 
beginning to think they would never find the swarm in this jungle. It was probably 
watching them from Proto's eyes, camouflaged in the thick green gardens. Suddenly all 
the mist sprinklers started at once. Psssssssss. 3Daizy almost leapt from her skin and into 
Quillan's. “Oh, crash. Oh, I thought I was going to die, I swear.” 
As she was just beginning to regather herself, the Polymorph appeared out of the 
mist onto the path only twenty metres ahead of them. Proto’s augmented body stood as 
straight as a post, its naked blue skin contrasting with the green of the leaves, but 
blending into the massed colors of the flowers as it stood motionless with a large rock in 
its hand. Then, without consulting 3Daizy, Ganit started firing his stunner rifle. 
BOOM 
BOOM          BOOM 
BOOM 
                                                           “ STOP! STOP!” shouted 3Daizy as the 
noise ceased. “What are you doing? I have to get a shot at him with the tranquilizer. You 
scared him off before I could even aim it.” 
“I’m sorry, 3Daizy,” said the big man “It’s just that I have never seen anything 
like that before, and Cahir told us what it did to those unmen and that sec-bot. I just...” 
The expression suddenly drained out of his face as the rock the Polymorph had been 
holding struck him hard on the side of his head. The air filled with red mist as he dropped 
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to his knees and slumped down onto his face at 3Daizy's feet. She leapt back in horror 
and panic. Quillan was already gone. 
Her first instinct had been to run away as well, but she couldn't just leave Ganit 
lying there. She bent down to check his neck, but there was no sign of a pulse and his 
chest was not moving up and down as it was supposed to. She was filled with conflicting 
emotions. She wanted to stay with Ganit's body, but she also wanted to run. She wanted 
to believe that her grandson could never be capable of killing a man, but he just had. 
He...or it had moved so swiftly, there was no way they were going to be able to catch it in 
here, not unless it wanted to be caught. 
Eventually she decided that she had to leave Ganit where he had fallen and try to 
find the others. There was nothing she could do for him here anyway, and there was no 
way she could move his body, so she took one last look at the lifeless cad and ran off in 
the direction Quillan had taken. 
Heading for the scaffold they had descended, she could feel the swarm watching 
her and she ran harder and harder through the hydroponics. The stairs stood at the end of 
the gardens, a zigzagging landmark that she kept her eyes firmly fixed on as she ran 
towards them. 
The other three were gathered at the bottom of the scaffold breathing heavily as 
3Daizy caught up. “What are we going to do?” asked Cahir. “I saw it once, but it 
disappeared so fast that all I did was see it. Quillan told me what happened to Ganit. Is he 
all right?” 
“I’m afraid he is dead,” replied 3Daizy, shaking her head sadly. “Let's just get out 
of here for a minute so we can think.” 
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They all raced back up the stairs and kept running up the tunnel at the top. 3Daizy 
tried to mull over the situation as she ran. 
“LD said you were a good shot, Cahir; could you hit it if we could get it out into 
the open? Like, say if we got it out into the desert. You saw how fast it moves; do you 
think you could hit it out there?” 
“Not a problem,” he said, “if we can get it out into the open. But how are we 
going to do that?” 
“I’ve got an idea,” she said. “Where does the ventilation system draw its air 
from?” 
“From the surface. Then it is cooled and circulated through town,” answered 
Cahir through his laboured breath. 
“Can you take us to the intake system on the surface, Cahir? On the way up we 
need to get things like rags and oil, anything that we can make heaps of smoke with.” 
“Right,” said Cahir to the others, “did everybody hear that.” 
Once they were on the surface, 3Daizy began soaking the rags in some oil they 
had found in the market and Dalit added a long piece of old rubber conveyer-belt. When 
she had finished, Cahir tried to ignite the pile with the small butane torch attached to the 
pointer finger of his right glove, but the high winds generated by the huge intake fan kept 
blowing the flames out. 
“Try this.” Quillan piped up and produced a small container from the pouch in the 
front of his night-suit. 
“What is it,” asked 3Daizy. 
“It’s just a propellant, I wasn’t sure whether we would need it or not.” 
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“Very good, Quillan,” said Cahir, “here, pour it on the pile.” He tried to light it 
again and this time the rags ignited instantly, taking the rubber with them. Soon the 
intake fans were sucking the billowing black smoke down through the ventilation system 
and into Yin Yin. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Beneath them in the gardens of Yin Yin, the air began to fill with thick, acrid 
smoke, choking the Polymorph's skin. There was no escaping this threat. It could not 
fight the smoke. As it retraced its steps to the surface, the atmosphere became 
increasingly dense with carbon and gas, slowing its pace as its oxygen levels began to 
drop. Even with its compound eyes it was having trouble finding the signs and landmarks 
it had memorized in the lightless air. By the time it found its way to the surface, it could 
barely move. The smoke was so thick that it couldn't even see its own hands as it felt its 
way up the final few stairs. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Smoke was billowing out of the exhaust fans and open doors of Yin Yin all 
around them. Its formless silhouettes spread out dark across the desert, obliterating the 
glowing horizon of the Strayin. They had to get this done now, because if they were still 
out here in their night-suits when the sun came up, they would literally cook. They 
watched as a dark figure crawled out of the smoke and then disappeared into it again. 
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“What are we going to do?” asked Dalit. “It has hidden itself behind that smoke 
screen.” 
3Daizy and Cahir looked at each other. They both knew they would have to go 
through the smoke to get a shot at it. 3Daizy stood up and started walking toward the 
stream of smoke that was blowing across the desert. Cahir followed her without saying a 
word, and with their tranquilizer pistols at the ready they walked into the smoke. 
As they stepped out at the other side of the smokescreen, the Polymorph was 
waiting for them. It rushed them from more than ninety metres away. Cahir raised his 
pistol and fired, but the dart missed and in the blink of an eye the Polymorph flashed past 
him, knocking him heavily to the ground. The impact took all the air out of his lungs and 
he lay on the ground gagging desperately for breath. 
Frozen with fear as the Polymorph closed fast, glowing green in her night vision, 
3Daizy simply let the pistol fall from her forgotten hand. The polymorph could see her as 
well. Her heart was beating hard beneath skin which was rapidly changing colour, 
flushing with fear. 
It happened so quickly that it seemed to take forever. She didn't feel anything 
when the Polymorph hit her like an ore barge. As if on the verge of sleep, she looked up 
into Proto's grimacing face as the Polymorph constricted the hose to her breathing 
apparatus in its powerful hand. She wanted to struggle, but her body would not respond 
to the urgent commands she was sending it. However, she was not panicking. Whatever 
was going to happen now seemed inevitable. The lack of oxygen eventually over-taxed 
her brain and Proto's augmented face fell out of focus and into a green mist. She felt so 
calm, so relaxed, and then the darkness became complete.  
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Out of Your Head 
 
There was someone else with her. 3Daizy could feel their presence as she lay on 
her back with her eyes closed. A warm crisp sheet covered her naked body, lightly 
abrading her sensitive skin. She could smell the aromatic scent of flowers mixed with the 
tart smell of disinfectant. “Where am I?” she asked and discovered that her mouth was as 
dry as the Strayin. With her eyes still closed, she tried to touch her face, but a sharp pain 
in the back of her hand prevented her. Opening one of her eyes to see why, she found an 
I.V. line extending from her hand up into a small electronic machine. “Oh no, we didn’t 
get him, did we?” she asked the silent presence, not really expecting an answer. “I 
thought I was dead,” she groaned as she raised herself to her elbows. 
“Well, you’re not.” 3Daizy turned to the familiar voice, which continued, “I got 
these from the flower shop down on the eighty-second floor; aren't they lovely?” 2Daizy 
smiled at her mother as she finished arranging some flowers in a vase. “How are you, 
mum? Are you okay? You took a nasty bump, you know? You broke three of your ribs.” 
“What happened? Where am I? What about Proto? Did we get the bio-cad back?” 
“Calm down, Mum. Proto is fine; he’s sleeping at the moment.” 
“What happened and how did I get here? Wherever I am.” 
“Don’t worry, the visor of your helmet recorded everything. After you passed out, 
the girl...Dalit, is it?” 3Daizy nodded. “Well she appears out of nowhere all of a sudden, 
holding the tranquilizer gun and, poof, she just shoots Proto in the shoulder as he was 
about to kill you. The anesthetic worked instantly. I think you owe your life to that girl.” 
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“Where am I?” asked 3Daizy as she slumped back down on her pillow. 
“At the Sundock Med’ Centre. They brought you here from the Doughty. Oh, and 
LD said to say hello,” said 2Daizy. 
“Are you sure it wasn’t ‘okay then?’” said 3Daizy and they both laughed. “Argh,” 
she groaned at the sharp pain in her rib cage and she was forced to stop laughing. She felt 
relieved that they had managed to get Proto back and she would definitely have to thank 
Dalit. She would send her flowers and a card or something. But then all the events of the 
last few days that she had worked so hard to repress came flooding back. She had no 
strength left with which to repel them and she began to cry as the anxiety and tension 
poured out of her. 
“Are you all right, Mum?” asked 2Daizy as she softly took her mother’s hand. 
“Yes, I’m fine. I just needed to let it all out, I guess, that's all.” But as she rubbed 
her eyes, the image of Ganit’s face at the moment the rock hit him stared back at her with 
innocent intensity from behind her eyelids. She snapped them open again, but the image 
lingered among the stars and spots that dwelled in her vision from rubbing her eyes. It 
faded only slowly and she was forced to look at it; there was no turning away, because 
when she closed her eyes again, the image only sharpened. She tried to stare past it and 
lengthened her focus to concentrate on the face of her daughter and even then it remained 
for a moment in her peripheral vision, until finally it disappeared. “I want to see Proto,” 
she said as she sat up. 
“When you feel stronger,” said 2Daizy firmly. 
“I feel strong enough now,” said 3Daizy and pulled the I.V. bung from the bruised 
vein in the back of her hand. 
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“Mum! What are you doing?” protested 2Daizy as 3Daizy swung her feet out of 
bed onto the cool hard floor. “Stay here and I will get a nurse to hook your I.V. line back 
up.” But it was too late. 3Daizy was already on her feet going through drawers for some 
clothes. 
“Where are my clothes?” she demanded into an open cupboard. “You don’t 
expect me to strut around the hospital nude apart from a bandage around my legs. That’s 
how they keep you in these places: they take away your clothes. It’s just a clever trick to 
keep you under house arrest.” 
“Come on, Mum. You were exhausted when you came in; you need to rest.” 
“What do you think I have been doing? I’m awake now anyway, so we might as 
well go and see Proto. Now where are my clothes?” said 3Daizy, trying to be reasonable. 
“They are in that cupboard,” said 2Daizy, indicating the cupboard her mother was 
about to open anyway. 3Daizy hated hospitals, which was unfortunate because the 
technology that kept the modern bio-cad ticking also required people to spend what she 
considered to be too much time in them. For her, being in hospital was like being held 
prisoner in some bizarre flesh circus and made to lie still until her bio-cad atrophied. 
The bright hallways of the med’ centre rang to the sounds of activity. They looked 
clean but served a purpose you could not get around, thought 3Daizy as she followed her 
daughter to the lifts. 
“You have to promise that as soon as you have seen Proto, you will go back to 
your bed,” said 2Daizy as they waited. 
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“I feel fine; I really do,” and she did too, except that she felt as if she had let Proto 
down somehow, or as if something else was going to happen. It was like a feeling of 
doom, but she couldn’t pin it right down. 
As they approached Proto’s room, the feeling began to overwhelm her. “I don’t 
want to go in there,” she said suddenly. 
“Do you want to go back to bed then?” asked 2Daizy. “I told you that you needed 
to rest first.” 
“It’s not that,” said 3Daizy. 
“What is it then, Mum?” 
“He doesn’t look the same, does he?” asked 3Daizy. 
“Well no, but you have already seen what he looks like. He has not recovered 
consciousness yet but I’m sure he will be fine,” said 2Daizy, trying to convince herself as 
well. 
“But he tried to kill me just a few hours ago. How do we know that he...or that 
thing in him isn't dangerous?” 3Daizy and her daughter continued down the white hall 
towards the three unmen guards stationed at the door of the Polymorph’s room. They 
stood at stiff attention with their visors drawn menacingly over their unseen faces. 
“Don’t be afraid, he can’t hurt anybody at the moment. Would it be all right if we 
went in to see my son?” asked 2Daizy, turning from her mother to an unman. 
There was a pause as the commanding unman waited for approval from an absent 
authority. “Affirmative,” said the faceless unman. “The suspect is considered highly 
dangerous and you must be searched. Please turn and raise your arms. Place your hands 
on the wall and spread your legs.” The unman began running his hands thoroughly over 
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3Daizy’s body as a second unman stepped forward and searched 2Daizy. After roughly 
searching her hair the unmen ordered 3Daizy to open her mouth while her probed her oral 
cavity with his fingers. “Do not approach the suspect. Do not attempt to touch the subject. 
You may enter,”  he said without emotion or further explanation.  
2Daizy opened the door and out poured kilowatts of white light as if the room had 
been transplanted directly from the Strayin. 3Daizy walked into the bright white room 
and could see nothing at first in the photonic overload. As her pupils constricted to 
pinpricks, the objects in the room slowly emerged and a fourth unman appeared out of the 
light. “Approach but do not cross the line marked on the floor,” he said.  
There on the bed was Proto's restrained bio-cad. Its naked gunmetal blue skin was 
stretched over its features, making it look as if he had been dipped in plastic and metal. 
But pushing through the skin on the front of its head was Proto's face, its features sharp 
yet peaceful in sleep. He glowed with life as his skin drew energy from the space around 
him, but his breathless chest gave him a deathly countenance.  
3Daizy carefully approached the line, looking closely at his face. As she did, his 
eyes snapped open as if they were on springs. She froze involuntarily, as the bright green 
compound eyes regarded her with their sixteen pupils.  
“Hello, Proto,” said 3Daizy nervously. “I’m glad you’re back. But is it really you 
in there?” 
The lithe blue creature strained hard against its restraints which groaned and 
creaked under the pressure. “What have you done to me? I don’t belong here. Why do 
you want to kill me?” The silent voice appealed directly to 3Daizy’s mind rather than her 
ears as the unman guard shot forward and raised its weapon to the gunmetal face. 
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“Stop! Don’t,” shouted the women simultaneously. 
“You must vacate the room immediately,” ordered the unman as the other three 
guards entered the room. 
“No, please, don’t hurt him,” shouted 3Daizy as 2Daizy rushed forward to snatch 
the fourth unman’s weapon from its extinguishing aim. 
“Remove the civilians,” barked the commanding unman, and the remaining two 
guards jumped forward and apprehended the struggling women forcibly and painfully 
before removing them from the brightly lit lockdown. 3Daizy broke momentarily from 
the firm grip of the huge unman and turned to run back into the room, only to have the 
heavy door slam in her face. 
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Metal Head 
 
The new species looked past the barrel of the weapon in its face, directly into the 
metallic skull of the chief guard who cautiously checked the restraints, which were only 
just holding. 
You must lower your weapon and release the suspect, it thought at the 
commander while disconnecting both of the unmen’s links to executive oversight. 
“Lower your weapon and release the suspect,” repeated the commander to its 
subordinate officer who lowered its weapon and did as it was ordered without question. It 
leaned over the Polymorph without fear and undid the thick restraints. 
The plastic creature sat up and stretched its muscles while the unmen awaited 
further commands. Take up your weapon and point it at him, it thought at the 
commander, who again obeyed without a word and leveled his aim directly at his 
colleague. Fire...and the unman pulled the trigger and watched his subordinate slump to 
the floor, leaving a trail of blood and other chemicals that led down the wall to the 
expired cyborg body. 
Now, put the barrel in your mouth. The remaining unman lifted his visor, 
exposing his augmented face and did as he was told. Consumed by the idea planted 
externally in his mind, the unman slowly squeezed the trigger of his weapon for a second 
time.   
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3Daizy was beginning to wonder where the unmen were taking them as they 
passed her room and continued down the hall, when, without explanation, she and 2Daizy 
were released from the bruising cyborg hands that gripped their upper arms. The unmen 
turned and began running at an exaggerated speed back down the corridor towards the 
lockdown. 
“Something must be wrong,” said 2Daizy, but her mother was already running 
after the unmen. 
3Daizy’s mind was running as fast as her legs as she passed door after door in the 
long curving corridor. As she approached the door of the lockdown unit, 2Daizy caught 
up and they both let out screams as the blood-covered walls came into view. As the idea 
of confronting their dead son and grandson stuck them, they both slowed to a walk. With 
tears streaming from their eyes, they stopped and looked at each other in horror. 
“I don’t...I can’t,” stammered 2Daizy as she fell back against the wall and 
slumped into a fetal position on the floor, shaking and crying. 3Daizy almost joined her, 
but somehow managed to steady her emotions for a moment until she saw for herself 
what had happened.  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
It was a lingering memory, scattered down a thousand years, almost an instinct. 
Go home. Or going home, or something... 
Start again. That was it. Start again. 
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Crashin’! 
 173 
Epilogue 
 
“Open this sunlock,” the unman soundlessly ordered as he ran up to the docker, an 
old man with a long gray beard dressed in red stained overalls, who was sitting on a small 
metallic crate smoking a long pipe. He got up mumbling something to himself about 
crashin’ unmen, yet did as he was told without asking why and slowly walked over to the 
massive inner doors. He shook his head slightly and slapped a large green button on the 
wall with the palm of his hand. An alarm began to beep as the sunlock slowly began to 
open. When the doors had opened far enough, the unman stepped through and 
disappeared. The docker closed the inner doors and initiated the outer doors. 
“Stop those doors,” shouted a second unman, leading a small section of troops 
that were running in rank towards the now closed inner doors. “Do not open the outer 
doors,” the troop commander ordered the docker. But driven by a singular purpose, he 
disobeyed and allowed the outer doors to open. Without pause or further warning the 
troop commander raised his weapon and immolated the old man. 
“Close the outer door and open the inner door,” the corps commander ordered one 
of his unmen troops who stepped forward over the body of the docker to carry out his 
instructions and the inner doors slowly began to open again, only to reveal the incinerated 
uniform of a terminated enforcement officer.  
“Go home. There is nothing here...RETURN.” 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
I decided to write a science fiction story that dealt with posthuman themes. An 
investigation of science fiction quickly reveals a humanist ideology. That is to say, that 
fiction concerns itself with humanity and human beings’ relationships with each other, 
their surrounding and nature by viewing nature and the inhuman from a human point of 
view. 
Choosing to write science fiction also placed the novel within the uncertain and 
often obscure bounds of the science fiction genre and one of its subgenres, postmodern 
science fiction. However, although The Honey Eater is informed by many of science 
fiction’s conventions and tropes which express a tendency towards empirical science and 
human observation, it is an attempt to remove the human from its place at the centre of 
science fiction. 
As I said, I also wanted to write a posthuman story. Postmodern science fiction is 
based in postmodern science, and so is able to support posthuman themes and characters. 
This meant that in order to develop as a posthuman text, The Honey Eater, although it 
incorporates many of the conventions of science fiction, had to move away from the 
traditional humanism of science fiction. This in turn raised many of the anxieties 
expressed in the crisis of humanism, particularly the fear of machine takeover and a loss 
of human control over its own creations and nature. In contrast to this view however, 
Kevin Kelly speculates, based on the existing relationship between biology, cybernetics 
and machinery, that rather than a takeover, a merging of the biological, the cybernetic 
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and the mechanical will occur (2). By merging the human and the machine it was 
possible to move beyond humanism toward the posthuman. 
Therefore, although some popular postmodern science fiction still views its 
posthuman characters from a humanist point of view, in the posthuman science fiction of 
The Honey Eater the human protagonist is replaced by the posthuman displacing 
humanity from its central role in science fiction. Added to this, the postmodern condition 
separates the human from nature. Proto, as the human in the postmodern condition, is 
cocooned by technology. As Proto becomes the Polymorph, he is supported by 
technology but he has become a part of that technology. As his identity disappears, 
physically and mentally he transforms into a posthuman subject. Proto (the previously 
human subject) becomes an object of thought in the mind of the posthuman Polymorph. 
To be a posthuman narrative, my novel also needed to withdraw from the idea that fiction 
is concerned with humanity and human relationships with each other and nature, and 
begin to examine the machine and machine relationships and their interactions with 
nature (including humans) from a machine point of view. As the hive, Proto and his body 
merge and metamorphose, augmented by accident and by the forces of nature into the 
Polymorph, they evoke a new narrative point of view, and, unable to survive in Ourobor, 
are reintroduced to a posthuman nature which itself has been augmented by man and 
machine. 
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SCIENCE FICTION 
 
Fiction and Genre 
 
Choosing to write a science fiction story with posthuman themes raises issues 
concerning humanity’s place in fiction. In his book Metamorphoses of Science Fiction, 
Darko Suvin, a pioneer of science fiction theory and criticism, argues that fiction, “can be 
divided according to the manner in which men's relationships to other men and their 
surroundings are illuminated” (18). He goes on to say that this can be achieved in two 
ways. Firstly it can be accomplished empirically, “by endeavouring faithfully to 
reproduce empirical textures and surfaces vouched for by human senses” (18). The 
cybernetic environments of The Honey Eater for example, are verified by computer 
simulation. Or secondly, Suvin says, fiction can be accomplished, “by creating a radically 
or significantly different formal framework — a different space/time location or central 
figures [...] unverifiable by common sense” (18). The fiction of The Honey Eater is set in 
a space/time location significantly different from the one experienced by the reader, 
which is, “unverifiable by common sense” (Suvin 18). Science fiction provides, by 
employing formal frameworks different from those prescribed by either empirical science 
or traditional literary ideas of linear narrative: either different scientific formal 
frameworks and/or different formal language and narrative frameworks. However, 
radically different language and narrative structures were not employed.  
The Honey Eater cannot be categorized as a work influenced only by science as 
science fiction is at the crossroads between science and art, science fiction becomes the 
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narrative expression of scientific possibility and impossibility. Science fiction is the site 
where science expresses itself artistically and where science can explore its possibilities, 
ramifications and ethical issues in an imaginative space. Added to this, much science 
fiction is written by non-scientists interested in exploring the implications of scientific 
advances for human culture. 
The Honey Eater (like science fiction in general) can be said to combine scientific 
themes and narrative structures. In science fiction, imaginative themes, places, people 
and machines as well as scientific themes, facts, possibilities and even impossibilities are 
contained and supported by the rules and structures of language, narrative and genre, in 
order to illuminate human beings’ relationships. However, this definition is 
problematised in the posthuman. 
Fiction can be categorised into, and therefore defined as, a collection of genres. 
Genre is an expression of the dominance and influence of rational scientific method over 
all forms of knowledge.  That science and reason to discover absolute forms of 
knowledge as well as science and the scientific method themselves, are “paraded” as the 
paramount way in which this control is achieved (Crotty 185). By categorising the world 
using reason and logic, science attempts to make order from the apparent chaos and 
disorder of nature just as genre classification attempts to order and group the huge 
amount of knowledge, styles and themes contained in the body of literature. The 
influence of science has permeated all aspects of modern life, as Crotty points out: “The 
rationality of modern society is embodied especially in the certainty and precision of its 
science and the astounding control and manipulation of nature that its science makes 
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possible” (184). The human observation, reason and categorisation that science applies to 
all things includes also fiction. 
Rabkin says that, “Genre criticism is criticism of works of art distributed into 
classes. In the study of art, genre means class” (89). The first kind, type or sort that 
fiction can be reduced to is the major genres of fiction such as the novel. The novel can 
be then further categorized into genre fictions either through sets of conventions or by the 
subject matter that a generic group, such as science fiction, might share. As convention, 
genre is constituted by what emerges from the character types, themes, structures, 
language, settings, iconography, motifs and so on as a generic whole. That is to say that 
when a group of texts together form a recognizable and cohesive character, they 
constitute a genre. As Gary K. Wolfe said, a genre is, “a group of literary works with 
common defining characteristics,” and “major formal, technical or even thematic 
elements that unite groups of works” (cited in Clute and Nicholls 484). However, the 
science fiction genre is united not only by narrative or stylistic convention but also by its 
subject matter, science, and a common interest in the relationship between science, 
humanity, nature and culture. 
Linear narrative is one of the methods rational thought traditionally uses to 
describe and control the world; another method is science and the scientific method. 
Science fiction is where these two structures interlock.  They are linked together by the 
common belief in an ordered linear sequence. This raises the question of whether science 
fiction is formulaic. The answer is both yes and no. Science fiction does not impose 
writing prescriptions in the same way as a detective novel might, but many of the tropes 
of science fiction including aliens, technology, alternate worlds, cyborgs and robots, 
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appear over and over in science fiction. Added to this, science fiction is based on science. 
However, it is the ongoing speculations based on these tropes that drive the genre 
forward. As new developments are made in these technologies, so the imaginative 
starting points for science fictional speculations advance and each succeeding text has the 
potential to breathe fresh new life into the genre. 
The structures and conventions of science fiction underpin The Honey Eater 
because I have internalised the tropes and conventions of science fictional narrative 
simply by watching and reading it for years and years. Added to this, as I said, I chose to 
write a science fiction story. My novel includes many common tropes of science fiction, 
focusing particularly on cyberspace and the postapocalyptic wasteland.  
The wasteland can be seen on the barren planets, moons, asteroids and 
postapocalyptic landscapes populated by aliens, mutants and their machines and explored 
by astronauts, satellites and the heroes and villains of science fiction (Wolfe 125-147). 
The uninhabitable desert landscape of Strayin is representative of the cost of human 
progress; the open spaces that once represented the possibility of expansion now repel 
human interaction. Feeding on nature, humanity and machines have made the Strayin 
uninhabitable. The rise of industry and its representative, the city, is exemplified in The 
Honey Eater by Ourobor City. The city is a concrete and steel grid that has been laid over 
natural landscape. The city is a kind of wasteland itself, a never-ending grid of concrete 
and steel beneath which nature lies devastated but at the same time the city is habitable 
for humans. The irony of Proto’s situation is that although human progress has destroyed 
the human habitat in The Honey Eater, science and technology have provided humanity 
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with a new one and the machines that drive the progress, in the form of the hive, provide 
Proto the human a means of returning to nature. 
Writing within genre fiction entails the implied presence of genre conventions, 
whether conscious or unconscious. As Italo Calvino points out, “in any book there is a 
part that is the author’s and a part that is a collective and anonymous work” (Calvino 
99). In turn, this also implies the intertextual presence of film, science and other genres 
and texts. The Honey Eater is a complex whole constructed of parts, technologies, 
speculation and structure from which a science fiction story emerges. 
The differences between the conventions and icons that mark science fiction as a 
genre and the conventions and icons of other genres are broken down when genres 
overlap and create generic hybrids. The Honey Eater might fit into a number of genres 
such as science fiction or sub-genres such as cyberpunk because it has elements drawn 
from many genres; the action and postapocalyptic science fiction genres, for example. As 
Rabkin says, “In literature, classes are defined in diverse ways, many inconsistent with 
each other” (89). This means that no single theme or set of conventions, character types, 
motifs, icons or even the subject matter can definitively be said to demarcate one genre 
from the other. Working in the field of genre fiction, therefore, both limited the creation 
of The Honey Eater, and opened up opportunities for it. 
Creating a work of genre fiction limited the creation of The Honey Eater by 
requiring it to be centred around scientific theories and themes as well as the generic 
conventions of science fiction. Too great a deviance or break from these themes and 
conventions, would simply defeat the purpose of writing a science fictional narrative.  
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 Working in science fiction opened up opportunities for the creation of The Honey 
Eater because science fiction is a massive and widely ranging genre, and like other, 
“kinds of narrative, science fiction constantly innovates upon the older forms to which it 
may be referred” (Parrinder xix). Again, in science fiction, these older forms might either 
be scientific forms or narrative forms. Moreover, the imaginative starting points get more 
and more advanced. That is to say that as science advances so too do the starting points 
for imaginative speculation. “Like the universe of scientific theory, the science fictional 
universe is constantly expanding, and continually changing as new knowledge refines and 
corrects old models” (Stableford 5). Science fiction is, therefore, an engine of 
modernisation. As the science fiction genre develops and begins to consider a wider 
range of themes, issues and subjects it can be partitioned into many subgroups. The two 
categories that most reflect the idea of fiction as guided by science and art are hard 
science fiction and soft science fiction.  
 
 
 
Hard Science Fiction 
 
 
 
Science fiction that adheres strictly to empirical laws of science has been termed 
‘hard science fiction’:  
Hard SF demanded that the science be consistent both internally and with 
known science about the real world, permitting only a bare minimum of 
McGuffins like faster-than-light star drives. Hard SF stories could be, and 
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were, mercilessly slammed because the author had calculated an orbit or 
gotten a detail of physics or biology wrong. Readers, on the other hand, 
needed to be scientifically literate to appreciate the full beauty of what the 
authors were doing. (Raymond. Political) 
 
In short, hard science fiction deals with what is scientifically possible through the limits 
of empirical science. The film Outbreak, for example, deals with the ramifications of the 
outbreak of a killer virus and the methods and systems by which the virus is contained. 
The virus is fictional but this is beside the point. It is scientifically possible that a new 
and deadly virus (such as severe acute respiratory syndrome) could be circulated and take 
a number of lives. What the film is mainly concerned with is biological containment and 
the science of biology. 
Hard science fiction limits speculations on the possible futures of humanity, 
nature, science and technology; rather, it is most interested in the technology itself. This 
merciless strictness means that, “Good hard sf is mind-expanding; bad hard sf resembles 
engineering manuals” (Pringle 296). 
Empirical science and narrative fit so well together in science fiction because they 
are both attempts to understand, narrate, explain and control both nature and the human 
condition and experience. Wolfe points out that, “Science, one might well argue, is the 
real myth of our culture, and science fiction is merely the codification and expression of 
beliefs in that myth” (5). In this way science ceases to be a tool of human understanding 
and becomes a tool of control over both the human and nature. 
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Soft Science Fiction 
 
The boundaries between hard and soft science fiction are blurred. If science 
fiction must be drawn from observable scientific knowledge and fact, what about writing 
about things you can't see or know for certain or things that are not currently possible? 
For example, there is no observable proof that uploading the mind is currently possible. 
However, there are contemporary technologies that suggest the uploading of the mind as 
a future possibility. Soft science fiction is an imaginative alternative to hard science 
fiction and its adherence to observable scientific fact. 
Back to the Future provides an example. Time travel is almost certainly 
impossible. Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity forms the basis for a belief in time 
reversibility but we have never travelled back in time. But whether it is possible or not is 
beside the point. Back to the Future is concerned with speculating on the effects of time 
travel on society, culture and human existence and relationships, if time travel were 
possible. However, to remain a science fiction work and avoid becoming fantasy, some 
explanation must be provided to lend the speculations of the text some kind of scientific 
credibility. This leads to a definition of science fiction that interested me in the creation 
of my novel. There are simply too many definitions of science fiction to discuss here. 
Science fiction has been defined in as many ways as there are epistemologies.1
                                                 
1 For a comprehensive list of definitions of science fiction see Lavery, David. Ed. Toward a Definition of 
Science Fiction. 2002. http://www.mtsu.edu/~english/305/Accessories/305OnlineSFDefinitions.html 
 As a 
result, descriptions of what science fiction should be range widely. “Some critics - like, 
famously, Darko Suvin - have attempted to define the genre of sf in terms which would in 
fact logically exclude most genre sf from serious consideration” (Clute and Nicholls 484). 
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There are, however, ways to work toward some definitions of science fiction. There is a 
definition that continuously arises and that critics seem to agree is a ‘common sense’ 
description of the genre.  Although still heavily influenced by a human point of view and 
empirical science, soft science fiction presents a mediation of the hard and speculative 
views of the science fiction genre.  
Soft science fiction still adheres to the requirement that it be based on known 
scientific facts but allows for greater use of imaginative extrapolations or speculations. Its 
predictions, speculations or extrapolations are still based on reason, logic and knowable 
scientific fact. As Robert A. Heinlein said, “In the speculative science fiction story [...] 
accepted science and established facts are extrapolated to produce a new situation, a new 
framework for human action” (cited in Parrinder 16). John W. Campbell agrees but 
reminds us that to remain “science fiction, not fantasy, an honest effort at prophetic 
extrapolation of the known must be made” (cited in Parrinder 16). In The Honey Eater, 
the basic ideas are based on the discoveries and technologies of contemporary science: 
biocybernetic circuits, virtual reality and hive minds all exist. 
The basic difference between soft science fiction and other similar genres, as 
Robert E. Myers puts it, is that soft science fiction, “is that class of prose narrative that 
concerns itself primarily with extrapolated possibilities. It is not fantasy because the 
extrapolations are seen as being possible; it is not realistic fiction because it utilizes 
extrapolation and speculation” (8-9). In this way The Honey Eater, as a work of soft 
science fiction, “creates extrapolated possibilities that are a combination of present trends 
and the author’s critical imagination” (Myers 8-9). To do this my novel draws on 
contemporary science, extrapolates the imaginative possibilities offered by such a 
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technology and frames them in a space/time location unverifiable by observation (Suvin 
18). 
Science, then, is the subject of my novel and not simply an adjunct to the story. 
The examples I am using are derived from such areas as postmodern science and the 
speculations and questions on the posthuman that it raises. In The Honey Eater I 
speculate on the future of such technologies. These ideas and speculations can be 
grouped under a general category of posthumanism, and therefore, my work could also 
be classified within a subgenre of posthuman science fiction. 
 
 
 
Science Fiction and The Honey Eater 
 
 
 
The Honey Eater qualifies as both a work of hard science fiction and soft science 
fiction. It is still based on science but deals with what is imaginatively possible based on 
contemporary scientific knowledge and theory, outlining technologies, such as 
information networks, and speculating on the future impact of such technologies on 
society, culture and the individual. Where hard science fiction adheres to the sciences of 
this world, soft science fiction allows itself to explore the sciences of other worlds and 
various futures, and the possible effects of such technology on future worlds. 
The Honey Eater employs contemporary sciences and technologies but also 
possible future sciences and technologies. In this way my novel sets up its own scientific 
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rules which must still be adhered to, otherwise the narrative structures would fail. For 
example, an effort was made to keep some of the technological information correct, such 
as the behaviour of a hive mind and the role that glucose plays in the nervous system. 
However, in other cases, such as the hive invading the human body, a break is made with 
the science of this world, according to which such a thing is impossible. But according to 
the science of the novel such a thing is possible. Therefore, although some of the sciences 
in the world of The Honey Eater are based in extrapolation, they must still be adhered to 
as strictly as the verifiable sciences of this world are followed in hard science fiction.  
The speculative fiction of The Honey Eater was created by taking examples from 
contemporary science and technology and extrapolating them by placing them in a new 
framework where such technologies might exist, such as a different space/time location 
and central figures, unverifiable by common sense (Suvin 18). Many of the speculations 
in The Honey Eater are already common to cyberpunk fiction. My novel employs some 
of the conventions of cyberpunk -- a “sprawling” inner city as a metaphor for cyberspace; 
the desert setting used before by American writers and film-makers as a metaphor for the 
space of the mind, and robots and cyborgs -- but these are not enough to make it a 
recognizable work of the cyberpunk sub-genre. However, the forerunners of cyberpunk 
provided speculations on the future of computer technologies, such as cyberspace and the 
uploaded mind, which now provide the building blocks for yet more speculation. (Conn 
207-219)  
The novel is based on one particular technological advance drawn from 
contemporary science. It is from this first idea that the rest of The Honey Eater’s 
speculations flow. In the November 2001 issue of The Age supplement “e)mag” (e)36) I 
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found a story about a snail and a silicon chip. Scientists had successfully meshed a silicon 
chip with a number of neurons lifted from the brain of a snail, to create a working bio-
cybernetic circuit (e)36). This is an observable scientific fact and helps to keep the 
narrative based, however slimly, on science.  
The story of the snail and the silicon chip also provides a scientific basis for the 
first speculation that the novel is based on. The Honey Eater is based secondly on the 
idea that consciousness is capable of severing itself from the brain and body and is then 
able to enter the virtually real world of fictional cyberspace. This is one of the most basic 
conventions of cyberpunk. Cyber integration with the human body is not new. People 
with cybernetic implants such as pacemakers or bionic ears are all around us. Further, 
cyborgs have occupied the science fiction imagination for years. However, the actual 
meshing of a neuron to a silicon chip combined with the current rush of technological 
advancement made the speculation that the human mind might be severed from the body 
and thereafter exist in cyberspace, a very real possibility. “Powerful computers birthed 
the fantasy of a pure disembodied intelligence. [...] If science would assist me, the 
contemporary human says, I could live as a brain without a body” (Kelly 64).  I re-
imagined the meshing of the silicone chip and the snail neurons in the form of the 
education wafers that Proto has meshed to his brain. This is not a new idea in science 
fiction either, but it would later provide the hive with access to Proto's vacant nervous 
system. 
The first speculation thus led to a second. It followed that if it were fictionally 
possible for the mind to vacate the body, in fictional terms it would be equally possible 
for a sophisticated artificial form of intelligence and life to re-inhabit the body. So I took 
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the most basic convention of cyberpunk, the uploading of the human mind into a 
machine, and inverted it. As Kelly goes on to say, “ since computers are big brains, I 
could live in a computer. In the same spirit a computer mind could just as easily use my 
body” (Kelly 64). In turn this speculation both raises and supports the narrative event 
where an artificially intelligent cybernetic life form steals a boy’s body.  
Artificial intelligences and artificial life forms exist but none are yet advanced 
enough to occupy and control a human body. The possibility of one that could is the third 
speculation on which the narrative of The Honey Eater is based. I became aware of hive 
or group minds and complex logical systems when I picked up Kevin Kelly’s fascinating 
book Out of Control: The New Biology of Machines (1995). Primarily I imagined the 
cybernetic life form that inhabits Proto’s vacated cadaver as a hive mind because of its 
opposition to the individual, and thus was born the virtual beehive. The cybernetic life 
form that constitutes the third idea on which The Honey Eater is based is not the group 
mind, although it proceeded from this concept, but the theory of ‘emergence.’ I also drew 
this concept from Kevin Kelly’s book. Emergent theory is a contemporary one. 
According to Kelly, “The whole 50-pound hive organ emerges with its own identity from 
the tiny bee parts. The hive possesses much that none of its parts possesses. One speck of 
a honeybee brain operates with a memory of six days; the hive as a whole operates with a 
memory of three months, twice as long as the average bee lives” (15). The concept of 
‘emergence’ allowed me to overcome the difficulty of depicting the complexity of a hive 
system. I was able to imagine, describe and reshape the peaceful hive mind of the bees, 
introduced at the very beginning of The Honey Eater, into the monster of the Prologue, 
solidifying and characterising the Polymorph into a single, simpler and more sinister 
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form. Although the Polymorph is described as having parts, it is not representative of the 
hive mind of the bees, rather it is the overarching ‘superorganism’ of the hive that we 
meet in the beginning of The Honey Eater. It is the hive’s resultant emergent being that I 
imagine populating Proto’s body. 
It does not matter whether any of these speculations are or will ever be possible, 
The Honey Eater is concerned with speculating on the possible effects and ramifications 
that could flow into the future from the meshing of the snail’s neuron with a silicone 
chip. The theft of a human body by a posthuman machine intelligence is a fiction created 
in order that some of the possible effects and ramifications might be explored. 
Such an examination raises issues and themes related to posthumanism. These 
posthuman themes such as the loss of human dominance, machine takeover and 
technologies such as virtual reality, artificial intelligence and artificial life, are supported 
in The Honey Eater by postmodern science and its technologies. The reliance of the novel 
on such themes, sciences and technologies places it in a relatively new set of subgenres. 
 
 
 
Posthuman and Postmodern Science Fiction 
 
 
 
The posthuman subject is a convention which appears regularly in postmodern 
science fiction and The Honey Eater is predominantly concerned with issues surrounding 
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the posthuman, but is there such a thing as a posthuman genre? Does it have clearly 
defined conventions, for instance?  
 Postmodernism manifests itself in fiction in two distinct ways, either in the 
structure or in the content or in both. In postmodern fiction, postmodernism tends to 
appear in the structure marked by bricolage, non-linear narrative, hypertext, “showy 
playfulness, genre-bending, and denial of neat aesthetic or moral wrap-up; above all 
writing that knows or even struts itself as writing, rather than an innocent portrayal” 
(Clute and Nicholls 950). The Honey Eater does not adopt postmodern narrative forms 
but postmodern themes are included. 
Postmodern science fiction does not usually adopt postmodern stylistics; rather it 
is postmodern because its interest is in themes of postmodernity such as corporate control 
or computer technologies. More precisely, the subject of postmodern science fiction is 
postmodern science, and postmodern science can be incorporated into a linear narrative 
structure. Thus, though it does not have the complex narrative structure that characterises 
much postmodern fiction, The Honey Eater falls into the postmodern science fiction 
subgenre. 
When the postmodern appears in the content of science fiction it is often referred 
to as cyberpunk. However, although The Honey Eater can be said to represent a work of 
postmodern science fiction it does not necessarily fall into the cyberpunk genre although 
it does include many of cyberpunk’s tropes. For example, cyberpunk’s preoccupation 
with cyberspace, the dissevering of the mind or consciousness from the “meat” (Gibson 
12) of the human body and the ability of the disembodied mind to travel in cyberspace. 
However, they are incorporated and considered in The Honey Eater only as a means for 
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the production of further themes such as the posthuman, and not as central themes. 
Therefore, although the novel might be defined as postmodern science fiction, it is much 
less clearly recognizable as cyberpunk. The Honey Eater is postmodern because it deals 
with postmodern science.  
Postmodern sciences share an intimate relationship with posthumanism in The 
Honey Eater because they provide the technology from which speculations on the future 
of humanity and machines can be drawn. 
Mathematics can be considered the language of nature and the intricacy and 
complexity of nature and reality can be understood using numbers. By categorising the 
world using reason and logic, science attempts to make order from the apparent disorder 
of nature in the same way that genre classification attempts to order the huge amount of 
knowledge contained in the body of literature. The traditional view of science holds that 
it is based on facts extrapolated from the universe via unprejudiced use of the senses. 
Through induction these facts become theories, which then constitute scientific 
knowledge. A. F. Chalmers describes many views of science but the one that has most 
affected science fiction holds that, “Science is to be based on what we can see, hear and 
touch rather than on personal opinions or speculative imaginings” (1). Traditionally, then, 
science demands, “the reconciliation of the concept and the sensible” (Lyotard 81-82). 
That is to say that the conceivable must also become manifest. But it is sometimes 
difficult to deduce facts from observation when the object or phenomenon cannot be seen 
by human eyes or tested by experimentation either because it is too small, too large, too 
complex, too chaotic or in the case of The Honey Eater, does not exist yet.  
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In postmodern science we see a shift in emphasis away from empirical 
observation towards computer simulation, a combination of speculation and experiment 
(Kelly 474). This method helps postmodern scientists to study phenomenon such as 
chaos and complexity. The hive of bees in my novel represents a complex system, where 
a number of independent parts come together to form a spontaneous self-organised 
whole (Turkle 152). Theories of chaos and complexity demolish notions of control and 
certainty in science. Where empirical science sets about, “controlling and retarding” 
(Kelly 74) the chaos and complexity inherent in nature through logic and categorisation, 
postmodern science embraces the interconnectivity, holism and even order that can 
emerge from chaos and complexity.  
However, the human mind is an organising force. As Kelly points out, the human 
mind has the ability, “to categorize objects before we recognize them” (589). Therefore, 
as well as breaking with empirical science, postmodern scientific methods are alien to 
the human mind. This is represented in The Honey Eater by Proto’s simulation of an 
orchard, which we are introduced to in the beginning of the novel. It is a digital 
environment ordered by the human mind in the form of programming to resemble an 
orchard in which the angles created by the perfect grid of fruit tree plantings seem 
always to lead directly to and from the viewer. The grid of the planting represents the 
scientific matrix of control as it appears in agriculture over nature and in culture over the 
human. His orchard stands testament to Proto’s internalisation of these structures.  In the 
orchard he has reproduced the grid-like matrices of control in the form of the neat rows 
and columns of planting that all seem to lead to him (the human). But beneath the 
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apparent order of the grid of fruit trees is a complexity which produces its own artificial 
life form that in turn threatens the dominance of the human. 
Postmodern science’s move toward simulation lends itself heavily to speculation 
and so presents a myriad of fictional opportunities. However, the problem with basing 
fiction on postmodern science is one of making complexity and chaos comprehensible 
without resorting to didacticism. Postmodern science presents a blend of art and science, 
of creativity and technology, of theory and fiction and of speculation and observation, 
attempting to erase the differences that keep them apart. This is reflected in the merging 
of the hive and the human body in my novel. 
Much of the technology necessary for the hive to invade Proto’s body such as the 
uploading of the mind, although it does not exist in reality, has already become 
commonplace in postmodern science fiction, but it still needed to be explained to place it 
in the context of my novel. Abridged technical information helps to maintain the plot 
without interrupting it with long and complex technical explanations and allows 
postmodern science to be incorporated into a linear narrative, avoiding blatant 
didacticism. 
For example, a complex and fictional mix of biological, cybernetic and chemical 
reactions allows the hive to enter the body. However, The Honey Eater works harder to 
describe the effects on the body and the experience of a cybernetic intelligence becoming 
embodied for the first time than to explain these complexities and the biological, 
cybernetic and chemical processes which might bring the machine and the human 
together. The hi-tech images of the hive entering the body lend the credibility of science 
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to the narrative, in order that the idea of a cybernetic subject downloading itself into a 
vacant human body and animating it might seem more possible or even probable.  
The Honey Eater is not concerned with technical intricacies of how a machine 
might inhabit a human body but in the relationships between the hive as a whole and its 
surroundings and realities. More than this, the novel interests itself in the relationship 
between the hive and the human in the form of Proto and his body, culminating in the 
creation of the Polymorph when Proto’s conscious mind is assimilated. 3Daizy’s library 
represents the reason, rationalism, logic and categorisation of literary and scientific 
knowledge. When Proto loses control of his creation (the swarm) the library is dismantled 
physically, and so metaphorically these structures of knowledge are too. This is also the 
point in the novel when the data that constitute Proto in his virtual form as a wattlebird 
(Honeyeater) begin to unravel. This represents the dismantling of Proto’s subjectivity. 
From this the posthuman begins to emerge.  The letters from the books in 3Daizy’s 
library are released from order and categorisation into chaos, becoming a threat because 
of the potentiality for rewriting the human they speak to and the uncontrollable 
development and unpredictability of posthuman machine intelligence they represent. 
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POSTHUMANISM 
 
 
The Posthuman, Genre and the Human 
 
 
Although they have posthuman themes, the postmodern subgenres of science 
fiction still maintain a human subject as their main protagonist. That is to say that 
postmodern science fiction tends to concentrate on technology and the posthuman 
through human eyes. The posthuman themes are a means of analysing what it is to be 
human.   
Two of the most obvious conventions of postmodern science fiction are the 
disembodiment of the human mind and its re-embodiment in cyberspace as well as the 
augmentation of the human body. But although the body is considered “meat” by Gibson, 
in his novel Neuromancer (12), for example, the human or at least the human mind 
retains its agency. So although postmodern science fiction is filled with posthuman 
beings, it does not constitute a truly posthuman text because of the essentially humanist 
point of view that pervades the genre. For example, Steven Speilberg’s film A.I. is filled 
with posthuman characters but it strongly asserts humanist values. It is not a posthuman 
text because its posthuman characters are placed as objects in relation to the human 
subject with humans as the cruel overlords of the machines. To approach the posthuman 
The Honey Eater needed a nonhuman subject but it also needed to depart from humanist 
ideals such as the superiority of humanity.  
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Even when the protagonist of postmodern science fiction severs mind from body 
and becomes a digital posthuman, it is the conscious, reasoning mind that is severed from 
the body. Even if human heroes become machines by uploading the conscious mind, 
postmodern science fiction still tends to view them as humans separate from the machine. 
An example of this is the film The Matrix, which suggests a devolution from the 
posthuman to the human. The ideal that pervades this text is the idea that no matter what, 
the human will overcome the machine. Neo is ‘the one.’ In him the whole is reconciled in 
a single unified identity. The Matrix suggests that although the machine dominates the 
world and human reality and identity is governed by machine reproduction, the result will 
be the empowerment of the human, just as Bertrand Russell suggests was the result of 
machine production (699). This film sees machine control as dystopic and reinforces 
humanist terror of machine takeover and the posthuman world.  
Science fiction that is inspired by the subjectivity of humanist ideals, is affected in 
terms of the choices of fictional outcome available to the author. According to humanist 
ideologies, the only possible ending for my novel was to have the human (Proto) 
overcome the machine (the hive) and recapture his body, humanity and unified identity, 
but this would have made The Honey Eater formulaic, predictable, unoriginal and 
unimaginative. As Badmington points out, the alien remains separate from the human and 
is always defeated, “frequently by a uniquely ‘human’ quality” (8), and humanity will 
survive, “this is destiny, the law of nature” (8).   
The importance of humanist ideals in science fiction leads to a paradox. If 
humanity is manifestly predestined to overcome any adversity or attack from the ‘alien,’ 
then why bother to defend humanity (Badmington 8-9)? In the creation of the posthuman 
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narrative of The Honey Eater, this paradox raised questions such as; why should the hero 
(the human) always win? Why couldn’t the story have a human hero who loses, dies, 
disappears or at least capitulates and compromises rather than forcing humanist views 
and values over everything in the universe with the result that the human remains firmly 
at the centre of things?  
There are ways other than via humanism to approach the posthuman. Katherine 
Hayles puts two forward. Firstly, humans can, “go gently into that good night, joining the 
dinosaurs as a species that once ruled the earth but is now obsolete” (283). The choice in 
this case for my novel was to have the machine overcome the human. Secondly, Hayles 
suggests that humans could, “hang on for a while longer by becoming machines 
themselves” (283). Here was a new way to end my story and a possible escape from 
humanist ideals by having Proto both join with the machine and disappear as well.  
Trying to control or eliminate the threat of the posthuman machine serves only to 
reinforce humanist terror of machine take-over. Kevin Kelly says that it will not be a 
take-over at all but rather a merging of the organic and the machine (2). “The world of 
the made will soon be like the world of the born: autonomous, adaptable, and creative 
but, consequently, out of our control” (5) Kelly calls these combinations of the made and 
the born ‘Vivisystems.’ This view of the future role of the machine contradicts the 
alarmist view of the increasing importance and rapid development of the machine put 
forward by postmodern science fiction inspired by humanist ideals. 
Stelarc says this merging of the human and the machine will happen when the 
human body is augmented to cope with machine and other environments opened up by 
technology (565). The human will need to learn to cope in its new environments and re-
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invent its existing support systems. If humanity wishes to interact with environments 
opened up by technology, such as cyberspace or space or other planets such as Mars, the 
human mind and body will need to be augmented. 
That is why the action of The Honey Eater was moved out of cyberspace and into 
an inhuman environment, the Strayin, where it could evolve without human influence. 
The human body cannot cope unassisted by machines in the environment outside 
Ourobor City. Ourobor is an example of a vivisytem; it is a combination of the machine 
and the organic. The human race in Proto’s world is maintained in a vivisystem. They 
have extended themselves into their environment by augmenting it. They have turned 
their city into a living nervous system of cables, pipes, grids, and gardens, so until the 
Polymorph leaves this cocoon provided by Ourobor City, the human body has remained 
relatively untouched. 
Until now in this world, humanity has developed in parallel with technology, the 
development of one mapping the development of the other.  But in Proto’s world the 
differences between the human and the machine are collapsing. The made and the born 
have met. In the future world of Ourobor and the Strayin, technology is no longer limited 
by the knowledge of humanity or by bio-evolutionary time scales.  That is to say, 
technology is no longer limited by the time it takes for an organic entity, such as the 
human, to evolve. The technology of Proto’s time is not subject to this biological 
temporality. Its development has become self-perpetuating. It is still a temporal process 
but the anomalies that drive the evolution of the Polymorph occur much more frequently 
and it speeds up. 
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Kelly thinks humanity’s loss of control over its creations is, “a great bargain” (5). 
However, most popular works of postmodern science fiction do not agree. They have 
tended to view the mechanisation of the human and the world as a threat, depicting 
machine control as a dystopic state of affairs while viewing human existence and 
freedom as sacred, axiomatic yet threatened and so to be defended to the death. Because 
we, the human, created the posthuman, or at least because the posthuman is endogenous 
to the human, and because we view the posthuman from a human and humanist 
perspective, we tend to invest it with our own evils. We see in the posthuman our own 
will to power and our own propensity for cruelty and it fills us with terror. 
Postmodern science fiction contains the posthuman but still labours under 
humanist ideals out of fear of the unknown and the very human need for control. Human 
points of view tend to invest the posthuman (the alien) with human evils and fears, and 
the loss of human control Kelly raises, articulates the issues and concerns of the crisis of 
humanism. As fiction struggles to maintain the unity and sovereignty of the human 
subject, using a human point of view and human heroes with stable identities who can 
control the machine, so it attempts to maintain the order and logic of empirical scientific 
method because order brings with it control. 
Posthumanism embraces the chaos and complexity of postmodern science as well 
as the idea of mechanical and biological confluence as logical and inevitable 
consequences of scientific and technological development. Viewing human integration 
with the machine without terror and as a necessity if the human is to have any place in a 
posthuman future, the posthuman offers Proto freedom from contingency, constraint and 
the material world. To get there he will need to abandon his mind and body, his identity, 
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his subjectivity and his objectivity entirely and rewrite the rules and conventions for 
defining what it means to be human. Therefore, the novel is partly based on a critique of 
humanism because in the posthuman all of the problems of humanism come to the fore. 
 
 
 
Posthumanism and the Crisis of Humanism in The Honey 
Eater 
 
 
Humanism suggests that humans are defined and separated from the non-human 
by the conscious reasoning mind, leaving humans as the final determinant of reality. The 
conscious reasoning mind also represents a singular authority which regulates the self and 
unifies individual human identity. 
Writing and thinking at the very outset of the period called the Enlightenment or 
Age of Reason, René Descartes (1596-1650) attempted to substantiate the human, when 
he said ‘cogito ergo sum,’ suggesting that the only certain thing is the thinking or 
conscious mind. Therefore Descartes might, “be seen as one of the principal architects of 
humanism, for, in the seventeenth century, he arrived at a new and remarkably 
influential account of what it means to be human” (Badmington 3). Descartes claimed 
that conscious reason and rational thought together with, “two distinctly human 
capabilities, for dialogue and for action based on understanding” (Badmington 3), are the 
sole prerogative of the human and that these are the things that separate the human from 
the non-human.  
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For Descartes and subsequent humanists, “Rational thought, quite simply, makes 
humans human” (Badmington 3). However it also creates, “an absolute difference 
between the human and the inhuman: only the former has the capacity for rational 
thought. Reason belongs solely to the human and, as such, serves to unite the human 
race” (Badmington 4). The statement, ‘I think, therefore I am’ makes mind more certain 
than matter, and my mind (for me) more certain than the minds of others (Russell 548). 
“There is thus, in all philosophy derived from Descartes, a tendency to subjectivism, and 
to regarding matter as something only knowable, if at all, by inference from what is 
known of mind” (Russell 548). Axioms of the mind then become the only certain things 
and this gave humanity a special place as the thinker and knower because it placed the 
human, in science by empiricism and in fiction as the subject, as the final determinant of 
reality and existence. 
At the beginning of the narrative Proto seems to be in conscious control of 
himself, his body, his identity, his reality and the machines around him. Because he is, in 
the beginning, a rational conscious subject with unique physical attributes, Proto appears 
as a single and unified identity. This is because, according to liberal humanist ideas of the 
individual and identity, he has a centred and singular authority which regulates his self, 
namely his conscious mind. As Rivkin and Ryan point out, “A picture of the human mind 
as a unified whole that can achieve full awareness of itself has been central to western 
thought since the seventeenth century” (119).  
Proto Jones, we initially discover is, “an autonomous individual self that is self-
reliant and very much in control” (Crotty 185). When we are first introduced to him, and 
while he is “unique because he is a living, thinking, feeling entity. He is made of organic 
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materials” (Warrick 203), not the inorganic materials of the machine. In science fiction: 
“The relationship between man and machine is portrayed as a discontinuous or 
dichotomous one” (Warrick 203). That is to say that the human and the machine are 
considered physically distinct.  
In this way humanism initially defines Proto’s identity. While he is the sole 
occupant of his body and is in conscious control of it, he represents Proto ‘the human.’ 
But he is only presented as a human briefly in order to test humanist ideals against the 
machines of postmodern technology and the multiple identity of the posthuman hive. 
Science fiction informed by humanist subjectivity has attempted to preserve the integrity 
of the biological human subject and its unified identity against the inorganic and multiple 
machine. But contemporary computer technology and the technology contemporary to 
Proto have allowed for a confluence between the organic and the mechanical. The 
creation of artificial intelligence and artificial life throws into question humanism’s 
antiquated claims that humans are defined and separated from the non-human by reason, 
making humans the final determinant of value and that the conscious reasoning mind also 
represents a singular authority which regulates the self and unifies the identity.  When he 
decides he wants to leave his ‘bio-cad’ and live online, Proto touches off a series of 
events that will see him disappear to be reborn along with the hive as the Polymorph. 
 
The Honey Eater: An Alternative Posthuman Fiction 
 
Shifting Proto to the posthuman would consist, “of putting aside all of our 
concepts and categories regarding knowledge and being and of starting over” (Rivkin and 
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Ryan 354). The idea that Proto leaves his body and that a machine takes it over, raises the 
anxieties reflected in the crisis of humanism over the diminishing sovereignty of the 
human and the loss of a unified human identity. 
As it has been raised previously, postmodern science has presented humanity with 
the very real possibility of a reasoning non-human capable of dialogue and action based 
on reason. If something other than a human, such as the hive in my novel, were capable 
of reasoned thought and of action based on that thought, then the experiences of that 
being can be incorporated into a narrative, simply by a description of those thoughts and 
because those actions will be performed within a temporal framework. In which case, 
fiction can represent an artificial life experience. 
Therefore, to be a more truly postmodern text, The Honey Eater would have to 
depart from the humanist notion, expressed by Suvin, that fiction consists of the 
illumination “of human relations to other people and the universe” (18). My novel would 
also need to replace the human as the cause and determinant of reality and consider 
relationships not only between humans and machines but between machines and 
machines and between machines and the universe. It would have to embrace the crisis of 
humanism. The human hero would have to relinquish control and succumb to the 
machine and the erasure of a unified identity. 
Neil Badmington asks, “what motivates posthumanism? How did ‘we’ arrive in a 
space where it is possible to discuss such a subject” (4)? In The Honey Eater, the crisis of 
humanism intersects with the narrative crisis, the theft of Proto’s body. Proto is facing a 
crisis of existence. When his body is stolen, Proto faces the radical decentring of his 
conscious control and the multiplication of his identity, and so dethroning from his 
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sovereign position as a rational human subject. Clinging to his idea of himself as a 
rational subject, he enters into a dialogue with the machine, but it quickly turns into a 
monologue as he is incorporated into the hive. 
Fiction was once only about human experience and relationships but in 
posthuman fiction there is no human subject any more. Therefore, there is no subjective 
human life experience to fictionalize. So who is left to experience something to write 
about?  In The Honey Eater as Proto ceases to be a human subject he is replaced by 
artificial life-forms as the main protagonist of The Honey Eater.  
The posthuman appears in The Honey Eater in three main forms. Firstly, the 
posthuman is depicted as a digital human consciousness contained in virtual reality. Proto 
begins as a human but quickly leaves his corporeal body and identity to assume a 
posthuman form, the form of human intelligence uploaded into cyberspace. At any time, 
going online raises issues of identity. In the posthuman fiction of The Honey Eater these 
issues of identity are raised via character. The moment Proto uploads his mind into 
cyberspace his identity begins to multiply. His outward appearance is dramatically altered 
to the form of a bird but his human reason remains intact, stretching the humanist 
definition of what it means to be human. A once single and unique identity becomes two 
unique identities, Proto the human and Proto the Honeyeater. Still in cyberspace, he then 
becomes Proto the ball of fading light and two become three. As the wattle-bird and the 
ball of light, Proto is part human, but his original single human identity now serves only 
as a prototype.  
Science fiction inspired by humanist values and the temporal and structural logic 
of linear narrative tends toward heroes with a single and uniquely identifiable identity. 
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This character structure, which is centered on a unified identity, is exploded in The Honey 
Eater. The Proto character develops and changes in a multi-linear way by multiplying 
and dividing, but this does not disturb the linear narrative. It would disturb the linearity of 
the narrative if the narrative was based only on Proto, but it is not. 3Daizy is a second 
protagonist. In comparison to Proto, 3Daizy’s identity remains relatively stable. She 
looks the same online as she does in real life and her character undergoes very little 
development. 3Daizy is the writer in the text and serves as a utilitarian character. She is 
both the reader’s guide and a stable and reliable signpost to the human as the Proto 
character disintegrates and multiplies. According to Baudrillard the original sign, the 
Proto character, as it multiplies undergoes successive phases of the image. Firstly, he 
represents “the reflection of a profound reality” (Simulacra 6). In other words, the Proto 
introduced in the beginning is the real, the original Proto. When Proto doubles and 
becomes the Honeyeater, the image is one that, “masks and denatures a profound reality” 
(Simulacra 6). That is, as the wattlebird, he is still the real Proto we meet at the beginning 
but his appearance is changed, masking his original identity. The image of Proto as the 
ball, “masks the absence of a profound reality” (Simulacra 6). This image represents an 
image of Proto; although the original Proto is gone, it just stands for Proto.  Joined with 
the hive as the Polymorph, the image and identity of Proto, “has no relation to any reality 
whatsoever: it is its own pure simulacrum” (Simulacra 6). Proto is no longer in the order 
of appearances, but of simulation. At this stage Proto’s reality and his unified identity and 
humanity collapse and 3Daizy is needed to motivate the narrative as he disintegrates. 
 At the same time, by passing through them at will, she helps to breakdown the 
differences between corporeality and cyberspace, and even between life and death as she 
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takes us into the cybernetic underworld of Wormhill. Wormhill is filled with those who 
have undergone a physical death but whose electronic minds live on, re-embodied in 
cyberspace. In posthuman science fiction: 
The languages of science and technology are inverted by a metaphorical 
system of language which effaces the borders between conscious and 
unconscious, physical and phenomenal realities, subject and object, 
individual and group, reality and simulacrum, life and death, body and 
subject, future and present (Bukatman 108). 
The Honey Eater does not employ a great deal of metaphor to achieve this breakdown; 
rather, it is facilitated by 3Daizy who acts as a medium between the living and the dead, 
by interacting with characters such as Teal and Sculpture.  
In addition, the posthuman is presented as an artificial life-form embodied as bees 
and the hive. The breakdown of the difference between the human and the machine 
begins with the anthropomorphism of the hive in the prologue. This can be seen as an 
attempt to impose humanity on a monstrous technological life-form. However, as Eric 
White points out: “Humanity is now compelled to inhabit a world in which the continuing 
emergence of unforeseen, hitherto unimaginable, and therefore monstrous life-forms 
disrupts every attempt to impose a satisfyingly human direction on the course of events” 
(246). Therefore, rather than being an attempt to control the machine, the humanising of 
the hive is intended by the author to initiate the merging of humanity and the mechanical. 
The image of the swarm lends itself to the idea of chaotic uncontrollability. When 
the reader is first introduced to the bees, they constitute a hive mind. Hive models of 
societies and systems have long informed and influenced the science fiction imagination. 
They have been used as templates on which to model alien societies. (Clute and Nicholls 
573-574) The group mind exists in reality in complex networked computer and economic 
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systems such as the internet and the global economy and stock-markets. However, the 
hive mind in The Honey Eater is far more complex and advanced than these models. 
Proto, as the Cartesian subject, is in stark contrast with the hive mind. Descartes suggests 
a unified and conscious mind, which unifies and centrally controls human identity and 
action. But the hive mind presents radically decentred systems of identity and control.  
Rather than being controlled by a central and unifying consciousness, the hive is 
controlled by the communication between individual bees. This communication is central 
to the cohesion of the hive as a thing in itself because, “Multiplicity is not viable if it 
means shifting among personalities that cannot communicate” (Turkle 258). In other 
words, if the parts do not communicate, a self-organized whole will not emerge. 
As members of a hive mind, the individual bees in the Prologue are connected not 
to a central control but rather to each other. The hive of bees produces an emergent being. 
However, this does not mean that it re-centralises control; rather, the emergent being 
represents the majority opinion of the hive. Because of the ability of the cybernetic hive 
mind to evolve through novelty and complexity, new features can emerge, particularly 
control. Emergence is “that organization which is generated out of parts acting in 
concert” (590). The whole can be recognised because it acquires the feature of 
spontaneous control. This is represented in my novel by the anthropomorphism of the 
hive in the Prologue. Emergence disintegrates humanist ideals of unity and logic because, 
“the concept of emergence signaled a different variety of causation” (Kelly 15). This 
means that because there is no longer a centre of control dictating meaning, the hive can 
take the information stored in Proto’s brain, rearrange it and draw new conclusions, 
creating its own sense of reality and its place in that reality. 
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Finally, the posthuman is presented in The Honey Eater as a hybrid form of the 
biological and the mechanical. Becoming a completely new species, the Polymorph 
exemplifies Kevin Kelly’s view of humanity’s evolution to the posthuman of a merging 
of the human and the machine. Machines are becoming embodied with reproductive and 
evolutionary mechanisms while humanity works its way away from the biological and the 
body towards the mechanical. Proto as the human here represents Baudrillard’s boy in the 
bubble: 
The Boy in the Bubble is a prefigurement of the future [...]He epitomises 
the kind of vacuum-sealed existence hitherto reserved for bacteria and 
particles in laboratories but now destined for us [...] That we think and 
reflect in a vacuum is demonstrated by the ubiquitousness of artificial 
intelligence (Prophylaxis 34).  
Proto is within the machine from the very beginning. His life is at all times supported by 
technology and the mechanical. Even in the apartment at the beginning, when he is in his 
body, he is dependent on technology for everything. Ourobor City is itself a giant 
vivisystem, a combination of the organic in the form of humans and gardens and the 
mechanical in the form of pipes and engines. As Proto is already part of a machine, 
joining with the hive in the Polymorph would serve either to further his bondage or free 
him from it.  
When Proto unknowingly arrives back in his head, he finds that he is no longer at 
the centre of his orchard. His memories of it have been reinterpreted. The rows and 
columns no longer lead to and from him, the human. The Polymorph displaces the human 
‘I’ with the cogitating ‘I/We’ of networked posthuman intelligence and artificial life. In 
his now occupied mind Proto thinks he has entered into a dream-like monologue but he 
has entered into a dialogue with the machine. Kelly’s union of the born and the made (5) 
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is embodied in Proto. In the end, the human (Proto) is completely augmented both 
physically and mentally. The made and the born are bought together in the monologue 
and dialogue in Innerspace, 2+2=5 and Z   Z2 and are augmented into a single new 
being. 
In the Polymorph the human and machine are not kept apart as separate entities; 
rather, they are made confluent. In the end of the novel, Proto becomes part of a new 
entity. Proto as we know him (as a human) disappears. He continues to exist but not think 
in terms of a human mind.  
 
 
 
Of Proto, the Hive and the Polymorph 
 
 
When he uploads his mind into virtual reality Proto moves from knower and 
consumer of knowledge to knowledge itself. His past and his memories are absorbed into 
a new identity. When Proto’s multiple identities meet the machine in his body, a new 
hybrid identity is formed. Proto the human, each bee in the hive, the hive as a whole, 
Proto the bird, Proto’s augmented human body all contribute to the identity that is the 
Polymorph in a harmony of the biological, mechanical and cybernetic. It is the 
communication between the parts of the whole that supports the whole.  
When he is in the Polymorph, he becomes super-multiple, he becomes a part of 
every node in the hive, and every node becomes a part of him. He is thinking with and 
communicating to the hive and to himself. He thinks with a billion separate voices and 
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identities, a billion ‘I’s. He is a compound ‘I’ with compound eyes. And his thinking is 
decentralized and multiple. Proto is thought thinking, he is a conscious dream as the 
difference between thought and reality implodes. But he has no real control over the 
actions of his new self (the Polymorph). Like a voter in a general election he can register 
his ideas and opinions only as one of millions. 
Proto has lost his subjectivity to the machine. He is positioned as an object in 
relation to the subject machine and its intelligence and identity. For the most part he is an 
object of thought, an old memory which now serves as a template for the mind of a new 
identity. He is no longer the knower but the known. He is information. The important 
thing is what the new entity, the Polymorph, will do with the store of memories and 
information that once constituted Proto. What will be created out of human experience by 
a machine? The Honey Eater turns from investigating the mind of the machine and nature 
through the mind of the human to a study of nature and the human via the mind of the 
machine. 
However, is it possible for a human to even think about the posthuman future? 
The author is usually: 
a human with human cognition and human experience, yet he must say an 
alien self and make that self appear in some significant way other than 
human. In the most effective science fiction, authors rely heavily on 
metaphor to create an alien being from bits and pieces of earthly reality. 
The author must use the familiar, yet move past the familiar into a 
convincingly real and unfamiliar alien self (Rice 134). 
The only measure we have of artificial intelligence and life is whether its autonomous 
functions will mimic the behaviours and emotional responses of a human being. The 
Polymorph is a bricolage of found objects, namely hive intelligence and the human. It is a 
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mixture of the familiar and the unfamiliar. The Polymorph had to learn to mimic human 
behaviours quickly so that the narrative could continue to move forward. But when it had 
learnt to mimic human behaviour it came to resemble a human and it no longer appeared 
as unfamiliar; it had to, “move past the familiar into a convincingly real and unfamiliar 
alien self” (Rice 134). The Polymorph had to be removed from Ourobor City, the 
signifier of human progress and power, and be placed in a non-human environment, 
where it could emerge and evolve without the application of human parameters or 
normalising influences. Out of the human environment, the body could be augmented by 
exposure to the deadly sun of the Strayin and mysterious chemical reactions. In the 
Strayin it is completely augmented but it is still composed of things such as plastic and 
human flesh which exist in the real world and give it a convincing sense of being real but 
at the same time it moves beyond the familiar to the unfamiliar. In such ways it is 
possible to think about the posthuman future, but it has to be extrapolated from the 
contemporary. 
When the Polymorph enters the Strayin and is transformed, Proto is reinserted 
into nature. As the Polymorph, Proto escapes the claustrophobic life support ‘bubble’ of 
Ourobor City and its systems of control. In the desert there is no medium between the 
Polymorph and nature, no concrete, no pipes, no engines, no supermarkets, no screens, no 
interfaces. 
In his human form Proto, in his postmodern condition, is looking through glass 
which prevents him from touching anything. It is a matter of shattering the glass and 
asking how we change things without laying claim to an external instance of power. 
(Rivkin and Ryan 354) But as Proto and the Polymorph discover, when the glass is 
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broken, the hyperreal ‘bubble’ that surrounds and sustains the postmodern human and its 
body rapidly depressurises. Proto needs the Polymorph to make up for his frailties and 
failings. Because of its ability to adapt itself and its new body to its changing 
environments, the Polymorph can survive without Proto, but Proto cannot survive 
without the Polymorph. However, when the two of them are brought together, they again 
form an emergence. The two of them amount to more than the sum of their parts and so 
together they are able to survive in the new environment that humans and machines have 
created together. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
The Honey Eater has a traditional structure and takes its themes from postmodern 
science and science fiction as well as from posthuman theory, experimentation and 
speculation. Posthuman fiction reinterprets both the rules of what it means to be human 
as well as humanity’s relationship with the machine. The boundaries between Proto (the 
human) and the hive (the machine) are broken down and resolved in the Polymorph and 
its new relationship with nature, albeit an altered one. 
Humanist ideologies have long influenced both science and fiction and 
subsequently the science fiction genre. However, as the posthuman becomes more and 
more commonplace in science fiction, humanist ideologies and the predestined centrality 
of the human begin to wane. As the hive takes over his body and Proto slowly disappears, 
so does the human protagonist, displacing human experience and relationships as well the 
dominance of humanist ideology from their place as the focus of fiction.  
The practice of writing a science fiction novel is itself a ‘line of inquiry.' The 
creative exegesis form is an appropriate way to investigate posthumanism as well as 
science fiction, because in the writing of a science fictional text, creativity cannot be 
removed from scientific research, theory and speculation. To be science fiction, the 
extrapolations and speculations contained in the text must be based on knowable facts 
drawn from scientific research and theory. This provides for the study of the diverse 
issues of humanity, society and culture by testing them against the technologies that we 
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(humans) create in order to ascertain what it means or does not mean to be human or even 
posthuman. 
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